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Raasick, Christopher T„ M A., Juae 12,1988 Journalism 
The Bitterroot Controversy: 
Dale Burk s Dual Role as Journalist and Activist (183 pages) 
Director: Warren J. Brier 
Dale Burk s newspaper coverage of the Bitterroot Controversy in the Missoulian from 
1969 through 1971 is the focus of this thesis. The Bitterroot Controversy was a debate 
over U.S. Forest Service management practices, especially clearcutting, terracing and 
consideration of multiple-use values on the Bitterroot National Forest, which lies on the 
border of western Montana and Idaho. Burk, Missoulian state editor during this time, 
investigated claims that the Forest Service had not properly managed the forest in 
accordance with multiple-use guidelines, giving undue weight to timber harvesting 
and disregarding wildlife, recreation and soil and watershed values, Burk began 
publishing articles documenting these accusations in November 1%9, touching off 
vehement public debate, charted by the Missoulian in the form of letters to the editor 
and columns by local scientists, educators, timber industry spokesmen and others. 
Central to this thesis are claims that Burk practiced advocacy journalism and was 
biased against the Forest Service and the timber industry, Burk published an opinion 
column twice a week, and in that column commented on the issues which he 
concurrently reported on in news stories. When public debate forced the issue to 
hearings in the U.S. Senate, Burk both reported on the hearings and testified as a 
witness. 
Burk s role in reporting the Bitterroot Controversy is examined, yielding proof that 
he was instrumental in bringing the issues to debate in a public forum Criticisms of 
his reporting as biased and inaccurate are dispelled. Burk s editorial column is 
examined as the most prominent example of his activist role, which is increasingly 
emphasized throughout the controversy Burk s basic tenets as a journalist, including 
his commitment to fairness and denouncement of the concept of objectivity, are 
assessed by those people he reported on and by those with whom he worked. 
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I would like to take this opportunity to thank Warren J. Brier, professor 
of lournalism at the University of Montana. He suggested the Bitterroot 
Controversy as a topic, and with calm efficiency helped alleviate my 
confusion about the project, providing counsel on research and writing 
methods. My only regret is that he was not able to more fully participate in 
the completion of this thesis: the results would have been much improved by 
his efforts. I am proud to have worked with him. 
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Preface 
This thesis is about journalism. It is not about forestry, it is not about 
sociology, it is not about politics and it is not comprehensive in its 
eiamination of the issues raised in the Bitterroot Controversy. That 
controversy was extremely broad in its scope, and every person consulted in 
researching this thesis additional ideas that might help explain this 
controversy. Especially prominent was interest in the Worf and Bolle 
Reports, which constitute a research project in themselves. It was not 
possible, however, to thoroughly delve into those reports, or into the other 
avenues suggested during research, without committing myself to a much 
larger project. 
I have confined myself primarily to an examination of the news stories 
and columns by Dale Burk published in the Missoulian from November 1969 
through November 1971. My intent was to pose, and ultimately answer, the 
questions raised by his coverage of news events in the Bitterroot 
Controversy. These questions of ethics, effectiveness and public response to 
journalistic endeavor are significant and familiar to all journalists who have 
reported on controversial issues. In addition to Burk s written work, I 
consulted his sources: the Worf and Bolle reports, some of the testimony 
presented in U.S. Senate hearings on clearcuttingl and national forest 
management legislation, the people Burk worked with and those he reported 
on. The focus, despite many worthy distractions, was an analysis of the 
efforts of a young Montana journalist, with a sincere love of all things 
natural and a respect for the American democracy, to expose a serious 
breach of public confidence and trust by a government agency in the midst 
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of a changing journalism scene. Scientific inquiry and sociological analysis do 
not, therefore, receive substantial treatment here, except where necessary to 
better explore that focus. 
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If the recent series j'oJts the forest Service from its lethargy and 
causes the Fewest ServJ<  ̂to recognize Its public responsibility to tell It 
like It Is, then Dale Burk will have performed a public service. 
Craig E. Smith 
Intermountain Company forester 
January 2, 1970 Missoulian 
Vou shoot from the hip, but most of your shots hit the mark and 
you have performed a valuable service in airing the subject in your 
pages. 
Alan Coates 
forester, Poison, Montana 
March 6. 1970 Missoulian 
As Journalists. It's our jdb to ask questions and where possible, to 
pursue answers.... One time a Fca-est Service guy said, "Why are you 
picking on usaJJthe time? " and I said, "Hey, you vegot a pimple, you 
pick It, you Idiot" He didn t like that. 
Dale Burk 
March 7, 1988 
An article by Dale Burk, Missoulian State Editor, entitled "Logger Attacks 
Clear Cut Logging in Bitter Root" appeared on page one of the November 2, 
1969. Missoulian. It was the first in a nine-part series by Burk, which he 
introduced as "exploring the controversial issue of current Forest Service 
logging practices in the Bitter Root National Forest," and it began a significant 
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Forest Service logging practices in the Bitter Root National Forest, and it 
began a significant chapter in the history of managing the nation s forests. 
This series touched off public debate, much of which took place in the 
Missoulian in the form of letters to the editor, Local Comments, (an 
extended form of letter frequently used by Forest Service officials, 
university professors and other "experts"), and continuing news coverage. 
Extensive coverage lasted for two full years, and when the controversy 
began to wind down, occasional reports kept the public informed on the 
outcome of legislation that was a direct result of their efforts. 
At the center of this news coverage was Dale Burk. He reported the 
controversy, provided editorial comment on the issues and personalities 
involved, and in some cases generated controversy himself. As a 
Missoulian reporter he provided information on various issues, tracking 
the trajectory of public debate through the series of U.S. Senate hearings 
on national forest management that took place two years after his initial 
story. Between November 1969 and November 1971. the Missoulian 
published nine serial reports on the issue, (see Appendix A), as well as 
numerous individual stories and a massive amount of public response. 
By that time the controversy had blossomed into a national issue, having 
been joined by similar controversies over the Monongahela National 
Forest in West Virginia, the Shoshone. Teton and Bridger National Forests 
in Wyoming and the Tongass National Forest in Alaska. Coverage of the 
situation in the Bitterroot^ Valley had been sparse and somewhat lacking 
until this time, but within two years it would receive extensive attention, 
eventually garnering coverage by CBS News on national television and 
reports by the New York Times. The slate of mistakes on the part of the 
of controlling legislation that is still bemg worked out almost twenty years 
later. "The Forest Service Follies," a March 14, 1988 article by John Skow in 
Sports Illustrated, alleges "In Alaska, as in the Lower 48, the U.S. Forest 
Service is turning the timberlands it is supposed to preserve and protect into 
mismanaged tree factories." The charges were familiar: deficit timber sales, 
poor consideration of multiple use values, poor research or use of data in 
managing timber sales and an over-riding value placed on wood products. 
This article indicated that at least in the case of the Tongass National Forest, 
legislation may have been less than completely effective in improving 
management, and that changes m the Forest Service may not have been fully 
Implemented or may not have solved the problems they were designed to 
solve 
For some, however, especially those Montanans who were employed by 
the woods products industry and to a lesser degree, those in the Forest 
Service, Burk himself presented a problem. A third generation logger, he 
had for eight years been a public relations man for the Anaconda Mining 
Company, a symbol for many of the lack of restraint in harvesting resources 
that characterizes Montana s history. He left that job suddenly in 1968 and 
began writing for the Missoulian. and within a year was called to report on 
the budding controversy by a group of retired Forest Service officials then 
living in the Bitterroot Valley who could no longer stand the devastation 
taking place on the forest lands. The claims made by these people, including 
their assessment of damage to watershed, wildlife and future generations of 
logging, have been largely substantiated by subsequent studies conducted by 
the Forest Service, according to Bitterroot National Forest (BNF) Supervisor 
Bob Morgan. Burk, for his part, began by citing the accusations of that group 
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and thereby forcing the Forest Service to answer those accusations. The 
agency's initially defensive response, coupled with the caustic attacks 
leveled at Burk and his sources by the timber industry, added fuel to the 
fire. In fact. Burk suggests now that it was this aspect that most significantly 
built the controversy into a roaring bonfire that could not be ignored by the 
public. 
It was a long process from reports of accusations about management 
practices to recognition of errors and the passage of legislation to repair the 
system. Throughout that process, over the course of two years, Burk 
exhaustively covered the issue. However, during that time Burk went to the 
limit of recognized journalistic ethics; some said he crossed that vague line 
into advocacy journalism, and by his own assessment, he used his journalism 
to rescue the resources of the BNF from poor management. His effectiveness 
may largely be attributed to the fact that Burk occupied a unique position 
during this time: as Missoulian state editor he worked a regular, 40-hour-
per-week job editing news copy from regional correspondents: in addition to 
that he had nearly exclusive (average of the Bitterroot Controversy, perhaps 
the most nationally significant news story ever broken by the Missoulian: 
and for the duration of his a)verage, he also published an editorial column, 
usually twice a week on the sports page, in which he had relatively free rein 
to discuss and offer opinion on environmental issues. In short, while he 
wrote "hard news," investigative stories on the controversy he also wrote an 
editorial column on the outdoors that included in its scope the facets of the 
national forest management issue. Burk expressed, consciously and publicly, 
his none-too-subtle stance on the controversy. At first he gave the 
Bitterroot Controversy a wide berth in his columns, mentioning the issues 
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only in veiled references, but that restraint gradually eroded and by April 
1970, 18 months after his initial reports, he would announce publicly his 
intent to testify at the Senate hearings on the issue to call for the resignation 
of the chief of the U.S. Forest Service and his entire staff of ranking officials -
- based on their transgressions in the BNF and other places. 
The concept of objectivity in journalism is secondary to the concept of 
fairness, Burk has said. Objectivity is defined as the removal of all opinions 
and bias from the written presentation of news. It's an ideal to aspire to 
more than it is a widespread reality, since the experience of every reporter 
must necessarily determine, to one degree or another, the approach he takes 
in investigating and reporting a controversial topic (McGiffert). Fairness, on 
the other hand, is a more realisitic goal. For journalists, basic fairness 
requires them to provide equal opportunity for those with competing views 
to express themselves and address issues and accusations. While Burk never 
claimed to be unequivocably objective, he maintained that he remained 
steadfastly tethered to the concept of fairness throughout the controversy. 
As the 1960s came to a close and phrases like "moving into the 
environmental 70s" were bandied about, people expressed a tremendous 
interest in affairs of the environment. To be fair in reporting these issues 
meant to give equal time to differing views, which Burk and the Missoulian 
attempted to do. as evidenced in the news stories published and the volume 
of public comment printed. It also meant being fair to the public — 
providing citizens from all positions in the community with a chance to be 
heard. This, in fact, became a major focus of the controversy; the accusation 
that the Forest Service, in its role as steward of the land, had not properly 
encouraged nor measured public opinion and sentiment on the values of 
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national forest land and resources. There can be no doubt, given the 
perspective of hindsight, that gross violations of the public trust were 
perpetrated by the Forest Service in the BNF. The principle of multiple use 
management was not correctly adhered to by the Forest Service, and that 
was one of its most basic responsibilities ("Management" 8-15). When Burk 
became aware of this, it became in his mind his job first to inform the public 
and second, to lead them to change the situation. The Missoulian. as can be 
seen in this thesis, was chief in promoting public comment on the issues 
involved here. 
At this time, journalism itself was evolving. To put it bluntly, the nature 
of the phrase "objectivity" was being challenged by some, and by others, it 
was simply being abandonded. Schools of journalism, including the 
University of Montana's, were emphasizing a greater degree of subjectivity 
in reporting when warranted because it enlivened writing (Schermer). This 
style of reporting appeared most frequently, however, in feature writing, 
major daily newspapers and magazines, not in the relatively restrictive 
journalistic tradition of small-town daily newspapers. This study of Burk s 
hard-news reporting yields no significant example of overt bias in his 
reporting, though an overview of his structure and organization of articles 
gives a strong indication of his opinion on the issues. Burk acknowledged 
that his opinions were central to his reporting technique and were well 
understood by his interviewees and readers on all sides of the issue; he 
insisted, however, that this did not compromise the quality of information 
and fair approach in his news stories. The main question of Burk s role in 
the Bitterroot Controversy lies in his increasing tendency to editorially 
comment on the issue he reported on, his style of doing so in close proximity 
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to his news stories, and ultimately, in his wholesale devotion to influencing 
change directly by testifying before Congress and taking other steps as an 
activist. 
This is not an indictment of Burk, or of the Missoulian: rather, it is a 
recognition of the changing face of journalism, and how that change was 
manifested in a small daily newspaper in Montana faced with a complex 
issue traversing politics, economics, sociology, science and other fields. Burk 
uncovered that issue, defined the boundaries of debate with efficiency, 
probed the facts, hounded with questions those reluctant to answer for their 
mistakes, divulged information hidden from the public, and ultimately, came 
forward as a concerned citizen and expert on the issue, aiding the democratic 
process of repair. This thesis will examine the role of Dale Burk in the 
Bitterroot Controversy, and how he influenced the outcome of the 
controversy. An assessment of his role will be drawn from interviews with 
him, with those he reported on and worked with, and with an examination of 
public comment and legislation that resulted from his efforts. 
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Dale Buric and The Missouliaa 
Burk s Background 
Dale Burk was born in JCaiispell, Montana, on October 10, 1936. He came 
from a logging family; his grandfather, Gilbert, had come to Montana around 
the turn of the century from his home in the Midwest during the woods 
products boom in Montana. Burk s father, Ted, was also a logger. After 
graduating from high school, Burk attended one year of college at the 
University of Montana on a journalism scholarship, but left school and joined 
the Navy in 1955, where he served for four years. 
Before taking his job with the Missoulian. Burk worked as a public 
relations director for the Anaconda Company's aluminum plant in Columbia 
Falls, Montana, for six years. He was promoted to the position of 
communications manager for the Anaconda Company at its Butte office, a 
position he held for two years. During that time he also wrote freelance 
articles for national magazines, mostly dealing with hunting, fishing and the 
environment. But eight years in the position with Anaconda Company 
proved to be enough for Burk, especially as he began to question the ethics 
of his role with that company. He said he underwent a fairly sudden "change 
of life," and attributes it to an epiphany he had after composing a particular 
piece of public relations work on a water treatment facility. 
There was a major motivational thing in my life. I was in public 
relations for the Anaconda Company, and accepted a promotion from 
Columbia Falls to Butte, and after I d been there...maybe a year, I was 
asked to write a brochure on the water treatment system they had 
put in at Warm Springs. The brochure was well-received, and all that. 
In the process of going with the people to do that brochure, take 
pictures and stuff, we went to the mouth of the Clark Fork River, at 
the settling ponds. This is where the Clark Fork starts; there's a dam 
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there. All along the trees there was toilet paper and stuff on the trees, 
and I looked out on the pond and there were these things floating 
around. I walked over and looked, and I turned to this guy and said, 
"Are they what I think they are?" And he said, "It's all right, Dale, 
they ve been neutralized.' It was human feces. And the comment I 
made to him was A turd is a turd, by any name." I didn't know it at 
the time, maybe I was too naive, but I didn t know at the time that 
was shaping me; there was something ethically wrong writing a 
brochure saying, 'Look at the awesome job we're doing, when you re 
still pouring feces down the stream. I did the brochure and I went 
back, but here it is, 20 years later, and I still remember it. Obviously, 
it was a lile-changing thing. It was within six months of that, coupled 
with a couple of other things, that I just made the decision to go, I 
can t do this (Burk ^3) 
Burk decided to leave his job and go back to college and complete a 
bachelor of arts degree. His original intent had been to complete his major in 
journalism, but at the last minute he switched to philosophy, the discipline 
from which he would graduate with a degree in 1971, ' The fundamental 
thing I think a writer needs is the ability to think clearly and I think my 
philosophy major helped," Burk said in a recent interview. Burk chose 
Missoula and the University of Montana as the place to study, and made a 
rather sudden move there in September 1968, hoping to find work at the 
Missoulian. He wanted to get his degree at the university here so he 
contacted me and we put him to work on the Missoulian so he could study 
here and finish his college." Editor Ed Coyle said recently. "At the time I 
hired Dale he was working for the Anaconda Company in Butte. I had first 
met him when he was with the PR department up at the aluminum plant in 
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Columbia Falls. And I ran into him in the press conventions he used to 
attend." Burk tells the story of his hiring like this: 
I made up my mind to go back to school on a Thursday, called 
iCoylel up on a Friday and said "Ml be in to see you, " and came in to 
see him on Saturday morning and he said they didn't have anything at 
all. I was going to pump gas or do whatever I had to to go back to 
school. I quit my job on Friday, and on Monday morning Coyle called 
me up because the state editor had quit on Saturday night, and he 
offered me the job. 
Through this stroke of coincidence, Burk was in the right place at the right 
time and was hired as Missouiian state editor. The "desk" position required 
him to manage a field of about 25 correspondents from around western 
Montana and edit their copy each day, though not all those correspondents 
were prolific in their output. "It was in pretty sad shape at the time," Burk 
said of the state editor position, a 40-hour-per-week job that he held 
throughout the entire time he covered the Bitterroot Controversy. Every 
interview conducted, story written and meeting attended he did in addition 
to the duties of this job, while he simultaneously attended school full time. 
"To me, that was one of the things I'm proudest of," he said. "I worked eight 
hours a day on that news desk, and all that writing was in addition to that, 
and I carried 15 to 18 credits a quarter and graduated with a 3.6 (grade 
point average). I felt great about that. I burned myself out, is what I did, 
but I did it." Burk chalked it up to the fact that he had tremendous energy. 
"I still do, if I'm not sick. I think Ed (Coyle) knew that." 
The following spring, in 1969, publisher Lloyd Schermer approached Burk 
about writing an outdoor column for the Missouiian. Schermer said recently 
that he had hoped Burk s commitment to environmentalism would become 
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manifested in his column rather than his news stories; a fiery opinion 
belonged in a column and would serve to further controversy on the issues, 
which was the means by which a newspaper could fulfill one of its most 
basic functions — to bring about change. "Because I was a writer and I 
wanted to vent some of that stuff, I jumped at the chance," Burk recalled. 
And vent he did. Burk titled his column "The Outdoor Picture.' It ran 
usually twice a week, and was always placed in the sports section of the 
paper. In that column Burk wrote about a wide range of topics, though he 
often commented on political issues involving the environment, personalities 
at different levels of government who made environmental decisions, 
environmental activist groups, hunting and conservation and almost 
anything that touched on the environment. He was often scathing in his 
criticism of both individuals and their policy decisions, and that was to 
become a heated issue in the Bitterroot Controversy. 
The Bitterroot Controversy raged most heavily from 1969 through 1972, 
and continued to be a prominent item of interest for several years after that 
as legislation was considered to resolve the problems uncovered. "It had 
wound out, but it was the kind of a thing where the debate was going on in 
detail toward the passage of the National Forest Management Act, so the 
Bitterroot kept part of that dialogue going," Burk said. "Everybody used the 
vehicle of that to bring the case of national forest management to the front." 
The vehemence that characterized the earlier stages of the controversy 
subsided in the mid-70s, however, spreading out and stirring controversy on 
practices in other forests in Wyoming, Alaska and West Virginia. 
Burk was eventually promoted to the position of news editor at the 
Missoulian early in 1974, and in 1975 was awarded a Neiman fellowship to 
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study at Harvard University. He was nominated for this position by A.B. 
Guthrie, Sen. Mike Mansfield, Arnold Bolle, dean of the UM School of 
Forestry, and by Missoulian publisher John Talbot, who had taken over from 
Schermer. Burk was the first Montana journalist ever to be awarded a 
Neiman fellowship, (barring Guthrie himself, who was from Kentucky but 
was a long-time Montanan), as well as the first small-paper journalist in 20 
years to get the coveted award (Burk ^2). He spent 1975-1976 on 
sabbatical, studying at Harvard and concentrating on ethics in government 
and the ties between media and public policy determination, including study 
of economics and the political and social movements in the country. 
As per the terms of the fellowship, Burk returned to the Missoulian for a 
period of one year after his leave, turning down two enticing job offers from 
newspapers in other parts of the country. This was a contractual obligation 
undertaken as part of the Neiman Fellowship — that each fellow would 
return to his original place of employment for one year. However, Burk said 
only two of the 14 Neiman fellows from that year honored this obligation, 
many of the others accepting lucrative job offers brought about by their 
newfound credentials. Burk was one of those two who did return to his 
previous job, and for him, it was frustrating and disappointing experience. 
He intended to return as an investigative journalist, utilizing the knowledge 
he had learned at Harvard on issues of national significance. In fact, just 
before returning he had spent 14 days traveling across Canada to study 
energy facilities, tracing international trade ties between Canada, the United 
States and Japan. He hoped to return and propose expanding the paper s 
coverage of international trade policy. When he returned, he met with a 
wholly unsupportive response from the paper's management. They 
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wouldn't even open themselves up to letting me make any proposals, he 
said, adding that when he did deliver this particular proposal, "I never even 
got an answer. When I came back the only thing the paper was talking about 
was that they had gotten into the marketing concept and tha lard news was 
no longer of real significance to the newspaper." 
Maybe it s more the line of their feeling that when I came down from 
the high of such a year that I wouldn t want to work at such a place as 
Missoula, Montana. With me the motivation was just the opposite," Burk 
said, stating that he hoped to bring that knowledge back to the Missoulian 
and improve the product for its readership. "I came back and they stuck me 
on that wire desk." Burk eventually cut his hours to part time, and 
completely left the paper in 1978. For a year he managed a work retreat 
center in the Bitterroot, and slowly began to operate his own private 
enterprise, Stoneydale Press Publishing Company in Stevensville, Montana. 
The publishing company produces literature and videos on a number of 
topics, ail centering on wildlife, conservation and hunting and fishing. Burk 
travels frequently now, working on his own books and articles and 
promoting his publishing company. He lives outside Stevensville with his 
wife, Patricia. They have four children. 
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The Missoulian Management 
Ed Coyle came to the Missoulian in April 1960. Born and raised in Helena, 
Montana, he had worked for Butte's Montana Standard for 18 years before 
assuming the role of editor at the Missoulian. Lloyd ScL.rmer had taken 
over the helm of the Missoulian less than a year earlier, Coyle said, adding, 
He didn t have the title publisher' but he was publisher. They called him 
general manager but...he was the boss. " Established on May 1, 1873, the 
Missoulian changed ownership several times before it was purchased by the 
Anaconda Company in 1926, and then by Lee Enterprises in July 1959 
(Towe, 6-9). The Missoulian was at the time the primary daily paper 
serving western Montana. We experienced a very healthy growth,' Coyle 
said of the paper, adding that circulation when he arrived was about 17,000 
and the paper enjoyed about a 3-4 percent increase in readership annually. 
At the time Burk began his first series on the Bitterroot Controversy in 
November 1969, circulation was up to about 28,000, peaking four years later 
at about 32,000 (Coyle). 
Coyle said Schermer was a community-minded citizen, having privately 
taken part in the late 60s in projects such as heading the replacement of 
cobblestone bricks from North Higgins Avenue to the walkways on "the Oval" 
at the heart of the University of Montana campus. Not long after the arrival 
of Coyle, whom Schermer brought in from the Standard, the paper set out to 
take on issues of more significance. Coyle said, 
We had done environmental stuff before. One of the things we did 
was try to get a sewage treatment plant for Missoula. I came here in 
1960, and the year before they had a bond issue for the sewer plant 
and it was voted down. The sewage used to be dumped right in the 
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Clark Fork River, right under the Higgins bridge. The publisher at the 
time (Schermer) was very community-minded, very interested in the 
community. So we came up with a program to try to push the election 
of the city bond issue." 
We had Gerry Germ cartoons — ran them on page one. I remember 
one night we sat up till 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning sitting there 
writing captions for Gerry Germ, And we published one almost every 
day on the cover. And the election went over. So ever since then, 
Missoula has had a sewage treatment plant, 
Schermer said in a recent interview that he helped steer the Missoulian into 
a significant change of editorial policy as soon he arrived with the purchase 
of the paper by Lee Enterprises. 
We immediately got into environmental issues. I hadn't been there 
a month when I wrote an editorial about the polluting of the Clark 
Fork River as a result of the dumping of mine wastes into Oxbow [sic 
SjJverbow] Creek — the river ran red all the way down to Missoula. 
That caused a huge reaction — that we would comment about the 
company that we'd bought the newspaper from. 
I know we did {have an effect on the way Montanans perceived the 
role of newspapers). After we hyped people's interest in that issue, 
the Anaconda Company actually did something about that problem. 
They put in some big settling ponds and a year later they had us come 
out to the Club Chateau and the guy who ran the smelter put on a 
presentation as to what they did so that that problem wouldn t 
happen again. There was no law at that time that required them to 
do that except the newspaper's calling attention to it. At the same 
time we were jumping on that issue we found out there was no 
sewage treatment whatsoever from Missoula going into the Clark Fork. 
We found out that was happening, and where the readers were 
cheering us on about what the Anaconda Company and the unions 
were doing, we said, "Hey, wait a minute, every time you flush your 
toilet, you're just as guilty." 
This commitment to community issues signaled changes were on the way 
with the adjustment to a new corporate ownership, Coyle said Lee 
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Enterprises believed in "pictorai spreads, features -- we upped the lineage, 
the space of the paper, to accommodate these things and we went into 
photography." At the time he arrived, photographers were working basically 
as freelancers — they did all their developing in their own homes and sold 
their photos to the paper. "We put in a photo lab, darkrooms and adjusted 
them so they took their pictures on our time and developed their film in our 
darkrooms,' G^yle said. Among the more significant issues the Missoulian 
covered with photo spreads and in-depth stories was the paper's thorough 
coverage of Missoula s plague of tepee burners, which contributed heavily to 
the valley s serious air pollution problem. That coverage helped bring about 
changes in the valley, and set precedents that would influence Burk and the 
paper in its coverage of the Bitterroot Controversy. 
Taking a hard stance on community issues, Coyle said, "was the Lee 
influence. (Readers) were used to it back east and in the Midwest, but we 
weren t used to it. Nobody from the staffs ever went to seminars and things 
like that until Lee came in and started sending the people out.... It was 
different as day and night." Burk, for his part, believes Coyle and Schermer 
were instrumental in making the Bitterroot Controversy an issue that stayed 
before the public until something was done to resolve it. 'Ed Coyle was one 
marvelous editor,' Burk said recently, and the other thing was that 
[Schermerl, as publisher, really supported the work. Couldn't have done it 
without his support." Burk went on to suggest that not only were these 
people key to the handling of the controversy, the time was ripe for this 
type of public inquiry into government. He said the controversy came in 
midst of the establishment of an annual celebration of Earth Day and a 
generally new openness in government, adding. 
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...it seems to me the major force at play at that time was that for 
the first time in forever people weren't just asking, they were 
demanding to be involved in the process of government. It was all 
relating, in part, to what was going on with the Vietnam 
syndrome...and that type of thing. So the Bitterroot didn t occur in a 
vacuum, it was part of the context of the times. I doubt that the 
Bitterroot Controversy, as it developed, could take place today, I mean 
right now. Part of the reason is one, you had the times, and I m 
talking about the political and social times, you had in place an 
entrenched, close-minded bureaucracy, you had a very talented group 
of lay citizens who had both professional and political expertise Up to 
that point these people could not get their grievances aired publicly 
because they had no visibility. The influx of the Missoulian, i.e., 
through me at the time, gave them and their issue credence, and from 
that we, meaning Ed Coyle as my boss and me. we made a 
commitment...to see that thing through. It wasn t just go do a flash-in-
the-pan story. I spent hours and hours beyond the call of duty... I 
know that at that time I worked often as much as 100 or 120 hours a 
week. And I made that commitment, and Coyle of the Missoulian 
made it, to see the issue through. And here this little series of articles 
became basically a five or six-year story. And never once that I know 
of did that paper shirk from that story. 
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The Genesis of the Bitterroot Controversy 
"They just wrote me a letter and asked me to come down," Dale Burk said 
of a small citizens' group of retired Forest Service officials living in the 
Bitterroot Valley. He called them the dissidents;3 in 1969 they decided they 
had to bring attention to the issues of management on the BNF. "It wasn t a 
formal group. Basically it centered around the personality of G. M. 
Brandborg, Charles MacDonald, Champ Hannon, all of them retired Forest 
Service" personnel, and Jack Evans, pilot and real estate agent (Burk ^1). 
The letter he speaks of, written by Brandborg in July 1969, resulted in Burk 
traveling there from Missoula for a meeting and a tour of the BNF. Burk 
eventually photographed and wrote about what he saw on that tour, on 38 
other formal tours and on at least as many informal tours of the Bitterroot 
Valley during the course of the controversy. 
Burk said Brandborg and the dissidents knew exactly what they wanted 
of the media blitz they constructed in late 1969; they wanted to expose what 
they felt was atrocious handling of the BNF s management. They felt the 
harvesting of timber had overtaken all other concerns, leading in turn to 
watershed degradation, threats to wildlife and grossly objectionable 
treatment of aesthetics. There were other complaints, as well, most notably 
that the Forest Service had turned a deaf ear to public involvement in the 
management process. The dissidents came to Burk both because of his 
position as state editor with the Missoulian and because of articles Burk had 
written in the past on the Lincoln-Scapegoat and Great Bear wildernesses. "I 
was sensitive to the issue because I'd done some writing on the Flathead," 
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National Forest, Burk said. He had not, however, directly studied the BNF or 
any of the issues involved in his stories on the controversy. 
Burk s initial meetings with the dissidents were eye-openers. He had yet 
to approach Missoulian editor Ed Coyle and publisher Lloyd Schermer. 
Instead, he gathered information on the issue both from the dissidents and 
from a meeting with BNF Supervisor Merrill Tester. He said of the initial 
meetings, 
...my immediate reaction at that time was that I was struck by the 
depth of these people's [the dissidents] demand for inquiry. I was 
overwhelmed with the vehemence with which these fellows were 
after an inquiry. My second impression was — and at the time I went 
to them, the ranchers, and then I went to the Forest Service — I was 
equally impressed with the Forest Service s attempts to get us not to 
do the articles. I mean they asked me not to do the articles at this 
time because the Forest Service had this in-house inquiry [the Worf 
Report]. My feeling at that time was, and is, "These were public 
resources, what have we got to worry about?" And that was my advice 
to my editor. 
Burk went to Coyle with the information he d gathered so far on abuses of 
multiple use concepts, overcutting and terracing and damage to the 
watershed, wildlife and scenery. He also noted the curiously agitated 
reaction of the Forest Service, particularly Merrell Tester and other members 
of his staff who had cited the in-process Worf Report as a reason to wait on 
publicity. "We were a newspaper," Burk said. "Once we realized that we 
were on to something big, it became a story that we had to cover. At that 
point there were no ifs, ands or buts, we were going to do it. Coyle, for his 
part, said, '1 approached it with an open mind because I had not much 
contact with the Forest Service or anybody. I think we just told him to go 
ahead, check it out and see what the problems were," adding (Burk) 
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approached this idea that we should talce a good look at what was going on 
in the Bitterroot.' 
Burk, a shrewd journalist from the start, pushed for serialization of the 
stories, as opposed to a lengthy, single-issue spread, for a very particular 
reason: he felt it would give greater leverage to the story if the pieces 
occupied a greater length of time in their presentation. He used the serial 
approach "to keep the thing alive. Obviously if you write something that's a 
dud, by the second one it s a dud.... The proof of the pudding is in the 
results." Burk said recently, 
At the same time that we were doing this, I was sitting on the desk 
and I listened to three professors from the journalism school who 
were working that summer at the paper. They did a story on drugs 
in Montana, and they argued and argued that we should come out in a 
tabloid and that would reach the most people and retain them. 
Nobody even read it. It died because it came out on a day when most 
people were gone, it was the last fling of summer.... We didn't even 
get anything. And that was where I formed my commitment where if 
I did a series they were going to run it across a period of time. I 
argued for that, and I would argue for it today. Hell, the controversy 
is over in two days. If there is any controversy, you get two or three 
letters. That shaped my mind on these things, I mean I saw that. 
As a tactical practice in journalism, obviously if you write 
something, the purpose, particularly of a quote-unquote expose, is to 
have some impact. If we had done the whole Bitterroot thing in one 
day, they would have known by the end of the week that there was 
nothing there, but what happened, as I see it, is that the Forest 
Service and the timber industry just built that to the level of 
ferocity...that took all of us by surprise, me included. 
With that prospect in mind, Burk began working on the controversy; he 
would delivered numerous reports on a variety of issues and consolidated 
the most significant issues into seven series over the next two years. Series 
A included the seeds of all the further series, citing within its scope each of 
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the topics upon whicli serial reports would follow; the Worf Report, the 
Sleeping Child Watershed, the Bolle Report -- even the public debate that 
ensued immediately and the calls for national legislation (see Appendii A-1). 
Coyle understood the risks of such an investigative report, and even 20 
years later, he relished the idea that this was a necessary and beneficial 
endeavor, and perhaps most importantly, the rightful domain and 
responsibility of a regional newspaper. He said, 
Well, yeah, we knew there'd be opposition, but we felt it was 
something that should be looked into and if the Forest Service could 
be persuaded — and I think they were eventually.... I'm sure it went 
all the way back to Washington, D.C.. They did change their 
management practices in the Bitterroot.... The short-term gains were 
not conducive to long-term production. 
The opposition came largely in the form of public debate, but that was 
not all that happened. The Missoulian was criticized for printing half-baked 
journalism, and Burk and his sources were attacked as incompetent and 
incorrect, but things went farther and deeper. "A lot of these things have 
tamed down," Burk said recently, "but at the time that was a bitter, bitter 
controversy. I had people in my office, when the first one came 
out...demanding my job." 
One (rf those people who responded immediately was an unnamed Forest 
Service official who arrived at the Missoulian offices the morning of 
November 2, 1969 — the first day of Series A. As Burk tells it, "...a person 
from the Regional Office (of the Forest Service) bought 500 copies of the 
paper to ship to Washington, D.C.. and left the word, Boy, are you guys in 
trouble.' " Lloyd Schermer, Burk said, "just laughed and laughed and 
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laughed." Burk s response? Man, I mean if I'm in trouble, you re in 
trouble." 
The Controversy Unveiled 
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Series A: Problems in the Bitterroot Vallev 
Series A, the first of seven by-lined series Burk would write on the 
Bitterroot Controversy between 1969 and 1971, opened on November 2, 
1969. It consisted of nine articles that provided an initial look at issues in 
the controversy, including logging practices, effects on watershed and 
wildlife, the Forest Service's alleged lack of consideration for public input on 
management, the national implications of the Bitterroot Controversy and a 
number of other details. In fact, the seeds of each of Burk s subsequent 
serial reports were visible in this first series. From the start, Burk and his 
articles were highly contested and debated on the pages of the Missoulian. 
The vehemence and emotional quality of much of this debate are legendary 
among those who were involved in the issue, (see Appendix B|. Debate 
roiled for five months on Burk s first series, concerning his choice of subject 
matter, his journalistic technique and the people he interviewed. There 
were also exchanges between the interviewees and their detractors, letters 
from foresters representing both the timber industry and its detractors, 
letters from University of Montana students and faculty, and numerous 
other comments from all segments of the public, both inside and outside 
Montana. 
Burk's methodology in Series A was to interview individuals and 
members of groups involved in the controversy, predominately those 
opposing current management practices, and in most cases to present one 
individual view per each article in the series. He also interviewed Forest 
Service officials in charge of the (BNF) by submitting written questions to the 
agency, for which he received and published written answers. He presented 
the first three articles in the series, all comprising the accusations of 
individuals against the Forest Service and timber industry, then presented 
three articles comprising the question-answer format with the Forest 
Service, and followed with three more articles devoted to the views of the 
Forest Service's former BNF supervisor, G. M. "Brandy" Brandborg, who 
served 20 years in that post. 
Article A-1 was composed around an interview with Ernie Townsend of 
Darby, Montana. Townsend, 53 at the time, was a third generation Bitterroot 
Valley logger, with family ties dating back to 1864. He began working at a 
local sawmillinl939, and had held numerous timber industry jobs during 
the ensuing 30 years. Burk stated that he knew nothing of Townsend at the 
outset of his investigation and never intended to interview him, but a chance 
meeting led the aging logger to become integral to Burk s first article. During 
one of his initial tours of the BNF with the dissidents, word had spread of the 
reporter's story-in-the-making, and Townsend approached him in a Darby 
cafe during a respite from the tour. "I mean if you're a journalist, you know 
when you've got a live one, and I subsequently went back to (Townsend) 
and fleshed (the interview) out, but I took his picture that day," after the 
interview. Burk opened the series with Townsend and provided the 
following lead: 
A third generation Bitter Root Valley logger has decried current 
logging practices in the Bitter Root as ordered by the U.S. Forest 
Service, claiming that such practices are destroying a livelihood passed 
on to him by his father and one his sons had hoped to follow. 
Burk then presented quotes from Townsend, interspersed with his own 
assessment of the situation, in the process leveling serious charges that 
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something was amiss with Forest Service management practices in the BNF. 
Burk introduced terminology that would later become essential to an 
understanding of the issue, but provided only a minimum of explanation, 
such as, "In clear-cut logging, large blocks of areas or areas of timber are 
harvested with all the timber removed from the area and the site cleared. 
Sustained yield logging removes only selected trees from the forests at 
varying intervals." These simplified, if functional, descriptions of complex 
silvicultural methods would later earn Burk criticism from forestry experts. 
Burk presented Townsend's complaints with clearcutting and his view that 
it had damaging effects on watershed, stream flow, wildlife, soil quality and 
recreation, as well as the economic future of the valley and loggers working 
there. He explained that the issue was of concern to Bitterroot Valley 
ranchers and farmers, whose livelihoods he claimed were seriously 
threatened by the effects of clearcutting in the BNF. And in a prophetic 
statement, Burk wrote, "The plight presented by Townsend may well grow 
far beyond the Bitter Root. In fact, it may become a test case for logging 
practices throughout the country." 
Missing, however, from this article were hard facts; there were no figures 
to substantiate Townsend's remarks, and no response from industry 
members or Forest Service officials to the charges. In short, the article took 
the form of a profile of Townsend and a presentation of his views, 
purportedly representative of Bitterroot Valley residents. Terms essential to 
the debate were introduced, and the issues touched upon briefly — it was an 
overview and an introduction. 
Objectionable to Burk s critics were passages by the reporter like 
"...Townsend is outspoken about being pushed around for damn fool reasons," 
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a comment that may be a paraphrase of the interviewee s actual words but 
one that reads like an editorial comment from the writer. They also objected 
to the emotional quality of pleas from Townsend, such as, 
"Some of us love these mountains and wild regions. They're a part 
of us," Townsend said. "We've enjoyed these areas for years and I 
want my kids and grandchildren to enjoy the same thing, and they're 
not going to be able to." 
The first objections to A-1 were filed on November 6, by two University of 
Montana forestry students. One of them, Barry Carnahan, a senior, wrote, 
The article "Logger Attacks Gear Cut Logging Practice in the Bitter 
Root," was poorly researched by Mr. Burk — he didn't do his 
homework. 
I think he should define his terms: Sustained yield cuttings? Did 
you not mean selection cutting, Mr. Burk; Sustained yield is a concept. 
I sympathize with Mr. Townsend, but he states a generality, one of 
grave concern to not only myself but to all those in the forestry 
profession or allied with it — that clear cutting is bad. 
I profoundly disagree! Although the forestry profession has made 
mistakes in some areas by using the "clear cut method," this type of 
logging can be beneficial to an area — something that was not pointed 
out by Mr. Burk, or even mentioned. This shows lack of sufficient 
knowledge on your part too, Mr, Burk, as well as Mr. Townsend. 
On November 11, a letter to the editor from Missoula resident Gardner W. 
Ferry, again addressed this article; 
There is...no doubt m my mind that the first of this series has all the 
markings of irresponsible journalism. 
Front page coverage is rather strong and unusal for one man's 
opinion. Mr. Townsend is entitled to his opinions but the inference 
that he represents all loggers is inexcusable. Wouldn't it be sound 
journalism to check the accuracy of the terms and concepts tossed 
around before going to print? Sustained yield management is a 
concept, not a logging method. Clear cutting, seed tree cutting and 
selection cutting are only methods of tree removal; they are not 
conflicting concepts. 
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At the same time, support for Burk was registered in other letters to the 
editor. On November 11. three letters lauding Burk appeared after Ferry's 
comments. The first, by Hamilton, Montana, resident Dean L. Vinal, 
suggested that Burk may well have been presenting only one side of the 
issue, but it was the side that rarely received amplification. "Please keep up 
with more of the same so more people can hear both sides of the issue. They 
have heard one side long enough." Following this letter was one by a San 
Carlos, California, resident by the name of Eleanore Thorndson, who stated 
that she had made four trips to the Bitterroot Valley to visit friends and 
I was appalled by the forest destruction and devastation that I saw 
this year when going off the main roads but which also could be seen 
from the highway. It pleased me to read in the Nov. 3 Sunday 
Missoulian [sic — article on Nov, 2] that the residents of the area are 
attempting to prevent further destruction of a beautiful valley. 
The citizens of the Bitter Root by concerted effort can save this 
beautiful area as we in San Francisco Area finally stopped the 
destruction of San Francisco Bay. 
And thirdly, a comment from St. Regis, Montana, resident Charles G. Bennett 
indicates what would later become a larger concern of Burk s articles: the 
Forest Service's alleged insensitivity to public requests for information and 
response on its practices. Bennett simultaneously indicated that Burk was 
perceived from the outset as being staunchly anti-Forest Service: 
It gives me great encouragement to see The Missoulian joining the 
fight against the FS clear cut and burn program. 
The destruction of our beautiful forest, the loss of potential saw 
timber is something that everybody outside of the FS is against. But 
how are we going to combat it? 
I have written [Senator] Mike Mansfield and he turned my letter 
over to the FS. They wrote me from Washington. D.C., 'Tour ranger is 
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informed of your inquiry and will show you why this is done. Thank 
you for your interest." 
Well, even the ranger cx)uld not quite explain the benefits of the 
disaster area that we looked at. So I ask you. what can we do to make 
the FS change their multiple abuse and multiple destruction to a real 
multiple use policy? 
What can we do to bring the FS to its senses? Anyway, we all hope 
that The Missoulian or someone else can come up with an answer. 
This letter suggests one of two things: that Bennett was given a tour by a 
Forest Service ranger in response to his letter or that article A-4. published 
two days earlier than this November 9 letter, was the inadequate response 
he referred to. In either case, Bennett felt the Forest Service was not 
handling the situation properly, and looked to Burk s articles to provide 
more answers. 
Burk s second article, (A-2), published November 4, 1969, on page 6, 
again drew immediate criticism. In fact, Burk said recently that the flow of 
calls to the editcw demanding that he be fired had begun the day of the first 
article and continued, at a various pitch, throughout the controversy. In A-2 
Burk presented an interview conducted with M. Brock Evans inside a single-
engine Cessna cruising above the disputed area. Evans, northwest 
representative of the Sierra Qub and Western Federation of Outdoor Clubs 
and an attorney from Seattle, (as evidenced by later responses to the article), 
represented to some in the timber industry an mcreasingly powerful radical 
environmental movement that was threatening their jobs. He had made the 
excursion, Burk wrote, "specifically to investigate reports of harmful logging 
practices in the Bitter Root, allegedly causing permanent damage to the 
forest, the watershed and the land itself." 
Once again, letters to the editor appeared in the Missoulian. On 
November 10, Donald R. Kendall d* Missoula wrote. 
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Surely the Missoulian and Dale Burk are capable of more highly 
sophisticated journalism than Burk s Biased Bitter Root Blunder 
appearing Sunday (Nov. 2). 
Admittedly our public resource management agencies are 
deserving of much cirticism. Clear cutting is too often poorly 
administered and creates an eyesore, but it is also often the only 
sound timber management approach. 
Apparently no attempt was made to understand sustained yield. 
It's a policy, not a logging method. 
We were promised both sides of the picture on this issue. Is Mr. 
Townsend's emotional stand supposed to represent the logging 
interests? The installment of Sierra Club views voiced by Mr. Brock 
Evans from 2,000 feet above the problem is generally better written, 
although still laden with myopia. 
Will the Forest Service be allowed to defend their position even 
though the deck is already stacked? 
Brian Zak, a senior in forestry at the University of Montana, wrote on 
November 6: 
In Tuesday's Missoulian the second in the series of articles by Burk 
was a truly biased article by one of the farthest-out left-handea 
radicals of the Sierra Club — Brock Evans. 
After outlining 'inaccuracies' in the methods Evans used to survey the land 
and timber and problems with his use of terminology in critiqumg the Forest 
Service's practices, Zak went on to say, 
Mr. Burk, I am very disappointed in you, of all people. As of 10 
a.m., Nov. 4th., neither the timber management staff of Region 1 or the 
personnel of the Forestry School have been contacted to give their 
views on this issue. 
Is this a one-sided series, Mr. Burk? 
Zak, incidentally, was wrong; Burk had already submitted his questions 
to, and received answers from, the Forest Service regarding its policies in the 
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BNF after touring the area with them in September 1969. Those items would 
be presented in three parts (A-4 through A-6) of the nine-part series, 
beginning November 9. However, his concern, and that of Kendall, that the 
Forest Service be allowed to present its response, indicates some people 
objected from the start to Burk s methodology in reporting the issue in this 
series. 
These letters to the editor were apparently written before the third 
article in the series (A-3) appeared on November 6. That article might have 
aggravated some Burk critics even further. It presented the views of two 
Bitterroot Valley ranchers who heaped criticism on the Forest Service "for 
what they felt were logging practices that represented a threat to the 
present and future watershed of the Sleeping Child, a watershed that is 
irrevocably essential to the successful operation of their ranches," as Burk 
wrote. W.O. Lovely and Marvin Bell toured the drainage with Burk and 
pointed out soil and forage problems, as well as dried up water holes used at 
one time to sustain their livestock. 
In this article Burk began to infuse the text with more specifics about 
how and why the aforementioned logging practices were harming various 
aspects of the BNF and the residents who relied on its resources. Specific 
faaual documentation was still lacking, though, because it was simply 
unavailable; it had never been properly gathered by any agency or 
individual ("University" 27-28). Burk wrote: 
That watershed is part d" our farms," Bell said. "Stream flow has 
greatly declined on the Sleeping Child in recent years and we believe 
it is directly attributable to clear-cut logging in the area." 
Bell said that including the huge Sleeping Child burn area of the 
1962 fire and extensive clear-cut logging practices in the drainage 
some 31 per cent of the drainage has been disturbed. 
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"This has drastically affected our water, especially our irrigation 
water last July and August." he said. 
To emphasize the loss of water control in the Sleeping Child 
watershed. Bell pointed out that with the removal of timber in the 
high country the snow melts early and is lost in the spring runoff 
instead of being released gradually throughout the warmer months. 
"The Forest Service tells us that with the clear-cuts we are getting 
more runoff, and I agree," Bell said. "However, we get it all at the 
wrong time." 
This passage served to contradict the complaints set forth in Zak's letter, 
published that same day, regarding how clearcutting affects watershed and 
runoff. Zak said clearcuts improve water quality, a comment he did not 
expound upon. Lovely stated in A-3, "Both the fire and clear-cut have 
resulted in more silt and debris in the water...and logging duff (wood 
particles and other debris) is filling the water and irrigation ditches." 
On November 9, the fourth article in the series (A-4) was published and 
represented the first of three articles that consisted almost entirely of 
written questions submitted by Burk and the written responses received 
from the Forest Service. He noted at the outset of the article the agency 's 
answers were "presented verbatim to preclude the possibility of reportorial 
error." It was a method Burk and Missoulian Editor Ed Coyle had decided 
was best for that reason and for at least two other reasons: 1) they had to 
compensate for Burk s lack of time to conduct the extensive interviews and 
compile them, a lack that eventually led to the hiring of a part-time state 
news editor to relieve Burk of half his desk-position duties while he worked 
on the Bitterroot Controversy, and; 2) even among Forest Service personnel 
there were wide gaps in agreement on policy, and this method seemed the 
best way to get a unified answer without having to interview each dissenting 
party and then subjectivly sort out a proper response. On top of this, the 
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Forest Service had asked specifically that the questions be submitted in 
writing. None of these answers were retouched by the editing staff at the 
Missoulian (Burk *3). 
Burk began the articles by explaining that he had accompanied Merrill 
Tester, supervisor of the BNF, as well as a timber staff officer, forest 
engineer and range, wildlife and staff officer on an "extensive tour 
throughout the Bitter Root to get pictures of Forest Service practices in the 
area." Those photographs, used in conjunction with the articles, showed 
stark, disrupted and mangled slopes where clearcutting and terracing had 
taken place; those photos may have provided as strong a condemnation of 
the practices in question as anything Burk wrote. That is evidenced by a 
November 16 letter to the editor from L.S. Thompson, a Menlo Park, 
California, man who was born in the Bitterroot Valley to parents who had 
pioneered the area, 
A friend has sent me tearsheets of your Nov. 2 layout of man's 
rape of mother nature in the Bitter Root Valley, I have to congratulate 
you for giving the story space and lumberjack Ernie Townsend of 
Darby for telling it. 
Your scene of the "clear-cut forest" is a picture of atrocity difficult 
to imagine in the Land of the Free,.,, Now, it seems, the enemy is not 
foreign, but endemic, the fast-buck operator whose slogan is, "I'll get 
mine," 
Within the last two months I drove up to the swnes of devastation 
in the Bitter Root with a retired forest service supervisor, who 
explained the difference between clear-cut logging and the regulated 
kind, which leaves certain trees standing for shade and molests as 
little as possible the tender young growth which in time will renew 
the forests. 
Today, it appears the lumberhogs are unrestrained in their rooting 
up of the mountainsides. 
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Thompson went on in his letter to suggest that overlapping artificial methods 
of forest management might be replaced with a more holistic, natural 
approach. "Give mother nature a chance and she balances herself." he added. 
Another direct comment about the photos appeared on November 23, when 
Pearl Dinehart of Hamilton, wrote, "Thanks and congratulations for the recent 
articles and pictures in the Missoulian regarding the situation of our forests." 
But clearly, from these reponses and especially the tone of Thompson's 
letter, it becomes apparent that Burk s photojournalistic reports had a visual 
impact as well as an intellectual one; after all. the objections of many were to 
aesthetic qualities of the BNF being degraded, and photos of startling 
clearcuts and terraces were an excellent way to enhance the articles. Photos 
greatly added to the information presented and the impact of the articles on 
the generally "non-technical" public, and they represented the importance of 
aesthetics in the controversy. That was an aspect vital to understanding the 
views of Bitterroot Valley residents and others who frequented the area as 
tourists, hunters and for other recreational purposes. 
Following are examples of questions Burk asked in A-4 and the answers 
given by the Forest Service that would later prove to be significant, as they 
were echoed by Bitterroot Valley residents and conservationists who led the 
fight to change the agency's policies. These, in particular, exhibited a certain 
evasiveness and circumvention by the Forest Service. 
Q. What is overall, long range plan for the Bitter Root National Forest 
as a whole? Annual cut? Projected? What is the allowable cut by 
species? 
A. 'We are not sure of the proper interpretation of the first portion of 
this question. Because the followup items pertain to timber 
management, we have asumed it was directed toward our long-range 
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timber management plan... It states: "The major objective will be to 
manage the forest resources of the working circle for the most 
appropriate use or uses, to gain maximum productivity, desireable 
composition, and the highest quality of forest products suitable for 
the existing economic conditions and local markets. 
The following question/answer exchange, coupled with the off-putting 
tone of the previous one. would serve only to support the claims that the 
Forest Service was guilty of mincing words and evading the point of queries. 
In context, Burk s question appears aimed at discerning "cutting systems" 
rather than machinery and equipment. 
0- What methods of logging are used in the Bitter Root? Why? 
A. Method of logging deals with the type of equipment used for 
timber removal. The most common methods of logging involve the 
use of crawler tractors, rubber tired skidders and jammers. 
Later in the answer to the same question the Forest Service got to the root of 
the question as asked. 
...Methods of logging can be influenced to some extent by the 
forester's choice of cutting systems. Cutting systems pertain to the 
silviculture method used in timber harvest... 
The Forest Service reply then listed the four cutting methods used in the 
BNF; a) shelterwood, the cutting of all but a few seed trees to encourage 
natural reproduction: b) overwood removal, the cutting of mature timber 
overtopping a manageable, immature stand to en(X}urage growth of that 
stand; c) clearcutting, the removal of the entire stand in one cut to overcome 
disease or serve the "silvicutural needs" of a specific species; and d) selection 
system, the removal of only mature timber, usually the oldest and largest, at 
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intervals of 20 years, repeated indefinitely, resulting in continuous 
establishment of natural reproduction and uneven-aged stands. 
Several subsequent letters to the editor attacked the Forest Service for 
"splitting hairs" and allegedly evading Burk s questions. This particular 
answer drew fire in a lengthy "local comment" printed January 2, 1970, from 
Gordon Robinson, in which he states, 
When questioned about methods of logging and why, the Forest 
Service pretended to misunderstand by talking about logging 
equipment, but showed it really did understand by describing 
"shelterwood," overstory removal, clearcutting and selective cutting. 
On November 21 Keith J. Evans of Hamilton wrote: 
As I write this only one article has appeared presenting the Forest 
Service side of the picture, but it was just what you would expect — 
lots of technical gobbledegook with appropriate charts and learned 
pronouncements. 
Three days later on November 24. A,B. Guthrie, author of the western classic 
"The Big Sky." wrote from his Missoula home: 
Who speaks for the Forest Service? 
The Missoulian. in its fine series concerning clear cutting, published 
Forest Service answers to questions. It is incidental that the questions 
seemed not quite enough on the nose. What isn't incidental is that the 
answers were fuzzy, hedged about, and most important, if my memory 
serves, attributed only to vague and faceless authority. 
I want to know, as I am sure others do, who and what are 
responsible for a practice that no one has defended sua»ssfully and 
that many erf us have strong doubts about. (The doubts extend, though 
privately voiced, to some of the service's personnel.) 
In fact, Guthrie's memory did not serve completely as the Forest Service's 
response did include an answer to Burk s final question in the Q-and-A 
series: Who speaks for the Forest Service? "Bitter Root Forest Supervisor 
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Merrill Tester has the responsibility of all land resource management 
practices, " was the response. Regardless, Guthrie proposed that the thirst 
many people had for answers had not been slaked by the series to date 
when he said. 
Yet even an answer to my beginning question would not be enough. 
Give us the whole and continuing story. Surely good editorship 
demands that The Missouiian pursue the issue it raised. Have you 
bayed the quarry only to let it escape? 
This was not the first letter Guthrie had written to the Missouiian on the 
Bitterroot Controversy and Burk s first series. On November 14, he had 
remarked 
It is altogether good that The Missouiian is dealing with the Forest 
Service program of clear cutting. Questions, so far as I know 
unanswered by the service, occur in connection with the practice. 
How long does it take a tree to grow to good size on this slope 
adjacent to the great divide? 
How sure can the service be that the consequences will not be 
erosion and damage to the watershed? 
If sure, then by what experiments conducted for how long and 
where? 
It is painful to quarrel with an arm of government I have 
supported heretofore. But I am led to wonder now if the Forest 
Service policy is not set by strangers to our country... 
But to sum up: I'll bet uneasy rest the bones of Teddy Roosevelt 
and Gifford Pinchot, those preservation leaders of more than a half 
century ago. 
These questions asked by Guthrie may have been on the lips of many 
regional residents who felt alienated from the Forest Service's decision­
making, and who, like Guthrie, felt that the all-too-visible results of those 
decisions were harmful not only to the appearance of the environment but 
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also the overall health of the environment. The questions were, in fact, 
asked by Burk in A-4. although in slightly different guises (see Appendix C). 
There were other public responses to Burk s articles at this time, 
representing a flood of public opinion, both pro and con, about his 
performance and the issue itself. They indicate the emotionally charged 
atmosphere that had presumably been simmering beneath the surface and 
was unleashed when the articles began (see Appendix B). Stevensville 
resident John W. Whimple, citing the debate-in-letters that had already 
taken place and with his diction indicating the emotional pitch of the 
moment, wrote on November 14, 
In response to Mr. Burk s series on the clear cutting and the follow 
up letters, of the two typical government (deleted) to be, I feel I 
should, as a taxpayer, have my say also. 
If the clear cutting and uncontrolled rape of the forests continue, 
there will be no water for anyone, let alone the fish. Every year our 
high water period is earlier and every year there is less water in the 
river at irrigation time. Not coincidence, but pure unadulterated 
stupidity on the part of the U.S, Forest Service. 
Are they trying to perserve the forests or destroy them, the 
loggers, the lumbermen, mill workers and the farmers, all in one 
blow? Believe it or not, they are succeeding in this venture. 
And in a barb tossed at the authors of Callahan and Zak, two UM forestry 
students who had written two previous letters, he said: 
Then to top it off, we as the taxpayers are helping to finance a school 
of forestry that has at least two more boobs to put to work next year 
to continue this dastardly slaughter. 
In support of Burk and his series to date, Seeley Lake resident John Stark 
wrote on the same day. 
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(To Dale Burk) 
We just want you to know that we have been reading all of your 
articles on "The Outdoor Picture" in The Missoulian and also the more 
recent articles on the special picture in the Bitter Root. You are doing 
a wonderful job for conservation and I am convinced that you are 
waking a lot of people up to the fact that we should be questioning 
some of the practices of the Forest Service and find out why the old 
policies of selective cutting and sustained yield have apparently been 
completely abandoned. 
The rapid and ruthless methods of logging that you have brought 
to the attention of the people have also been used extensively up here 
in the Swan Valley by both the Forest Service and the Northern Pacific 
Railroad.... 
Worth noting at this point is the fact that conservation efforts were being 
waged at the time across the nation, and top government officials were 
aware of the trend. In the midst of publication of this series the Missoulian 
ran a short article on November 15. that came came from the Associated 
Press wire out erf Bozeman, Montana, where Gordon K. Zimmerman, executive 
secretary of the National Association of Soil and Water Conservation Districts, 
spoke at a noon luncheon address. The article stated that Zimmerman said, 
...the United States is on the threshold of the "most massive 
conservation and resource management effort in history." 
He said there are a variety of reasons why so much fresh attention 
is being given to the use and planning of natural resources. 
Among them, he said, are that people are frightened or dismayed 
by pollution in national rivers, lakes and seashores and big cities are 
focusing on smog and air pollution, while people everywhere are faced 
with growing problems of solid waste. 
Zimmerman said other reasons for the concern are the population 
explosion, a growing sense of moral responsibility and an awareness 
that, although resource management costs money, bad planning or no 
planning at all leads to additional expense. 
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Burk was the recipient of much simple "thanks." Numerous letters to the 
editor were brief and to the point in their appreciation of the fact that 
somebody had finally opened up the issue, a sign that debate had been 
simmering below the surface for a long time. On November 19, Burk 
received one vote of confidence from Hamilton resident Frederick Bell, who 
wrote: 
I want to express my appreciation for the service you are 
rendering the public in this area and the nation by exposing the 
shortsighted policy of the Forest Service and the lumber industry. 
I grew up familiar with the scars of desecrators of the land in the 
Midwest that were caused by clear cutting at the turn of the century. 
Those scars are not yet healed — unless you can call brush in place of 
majestic while pine healing. 
Will the industry cut and get out here as it did in that area? 
And on November 23, Pearl Dinehart of Hamilton (cited earlier on page 33), 
wrote: 
Thanks and congratulations for the recent articles and pictures in 
the Missoulian regarding the ruination of our forests. 
People need to be aware of what is happening to one of our 
greatest natural resources. 
Bell's comments are indicative of a whole segment of the Bitterroot 
population who suffered acutely because <rf aesthetic concerns. Though they 
may have possessed little knowledge of the science involved in silviculture 
and even the economics of the logging industry, there were few people more 
qualified to comment on aesthetic beauty and its legacy in the Bitterroot 
Valley than residents whose families had lived there for generations or had 
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moved there for the very reason of its beauty. After years of valley 
residents watching the slopes on both sides of the valley clearcut, Burk had 
touched off a debate that would encourage them to speak out for greater 
consideration of visual aesthetics. 
On November 21, an acerbic letter, apparently written before the Forest 
Service response appeared, was printed in the Missoulian. It indicates, once 
again, the high degree of emotion surrounding the issue, and represented the 
opposite of critiques of the Forest Service that had appeared in Burk s 
articles and in previous letters to the editor. This letter attacked instead the 
presumed ignorance of the agency's critics in no uncertain terms. Some of 
the writer's arguments, specifically his statements about interrupting the 
balance of nature by stopping forest fires that naturally "clear cut" an area, 
are well taken. Trout Creek resident Harley Carlson said, 
If you're only going to print one side of the clear cuttir^ story 
you've done Montana the greatest disservice since General Custer, 
Because; 
1. "Selective cutting ' is nothing but old-fashioned eiploitation 
which leaves battered and broken small trees to be destroyed 
by insects and disease. 
2. Only God can create a wilderness and it can't survive human 
use. Man is the dirtiest and at the same time the most fragile 
animal on earth, and the only one that must be restrained from 
contaminating his own drinking water. 
3. Fire is nature's own method of clear cutting. If we upset the 
balance of nature by stopping forest fires we must accept the 
responsibility of controlling the disease and reseeding. 
4. Special areas can and should be reserved for recreational use 
only, but these must have proper care and unless we want to 
pay admission to the forest, the greater part of it must be 
managed for production of marketable timber. 
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Montana's forests are now being managed that way, our recreation 
areas are adequate for ail except those who want the whole forest to 
themselves and no one else, and if people who don't know Jesus Christ 
from Smokey the Bear will research the subject enough to learn the 
difference, we'll all get along just fine. 
Countering that was a letter on the same day from Keith J. Evans of 
Hamilton, who after criticizing the Forest Service's replies to Burk s questions 
as vague and garbled, notes several important points, among them the mood 
of the valley residents, the declining image of the Forest Service, the charge 
that current management practices will damage the state's hunting revenue 
and the suggestion that legislation was pending that would provide more 
money to further increase the Forest Service's current questionable 
practices. Evans wrote to Burk and the Mlssoulian: 
...You will no doubt get some nasty letters from the special interest 
groups who feel these articles might halt their gravy train. However, 
you may rest assured that the vast majority is bitterly opposed to 
what is happening to OUR mountains. 
None of this is going to alter the fact that these mountains are 
being skinned, scalped, and generally rendered ugly and people are 
mad as blazes. The image of the Forest Service, once considered the 
champions of the forest, is sinking to a new low, and make no mistake 
about it. some really hostile attitudes are forming. I have talked to a 
lot of out-of-state hunters this fall and they are appalled with many of 
them stating that they have no intentions of ever returning. 
We are not opposed to logging as such, but only to the method and 
scale. I doubt if it were the intent of Multiple Use Acts to make the 
National Forests into giant tree farms. Now we hear the Forest Service 
is requesting more money so they can enter into a 'vigorous 
management program." Ye Gads! 
Anyhow, keep up the good work and you have lots of friends. 
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In Series A. Burk had undoubtedly saved his most charged segment for 
last. He introduced the issue with three critiques from different parties 
opposed to Forest Service practices in the Bitterroot, and then followed with 
Q-and-A articles from the Forest Service, the final three articles in the series 
were composed strictly from interviews with G. M. "Brandy" Brandborg, a 
75-year-old Hamilton resident who for 20 years had been the ruling voice 
on the BNF. Brandborg had been supervisor of the forest from 1935 to 1955. 
in a tenure that began under Gifford Pinchot, a chief architect of the Forest 
Service. Brandborg. along with several other former Forest Service officials, 
was one of the few in the valley who according to Burk had actually taken 
action to influence Forest Service policy and get residents mobilized to 
express their opinions. 
With the Forest Service's response having included the idea that 
experience over time was crucial to give perspective to its practices, 
Brandborg was a powerful weapon in Burk s arsenal. He represented a 
reservoir of knowledge and perspective that was not being offered at that 
time by the Forest Service's answers, and he lent authority and ammunition 
to criticism of the timber industry and current Forest Service practices. "In 
my mind he had every bit as much credibility as Merrill Tester, who was 
supervisor at that time," Burk said recently. Brandborg could, and did, offer 
informed critiques of changes in policy and the results of those changes, and 
concluded the series with a powerful indictment of the Forest Service. He 
became an issue himself in the controversy when representatives of the 
timber industry attempted to undermine his professional integrity. 
Burk further accentuated Brandborg's prominence and expertise by 
presenting his views in the very same format used for the Forest Service 
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response: a Q-and-A format, though this one was not conducted in writing 
but rather by interview. The journalistic effect was to equate Brandborg's 
expertise with that of serving members of the Forest Service and to counter 
their authority by presenting him as their equal, if not their superior, by 
nature of his perspective on previous and current practices. In an emotional 
sense it was as if the BNF were Brandborg's molested child, and he was a 
witness at the trial where Burk was prosecutor. In contrast to the Forest 
Service's replies, Brandborg came off as very obliging and amiable in his 
friendly responses to in-depth questions. For example, in one instance Burk 
asked him if he would explain the construction of a particular management 
plan and his response began with, "I will be glad to.' A comment like this 
may seem inconsequential in relation to the issue, but it is significant to the 
study of Burk s style: claims of bias were leveled at Burk for purportedly 
depicting one source more favorably than another, but it may have been 
simply that Brandborg was much more amiable to the reporter than agency 
and industry personnel who later made those claims. This was borne out by 
the fact that in Series A, the use of an unedited Q-and-A format makes it 
more difficult to support such a claims of bias. The person or persons 
speaking are more largely responsible in this case for whatever appearances 
they present. 
Brandborg's boldest and most frequent assertion in A-7 was a call to 
arms for those in opposition to the Forest Service's practices. His place in the 
debate was perhaps best summed up by this passage, where Burk states, 
'Brandborg said that public concern, understanding and action are the only 
means the people possess to prevent the ravage that is occurring.' " The 
three following articles were a compilation of Brandborg's attempt to make 
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the public concerned, to help them understand, and to urge them toward 
action. 
In his introduction to the last three articles in the series, Burk depicted 
Brandborg as a wise proponent and defender of "earlier, selective logging 
practices, which [Brandborg] claimed have been abandoned by present-day 
Forest Service foresters. " Burk offered both his own and his subject's 
comments on the forest as Brandborg left it and the things that had taken 
place since, in the process creating a completely one-sided view in these 
final articles that the Forest Service had gone seriously wrong in its practices 
in the BNF. Again, it was Brandborg's insistence that public comment be 
considered in the management process that became the lead issue when he 
said early in the story. 
We need more laymen, men who work in the field and depend 
upon the forest resources for their livelihood, to stand up and make 
their voices heard in opposition to the horrendous logging praaices 
we're witnessing today. 
Later, in article A-7, Brandborg asserted that lay citizens had indeed begun 
to form groups that would provide comment in a structured sense to the 
Forest Service. This was in response to a question posed by Burk, wherein 
he asked about an "RC&D" (Resource Conservation and Development) project 
formed as a public service, self-help program authorized by Congress in 
1962. Brandborg said it encouraged rural and urban people to cooperate 
with state and federal agencies to solve resource problems and improve 
economic, social and cultural problems of their region. He added, 
...it provides opportunities for lay people to participate in matters of 
their concern within a structure where decision-making is no longer 
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restricted to agency personnel. In other words, it's an effort to turn 
government back to the people. 
Actually, the RC&D program filled a vacuum which state and 
federal agencies created by isolating themselves and failing to 
participate with the public on matters of vital public concern. 
Brandborg was also quick to point out the change in policy in the BNF. When 
asked what the result of existing practices would be. he said, 
Forestry practices today are entirely different from those applied 
when I was associated with the Forest Service. In fact, I am positively 
astounded over the scarring, tearing up of the landscape, destruction 
of reproduction and young trees well on their way to provide the next 
crop of timber. Erosion, destructive effects of burning undisposed 
slash are very much in evidence. Seemingly, foresters have lost 
feeling for the good earth. 
Frankly, I don't see how present forest practices in any way meet 
the requirements of the Multiple-Use Act.... 
And again, he went on to indicate the involvement of the "layman" was vital 
to the turn-around of what he viewed as damaging practices by the Forest 
Service: 
The lay citizen's on-the-ground examination of cutting 
practices...wili be enough to convince any doubter that the intent of 
the Multiple-Use Act is not being complied with. Judging by what I 
have seen, it's my opinion that someone besides the scientifically 
trained forester is influencing forest management decisions. 
While the public battled it out on the Missoulian's editorial page, the 
University of Montana's School of Forestry was about to become embroiled 
as well. Already there had been letters to the editcw from students, 
responses to them, and before the controversy subsided there was to be the 
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Bolle Report, put together by faculty from UM. Brandborg commented on 
this when he responded to a question from Burk on teaching practices in the 
nation s forestry schools; 
I am certain there is no forestry school or instructor in those 
institutions who teaches or advocates, except for experimental-
research purposes, application of the practices that the lands within 
the Bitter Root Forest are being subjected to. 
Brandborg got down to facts and figures, too, in order to show the change 
in policy and practices since he had been supervisor. In response to Burk s 
questions. Brandborg explained the process he and his staff used in 
preparing a management plan for all ponderosa pine stands that was 
finalized in 1941. He explained that 7.5 million board feet of ponderosa pine 
were approved for cutting on a sustained yield basis, and then said. 
The Forest Service now lists the allowable cut for ponderosa pine at 
18.3 million board feet on the entire forest but since 1964 some 25 
million board feet of ponderosa pine have been cut annually. This is 
way over even the current 18.3 million figure. 
Brandborg drew on his experience to provide some interesting facts in 
article A-7, centering on two areas most specifically ~ the potential 
exhaustion of ponderosa pine and the possibility of severe drought wiping 
out seeding efforts on clearcut areas. In both cases, he cited his experience 
and previous work on the forest as reference for his comments. Assuming 
that Brandborg's earlier "cruise and growth" studies were accurate. Burk 
asked him how long it would take at present rates of cutting to exhaust 
ponderosa pine stands in the Bitterroot. He responded; 
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Under the present rate of cut, it will be very few years — five to 
10 — when the ponderosa pine stands will have been harvested. 
Wood workers directly associated with the situation state that the 
pine supply will not last that long under the present rate of cutting. 
Brandborg went on to add that it would take "at least a hundred years to 
produce good quality timber of any appreciable volume on the more 
desirable sites." 
Regarding drought, Brandborg spoke from his experience in forest 
management in both Montana and Idaho, and lent the sought-after 
perspective on the issue as if scolding the current foresters for their short­
sightedness and lack of historical knowledge; 
...in my lifetime I have observed the results of two severe droughts.... 
It is unfortunate that more foresters in decision-making positions 
haven't had such sobering experiences. 
I saw results of prolonged drought; the withering of grasses, 
browse, young and even mature trees. Mature tree kill is still in 
evidence in Montana area (sic] I know well.... Consequently, it s my 
prediction that after the next prolonged drought the forester will find 
few, if any, trees that he planted, particularly on south and west 
exposures, in the ugly shadeless dozer trenches now disfiguring the 
forest landscape in the Bitter Root. 
And in finishing his comments m the article, Brandborg tossed a barb at the 
Forest Service for not maintaining public comment and by bowing to a 
greedy timber industry: 
It's unfortunate that the public foresters who are responsible for 
protecting the public interest in the disposal of forest products have 
not taken the public into their confidence. By so doing they could 
acquaint and enlist its support, as well as draw upon all the scientific 
information available in order to resist the ruthless quest for profits 
by well-organized private timber industry. 
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In article A-8. published November 17, Burk used his interview with 
Brandborg to present some of the forester's answers to why conflicts over 
forestry practices were heating up. Brandborg attributed the source of 
conflict to "economic pressure exerted upon the Forest Service." He also 
provided some much-needed historical background to Missoulian readers by 
discussing legislation proposed during his tenure as BNF supervisor and 
explained how an organized timber industry managed to defeat that 
legislation, which might have been an excellent way to protect and provide 
resources for the future. 
In describing some differences in the way the Forest Service operated 
during his tenure and the way it was operating at the time, Brandborg cited 
the Forest Service's response to a 1939 presidential message delivered to 
Congress in which President Franklin D. Roosevelt stated concern over forest 
management. The Forest Service formed a committee and studied the 
situation, and presented to a congressional committee a program for 
management entitled "A National Forest Economy." Of that Brandborg said, 
...Over the years innumerable public meetings were held to explain the 
purpose of the program. Several field congressional hearings were 
also conducted. 
There were several aspects of the program to which the timber 
industry strenuously objected. What occurred is what usually happens 
with legislation designed to protect the public interest. The outcome 
depends upon what forces can exert the greatest pressure in 
legislative halls. Unfortunately, in this case industry won. 
No laws whatever were passed to meet the overall forestry issue. I 
have not heard of any follow-up action. It's my opinion that the 
Congress and the Forest Service have been content to adhere to a 
course of least resistance by authorizing and conducting periodic 
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studies. As you know, studies are an easy way out for politicians and 
bureaucrats to sweep problems under the rug. 
Such a comment from Brandborg might well have drawn criticism, 
especially his assertion that the Forest Service was side-stepping the 
problems meant to be dealt with in the 1939 program. However, one need 
look no further than the Forest Service's response to some of Burk s 
questions in article A-4 to see this in practice. In answer to a question about 
long-range planning on the BNF as a whole and what allowable cuts by 
species were projected for the future, the Forest Service had responded by 
saying. 
Timber management plans normally are written for 10-year 
periods.... The Bitter Root's next plan revision will be completed in 
1973. Until inventory and analyses are completed, we cannot make a 
projection of future allowable cuts. 
The essence of this response, to one of Burk s more straightforward and 
important questions, was that no long-range plan existed, and in fact, the 
Forest Service felt it necessary to state it could provide the public with no 
projection or plan beyond the current 10-year plan. This translates to only a 
three-year projection ~ seriously short-sighted by anyone's standards, and 
perhaps one of the most important signs of a management problem Burk was 
to uncover. On the other hand, one must assume the Forest Service had at 
the time at least considered a longer-range plan, in which case it had 
determined a way not to share it with the public. This kind of exchange 
would eventually prove very damaging for the Forest Service, and was 
indicative of the major fault that agency made in the area of informing the 
public. Contrast this with a statement made later by Brandborg: 
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During my time with the Forest Service it was understood that we 
were managing resources that belonged to the public and it was 
considered an obligation to acquaint the public with our management 
objectives. The fact was accepted that the public has a right to know. 
I believe present day public foresters do not realize as keenly as 
we did that they are managing public properties that we all have an 
interest in. We felt that the public was entitled to know and have a 
voice and meaningful role in the major decisions that are made for 
lands that belong to the people. 
This comment differed subtlely, but significantly, from one made by the 
Forest Service in A-6, when asked by Burk if public organizations such as the 
Bitter Root RC&D project "do something to combine the scientific disciplines 
in an area to an ecological approach" In its response the agency said: 
We are not sure we have properly interpreted your question, but 
there are benefits to be gained from the pooling of attitudes, ideas, 
and opinions from all qualifJed individuals. Such information is 
accepted, evaluated, and used to develop management decisions. The 
ultimate responsibility for such management decision and direction is 
with the land management agency. 
We respect the right of all citizens, whether they be involved in 
logging or any of the other land uses, to eipress an interest and 
opinion about forest management practices employed on the 
Bitterroot National Forest, [emphasis mine] 
Clearly, these were two contrasting attitudes on the part of Brandborg, the 
former forest supervisor, and Tester, supervisor at that time. Tester said in 
his reply that "qualified" individuals may "express an interest and opinion," 
though the ultimate decision rests with the agency. Brandborg proposed that 
comment from the public be used to make the decision. 
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There were other comments made by Brandborg, who was obviously not 
enamored of the timber industry. "There are few, if any, forested frontier 
areas left to exploit," he said, adding. "Undoubtedly, this accounts for the 
timber industry's having its eyes on the timber available in wilderness areas 
and national parks." Tree-planting programs, which he said were steps in 
the right direction, were nevertheless "not making a dent to supply total 
timber needs," and should be recognized as "propaganda." Brandborg was 
obviously not a man to pull his verbal punches: he used strong language in 
his replies to Burk s questions, answers which represented the polar opposite 
from the generic, scientific jargon and passive syntax of the Forest Service 
replies in A-4 through A-6- And his call to arms was unmistakable: 
The public must realize and insist that private forest industry get 
out of its long exploitive philosophy and actively advocate and support 
a reforestation program that will permit the Forest Service and state 
forestry agencies to put these 100 million acres of public lands back 
into full production. If the forest industry had supported the 
previously mentioned 1939 program, it would be unnecessary today 
for sawmill owners to emphasize as aggressively as they are the 
employment opportunities from lumbering and exert pressures on 
public agencies and politicians to overcut public-owned lands. 
Among Brandborg's other criticisms was that the Forest Service, whose 
responsibility it was to also help oversee the most beneficial harvesting of 
timber on private lands, had been remiss in that area. To back that claim up 
he cited a 
...history of the amount of timber, mostly ponderosa pine, available on 
private lands in the county disclosed that in 1891 these lands 
supported 1.5 billion board feet. According to information from that 
source, it was estimated that if these lands had been managed on a 
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sustained yield basis from the start, they would now support a timber 
cut of 22 million annually in perpetuity. 
Brandborg felt one of the most damaging aspects of the unraveling 
controversy in the Bitterroot Valley was the fact that the public had been 
largely ignored by the Forest Service. He said the public learned about the 
changes in cutting practices "by observing the scars of destruction on the 
mountain sides that are so apparent from one end of the valley to the other. 
Again, visual aesthetics were stressed. Brandborg also criticized the 
isolationist tendencies of government agencies, stating that they did not take 
part in inter-agency communication and that they "follow a course that is 
safe and one that doesn't involve anything controversial, anything that will 
jeopardize anyone's selfish interest for the sake of long-range public 
interest. 
In A-9, the concluding article in this first series of Burk s, published 
November 18, Brandborg praised the concept of sustained yield and 
criticized the Forest Service for not maintaining it in the BNF. There is 
absolutely no attempt to adhere to a sustained yield cutting policy in 
harvesting ponderosa pine in the Bitter Root national forest." Brandborg was 
quoted as saying. The primary importance of ponderosa pine in the market 
and the fact that Brandborg claimed that the Forest Service had set a quota 
of 18.3 million board feet per year, which had been exceeded by an average 
of 6.7 million board feet for four years running, were certainly cause for 
alarm. Indeed, those most alarmed were members of the timber industry, 
whom Brandborg and others claimed had pressured the Forest Service into 
overcutting. 
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Public debate on G. M. Brandbore and other issues 
As noted before, Brandborg's activism brought him under attack, 
primarily from the timber industry. A chief player in this attack was Dr. 
Horace H. Shorty" Koessler, president of the Intermountain Company (a 
Missoula-based timber operation with mills in the Bitterroot Valley, most 
notably the Darby Mill). This ushered in a period of particularly bitter 
public debate in the wake of Series A, a debate characterized by character 
assassination and dispute over what could indeed be called "fact" and "truth.' 
The initial exchange between Koessler and Brandborg occurred 
simultaneously with another heated exchange between Arnold Bolle, dean of 
UM's School of Forestry, and Bob Wazeka, an English professor at the 
University of Colorado in Boulder, who had been following the controversy 
and made the assertion that negative public comments from UM forestry 
students indicated the impact of timber industry subsidization of the nation's 
forestry schools. Bolle didn't appreciate that remark. Woven between these 
debates was a steady stream of letters for and against Burk, the Forest 
Service and others involved in the issue — a stream that would take almost 
six months, until April, to subside, and then only briefly. 
On December 5. 1969. Koessler wrote a Local Comment in the Missoulian. 
In it he questioned Brandborg's statements in the last three articles of Series 
A. and though he did not counter those statements in particular, he 
summarized Brandborg's stance on several issues and then said, 
I believe the public should know that Mr. Brandborg, though a 
practical forester, is not a graduate of an accredited forestry school, 
and that his reputation as a qualified professional among his peers, 
both in and out of government, is not of the best. Also, his son, 
Stewart Brandborg of Washington, D.C., is the executive director of the 
Wilderness Society and is a member of their council. 
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Koessler was immediately criticized 
Champ W. Hannon, a Darby rancher 
Brandborg bring the issue to Burk s 
responded on December 12: 
for his attack on Brandborg's reputation, 
and fellow dissident who had helped 
attention in the summer of 1969, 
Dr. H.H. Koessler's editorial page comments, "Unacceptable 
Accusation," of Dec. 5 must not go unchallenged. 
It must be understood that Dr. Koessler with his Intermountain Co. 
is the principal beneficiary of the gross overcut of sawtimber in the 
Bitter Root. It ill becomes Dr. Koessler, whom I understand is a well-
trained physician, to impugn the motives or attempt to make light of 
the ability and integrity of "Brandy" (G.M. Brandborg). 
Brandy has no financial stake in the timber of the valley. Brandy is 
a dedicated lifetime conservationist, a student of practical forestry 
who learned his forestry out in the forests where the trees are. 
Brandy was an associate of Elers Koch. Phil Neff and a disciple of 
Gifford Pinchot — men who would not stoop to be the errand boy of a 
powerful industry. 
Another letter defending Brandborg, published that same day, came from 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Gibson of Hamilton. In it they wrote, 
It seems a shame to me that Mr. Koessler of Intermountain 
Company must resort to the coldest device of propaganda: "If you can't 
attack the argument, attack the man." 
Nowhere in his letter of Dec. 5, which by the way certainly 
received a prominent position on your editorial page, did Mr. Koessler 
refute one of Mr. Brandborg's statements. 
Instead, he cast aspersions upon Brandborg's lack of formal 
education, slandered his professional reputation, and implied that 
Brandborg is a tool of his own son. 
This is (^rtainly as poor an example of argument as I have seen in 
all the clear-cutting controversy, and I am surprised the Missoulian 
would publish it. 
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Brandborg and Koessler had known each other, had been adversaries 
during part of Brandborg's 20-year leadership of the BNF, and had met to 
discuss business on repeated occasions, as noted in a Local Comment by 
Brandborg, published July 3, 1970. This public exchange was the first of 
several where the involved parties had a chance to "impugn" one another's 
reputations. Burk reported that at an open meeting in Hamilton on June 25, 
1970, conducted ostensibly to discuss the Magruder Corridor, Koessler 
leveled comments "apparently...in regard to retired Bitterroot Forest 
Supervisor G. M. Brandborg." Burk s story read, 
Koessler said it was "almost beyond my belief that a retired Forest 
Service officer would accuse the Forest Service in print of being 
incompetent liars." He then said he was. "very happy to speak my 
piece. I've been wanting to say this for a long time." 
In response, another Bitterroot conservationist came to Brandborg's defense 
at the meeting, one Fritz Bell, about whom Burk reported, 
Fritz Bell of Hamilton charged the chairman of the meeting with 
permitting Koessler to speak out of line with the objective of the 
meeting, which was to explain the Forest Service's resource inventory 
for the...Magruder Corridor. 
Another Bitterroot Valley resident, Stanton Cooper of Hamilton, also 
defended Brandborg, but did so in a letter to the Missoulian. In it he stated, 
(Koessler) had received the same instruaion as to how the meeting 
was to be inducted as the rest of the people in attendance. With 
complete disregard of this request..,he let his disgraceful vocabulary 
run rampant trying to harm the character and intelligence of a former 
supervisor of the Bitterroot forests. 
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Personally there is no doubt in my mind that G.M. "Brandy 
Brandborg has forgotten more than this type of fellow will ever 
have,... 
Brandborg, however, was capable of defending himself against Koessler. and 
did so with a Local Comment letter on July 3, 1970, which appeared under 
the headline "Those to Blame For the Overcut." 
(Koessler's) comments require a response.... While I was forest 
supervisor, many people, including Dr. Koessler, made repeated visits 
to my office to discuss the economic feasibiltiy of installing another 
sawmill in the valley to cut ponderosa pine. 
Every individual, including Dr. Koessler, who sought these 
opportunities was discouraged from making such an investment. Such 
advice was given because the capacity of the already existing mills 
was more than adequate to consume the allowable cut of ponderosa 
pine available in the Bitterroot forest. 
Despite detailed explanation and knowledge of the allowable cut for 
this species and that existing sawmills were already available to 
utilize the total allowable cut, Dr. Koessler decided to engage in 
competition with the already existing sawmill owners. 
His claim that his investment was based upon availability of 
ponderosa pine from the Magruder Corridor is strictly a myth of his 
own making.... When the mill operators, including Dr. Koessler, were 
overwhelmed with the realization they were cutting themselves out of 
a supply of ponderosa pine, they became desperate, and timber 
anywhere became logical targets, no matter what effect such cutting 
might have on uses of the public lands other than logging. 
Name calling, a misstatement of history and refusal to face facts 
will not bring back the timber cut in great quantities in too short a 
space of time. 
It is a well-known fact that when anyone in an official or lay 
citizen capacity speaks up to defend the public interest, he can expect 
such attacks as Dr. Koessler made. 
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K.oessler would later contradict Brandborg's assertion that his company 
opened a new mill and in the process, would bear out Brandborg's final 
comment above on November 17, 1970, in a Local Comment headed Keeping 
the Record Straight." In that letter he once again attacked Brandborg s 
reputation: 
It appears proper to observe that though Mr. Brandborg was for 
over 20 years supervisor of the Bitterroot National Forest, he was not 
a technically trained forester and had no degree from any school of 
forestry. It is common knowledge that his abilities as a forester and 
particularly as a timber manager were suspect among many of his 
associates. It surprised no one that during his tenure as supervisor, 
and now during retirement, Mr. Brandborg emphasized all of the 
multiple uses other than management and harvest of timber. 
His son, Mr. Stewart Brandborg, is currently the executive director 
of the Wilderness Society and is a member of their council. Father, 
like son is emotionally motivated toward the single-use wilderness 
concept for our public forests. 
Regarding the establishment of the Darby sawmill under the ownership of 
the Intermountain Company, Koessler said, 
Mr. Brandborg went on and on alleging that we were desperate for 
Ponderosa pine alone, after having built a new mill against his advice. 
These allegations are contrary to fact. It is true that we started to 
purchase Ponderosa pine lumber from the Jess Edens' mill at Darby in 
the early 1950s. Later we put money into the mill and had an equity 
for some years while the mill was controlled by Mr. Edens. Finally the 
mill was merged into the Intermountain Company in which Mr. Edens 
received a number of shares. The mill did burn down and was rebuilt 
by Mr. Edens. At no time was the Intermountain Company, or mysell', 
involved in the construction of a new facility in the Bitterroot Valley -
- only in replacement of a burned-out mill. 
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The same week that the Brandborg/Koessler spat began, Bob Wazeka, a 
University of Colorado English professor, initiated another fray when he 
stated in a November 28, 1969, letter to the editor. 
It is with interest that I have read your series on the Bitter Root 
National Forest. 
Almost equally interesting are the letters to the paper which these 
articles have elicted. I am disturbed, however, by the reaction of the 
forestry students at the University. They seem to feel that the public 
has no right to make its views known; that we are destructive in our 
criticism; that we are "emotional" and "biased." 
What is the real motivation for these attacks on the character of 
Mr. Burk and indeed on anyone who is critical of the Forest Service? 
...It is recognized that through endowments and industrial 
fellowships for "research" that industry is responsible for a great deal 
of influence in the agriculture schools and on many preofessors who, 
in turn, help to mold the students and our future foresters. 
The companies benefiting from present forest practices are 
unlikely to endow research which might prove that management to be 
ecologically unsound..,. Effects on the environment are secondary to 
the profit motive. 
The public must demand an objective investigation, for it seems 
the Forest Service and the Forestry School are currently too closely 
associated with the industrial philosophy to take a truly scientific 
view toward what the best and wisest use of the forest must be. 
While Wazeka's comments were most certainly called into doubt a year 
later when Bolle and the UM select committee published their report, Bolle 
was not about to wait that long to counter Wazeka's remarks. On December 
7, 1969 the Missoulian published a Local Comment by Bolle in which he 
states. 
The letter of Mr. Wazeka of the University of Colorado English 
Department on the Bitter Root situation is the most interesting science 
fiction in years. His psychoanalysis of the School of Forestry on the 
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basis of two letters of our students [see Carnahan and Zak letters, 
published November 6, 1969] is a masterful flight of fantasy. 
In my unimaginative way I had thought of those letters as a 
melodramatic defense of the beleagured Forest Service, but the neit 
several letters from our students complicated the matter by coming 
out on both sides of the Bitter Root issue. 
...Try as we might we have been sadly unsuccessful in raising these 
"endowments and industrial fellowships" that are corrupting our 
faculty and, in turn, our budding foresters. 
Our faculty represent many viewpoints and are on all sides of the 
Bitter Root controversy. They make up their minds on the basis of the 
facts as they see them. Our students get diversified viewpoints and 
respond by trying to find evidence for positions of their own.... 
Most of our money comes from the State.... We get research funds 
from the Cooperative State Research Service of the USDA, no strings 
attached and no influence. Our wood chemistry program gets money 
from industry and we study pollution control with part of it. 
Other funds come from a variety of federal and state agencies and 
such pressure groups as garden clubs, the Boone and Crockett Club, the 
Wildlife Management Institute and others. The problem is that they 
include such a diverse group that the pressures, whatever they may 
be, neutralize themselves. Sorry about that plot. 
And in the closing two paragraphs of the letter, Bolle took a moment to 
comment on the rising tide of controversy in the issue: 
Let's face it. We've been trying to argue clearcuts on a scientific 
basis. Clearcuts are on the way out, not because they're totally 
unscientific, but because people don't like them. That's reason enough. 
I despise them myself. 
The question Dale Burk raised that really needs answering, 
however, is whether or not we are overcutting the timber supply or 
depleting the continuing capability of the forests to meet the many 
other uses the public expects from them. 
Wazeka was quick to respond to Bolle. On December 18, the Missoulian 
published a Local Comment from him under the headline "Industry Calls The 
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Tune." In the comment he stated that he felt obliged to reply because Bolle 
had labeled his earlier letter as " science fiction and a masterful flight of 
fancy.' This name calling does not help solve the problem at issue." Wazeka 
went on to say, 
Up to the time of this writing the three letters by students of the 
Forestry School which have appeared in the The Missoulian ail speak 
against Mr, Burk and the critics of the Forest Service. I fail to find one 
on the other side signed by a forestry student. 
Overlooking the possibility that other letters by students, not so specifically 
signed, may have been recognized by Bolle as from the students of his 
school. Wazeka continued, raising a series of interesting points. Among them 
was disclosure that the Department of Agriculture (USDA, which 
administrates the Forest Service) was "a prime candidate" for a lawsuit 
under the Freedom of Information Act, a suit to be leveled by Ralph Nader, 
for the agency's alleged "bureaucratic impulse of secrecy.' Wazeka again 
charged as Tact" that both industry and government influence research 
directions, and challenged Bolle by saying, 
...Mr. Bolle's statement that he despises clearcuts is evidence of one 
dissenting opinion (to the industry]. Why has he waited until Dec. 7, 
1969, to express his dislike? If there are faculty members who dislike 
present forest management, why have they not offered before now to 
assist the citizen groups who have been protesting the timber 
management? 
Public comment was not over yet. Ed Coyle said recently that the 
Missoulian felt an overriding obligation to give fair and equal play to every 
opinion that came into the paper, even to the extent of providing a regular 
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column to any industry writer who wished to state his faction's viewpoints. 
That was an offer that was never accepted, he said. 
The Missoulian's cominitoient to follow up this issue and provide equal 
time for contrasting viewpoints as things heated up was evidenced by the 
editorial page on January 2. 1970. The entire page was consumed by two 
extensive comments about forestry practices in the BNF. One article was 
written by Craig E. Smith, a forester for the Intermountain Company at 
Darby. It ran under the head, 'Industry's Position,' and while criticizing the 
Forest Service, did so from a completely different perspective than the 
criticism of that agency offered by Gordon Robinson, author of the other 
article, which ran under the head, 'The Bitter Root Forest Violation." 
Robinson, a forestry consultant brought to the area by conservationists to 
study the issue, offered technical criticism of the Forest Service not only for 
clearcutting — the aesthetic objection of most people — but for failing to 
maintain multiple use — the scientific objection of foresters who opposed 
current practices. 
Smith wasted no time in maligning Burk s journalistic efforts and the 
authority of those he interviewed, as well as the Forest Service's alleged 
'hedging' on questions. In the second paragraph he stated, 
We are concerned because of the slanted representation of the 
private parties interviewed for the articles, because of the Forest 
Service's reluctance to answer the questions raised in the minds of the 
readers, and to correct the false statements made by several of those 
interviewed. 
Dale Burk skillfully presented his series [Series Al to give the 
impression that harvesting practices on the Bitter Root National Forest 
are either good or bad, and the individuals he selected for interviews, 
who at best are "rigidly broadminded," were capable of defining the 
issues in that context. His skill is evident because most of the 
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responses published to date have either been totally for or totally 
against current practice. 
Brandborg's authority on the issue was once again singled out for acerbic, or 
even sarcastic criticism, when Smith said. 
G.M. Brandborg, armed with his 1941 Timber Management Plan, 
fails to recognize that advances in logging and manufacturing 
technology and in new product developments have improved the 
utilization of the timber resource in the last 28 years. 
And again, later in the article, 
G.M. Brandborg's statement that Ravalli County received $20,000 
(from the sale of Ravalli county timber to be used for local school 
funds and road programs] was made either through ignorance or 
deliberately dishonest intent. 
Smith claimed that Ravalli County received 10 times that much under the 
federal provision that mandates such a program of sharing revenue from 
timber sales. 
In closing, Smith was none too kind in his commentary on the Forest 
Service. This may have been genuine dislike for the agency from which the 
timber industry took its product allowance, or it may have been an attempt 
to publicly dispel any belief there was an alliance between industry and 
agency. 
In conclusion, we believe that the recent series of articles 
emphasizes the fact that the public is interested in how the nation s 
resources are managed, and people have the right to be given straight 
answers and explanations about resource management. They are tired 
of comic book propaganda and Smokey Bear. 
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If the recent series jolts the Forest Service from its lethargy and 
causes the Forest Service to recognize its public responsibility to tell it 
like it is, then Dale Burk will have performed a public service. 
Ultimately, the series did help bring the Forest Service to recognize its 
responsibility, and hence according to at least this representative of the 
industry, performed a public service. 
Smith's commentary, following on Bolle's statements of December 7. was 
the first to substantively address the fact that the issue of clearcutting may 
have been misunderstood and poorly explained, and was the "red flag" that 
brought emotional outburst to practices that at the core were much more 
significant scientifically. Public sentiment and information were in fact 
already becoming an issue central to the developing controversy. On the 
same page as Smith's piece, Gordon Robinson's letter opened with praise for 
Burk and his "excellent series," but said "the letters fthe Missoulian has) 
published in response to the series indicate a state of confusion in the minds 
of many readers." Robinson provided a forester's point of view — not timber 
industry based and not necessarily forest agency based, either, though 
certainly very detailed, technical and assertive in its criticism of both of the 
above groups. 
Robinson's letter stated that good forestry adheres to four basic 
principles: 1) practicing sustained yield; 2) growing timber on long rotations 
of 100 to 200 years, depending on species: 3) practicing a selection system of 
m a n a g e m e n t  w h e r e v e r  i t  i s  b i o l o g i c a l l y  f e a s i b l e ,  w h i c h  i s  m o s t  p l a c e s :  4 )  
taking infinite precaution to protect the soil, an all-important basic resource. 
In prescribing these four principles in simple terms, Robinson was offering 
to readers one of the most straightforward condensations of forestry science 
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that had yet been offered in the controversy. And after doing so, Robinson 
aligned himself with Burk by saying. 
Clearly, the Forest Service has gone completely wrong in its 
management of the Bitter Root.... It has been the deep concern of 
loggers, ranchers, sportsmen and foresters that brought about the 
series of interviews on the subject recently appearing in The 
Missoulian. Response to the charges by people defending the Forest 
Service has been in the form of personal attacks, nit-picking and 
evasions. The case seems now to have been proven in all respects 
other than some subtle technicalities of timber management and the 
numbers game. 
Robinson was pointedly critical of the Forest Service in language the 
agency officials and foresters could understand as well: he talked numbers. 
He made note of agency transgressions in acreage removed from multiple 
use by clearcuts and shelterwood cuts, overcutting of ponderosa pine, 
skyrocketing allowable cuts in all species, and disregard for watershed 
management. Robinson even threw in an indictment of former Secretary of 
Agriculture Freeman, who he claimed had in 1962 "pressed the Forest 
Service to get out the allowable cut and to disregard sustained yield." And 
in closing, Robinson summarized his complaints by saying. 
It is my conclusion that the tragedy of the Bitter Root well 
illustrates the national tragedy of our once glorious Forest Service. It 
clearly demonstrates the manner and degree to which the service has 
yielded to pressure from industry by rationalizing away good forest 
practices, how it abandoned sustained yield and accelerated sale of 
accessible high quality timber on the strength of growth estimates or 
marginal species on unstable soils, how it turned its back on 
watershed management — the main purpose of national forests ~ how 
it abandoned multiple use as a basic principle of management. 
Concerned citizens should demand of Congress the immediate 
establishment of a joint congressional committee which will have a 
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mandate to fully investigate the present management of both public 
and private timberlands, and to make whatever recommendations are 
necessary to encourage the practice of good forestry on both. 
This was not the first call for a congressional investigative committee, but 
following on the heels of Robinson's authoritative and highly visible 
comments, this may have contributed to the establishment of the Senate 
hearings on the issue that were held in 1971. 
Other letters of significance that month included a January 12 Local 
Comment by WintonWeydemeyer, life member of the American Forestry 
Association, who urged a cessation of clearcutting, Weydemeyer was 
immediately countered by Bernard L. Kovalchik, a forestry graduate student 
at UM. In his local comment headed "Need Objectivity on Clearcutting," 
Kovalchik attacked not only Weydemeyer but numerous others, including 
Burk, his interviewees and the Forest Service, (by now everybody's 
whipping boy), whose statements he perceived as adding misinformation on 
clearcutting. Kovalchik said, 
Of particular interest has been the number of cases in which 
illogical and biased statements have been made in support of 
particular viewpoints. This includes both sides, even the Forest 
Service, which should biologically know better but is shackled by 
economics. 
The recent article of Jan. 12 by Winton Weydemeyer is another 
example of this dogma. Just because one is a life member of the 
American Forestry Association doesn't make one ecologically 
competent to make statements concerning the ecological implications 
of theory. 
This very philosophy is of the type that throughout the series of 
articles has caused them to fall flat on their faces.... The people of 
western Montana will remember these articles the rest of their lives. 
It is too bad that they will remember, in many cases, false 
information. 
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Kovalchik went on to present a fairly detailed defense of clearcutting as a 
viable forestry practice when certain conditions, such as widespread disease, 
are prevalent. But even he was forced to acknowledge one important fact; "I 
must admit, though, that I, too have seen many instances of Bitter Root 
clear-cutting practices that I do not like," stating further that clearcuts are 
"bad policy in the ponderosa types of the Bitter Root." In closing he 
suggested that neither agency or industry scientist nor aesthetic 
conservationists should be allowed to make the judgment on management 
alone, but rather there should be cooperation between the two elements. 
Clearcutting was once again the topic of debate on March 10, when 
former timber manager for the northern region. Axel G. Lindh. wrote an 
extensive Local Comment on the issue. In that article Lindh also leveled 
another attack on Burk s journalistic ethics and abilities, on the professional 
abilities of Brandborg and on the alleged "emotional" tactics of M. Brock 
Evans ( A-2). Lindh wrote. 
This writing is to express my concern over the bias and prejudice 
which apparently directed the thrust and organization of the articles 
by Dale Burk. Forestry to meet the needs of the future requires 
increased study, research, and application of the best scientific 
knowledge to the infinitely varied conditions found in forest lands. 
Professional people so dedicated and so directed ought not to be 
mauled by word manipulators without protest by people who know 
better. 
Lindh considered himself a colleague and friend of Brandborg, which he 
prominently stated in the letter before attacking him for being out of touch 
with advances in forestry after 1950 that legitimized a greater degree of 
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clearcutting. Lindh cited fire, dwarf mistletoe infestation, the sunlight needs 
of ponderosa pine and proliferation of unwanted and unproductive species 
as some of the reasons clearcutting had been increased in the BNF. He then 
went on to tackle another issue head on when he said, 
It is noted that some terracing has been done, particularly on south 
facing slopes, and that Brock Evans views this with alarm. Likely 
more than any other forester I am responsible for the application of 
this centuries-old practice in the few places in western Montana 
where it has been tried. I do not know how well these terraces are 
performing, but I am anxious to see the results and I hope you will be, 
too. 
Ultimately, very few people were "anxious to see the results" of growth on 
these terraces: for many Bitterroot Valley residents, as evidenced by their 
letters to the editor, the terraces were cruel disfigurements on the faces of 
mountains they considered a great source of natural scenic beauty. Lindh 
was articulate in his description of terracing and its scientifc basis and 
benefits, as well as his similar discussion of clearcutting. In fact, this letter 
marks a point where informed and understandable presentation of the facts 
on these two issue merged in the public debate, thus culminating the 
journalistic attempt of the newspaper to reach the public with explanations. 
Discussion of Burk and the Missoulian's place in the debate was far from 
over, though. A March 10, Local Comment from William Moore, Regional 
Forester for the Division of Fire Control, marked the first in-house 
"compliment" of Burk from the Forest Service. Moore wrote. 
Articles like your series on Bitter Root Forest management 
practices render valuable public service. Though the statements are 
often in conflict with each other, this sort of attention is needed for 
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the task of managing these national forests is indeed a challenge to 
forest officers, forest users and the general public alike. 
For the first time in 50 years the Forest Service has the public 
attention we have long sought. 
Moore objected to what he perceived as Burk s "strong tendency to blame 
the Forest Service for mistreatment of the land to the detriment of the 
citizenry," while in fact that citizenry had not spoken on its own behalf. 
However, this letter again marks a changing attitude on the part of the 
agency; first there was Lindh's explanation of criticized policies and then 
Moore followed with acknowledgement of shortcomings in management and 
an appeal to citizens to take a greater hand in decision-making. 
Perhaps in response to this "change of attitude," G. M. Brandborg wrote a 
Local Comment on March 27, under the headline. Toward Trust in the F.S." 
It came largely as an attempt to pare criticism away from the Forest Service 
and lay the blame largely, as he put it. on "short-sighted economic forces and 
their political captives that have attempted to legalize over-cutting and other 
land abuses...." This translated to the timber industry. Brandborg's arch­
rival. In his comments Brandborg tried to portray the Forest Service as an 
agency that had previously done an excellent job of protecting the public's 
interests and though recently derailed, deserved better response and higher 
regard from people if it could adjust its practices; 
My observation and experience indicate that the influences are the 
crux of forestry problems which have created differences that exist 
between the public and land managing agencies.... 
Rapid changing of events requires that the Forest Service rededicate 
itself to the principles of wise use and divorce itself from the influence 
of short-sighted economic and political forces that advocate and 
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practice land mismanagement chiefly for the sake of securing raw 
materials and short term profits. 
Brandborg went on to say, 
Forestry issues would have been solved years ago if the Forest 
Service had had the support now forthcoming from the Missoulian. 
and similar sources, the Burks, the Fromes, citizens and their 
conservation organizations and their publications. 
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Th^ ClQging of ttie Darby Mill 
The final latch on this first segment of the public debate came that very 
day, March 27, when The Intermountain Company announced the closure of 
its Darby mill. The Ravalli Republic, a Bitterroot Valley newspaper, 
published a story that day and the Missoulian followed suit on March 28, 
with a brief front-page story about the closure. In that Missoulian story, 
John R. Stevenson, reported as the president of the mill, attributed the 
anticipated June closure to cutbacks by the Forest Service on ponderosa pine 
offerings in the Magruder Corridor, stating that about 50 workers would lose 
their jobs. According to Stevenson, the mill, which had begun operating in 
1954, needed "about 21 million board feet of Ponderosa pine annually for a 
normal two-shift operation." Stevenson said the moratorium on cutting in 
the Magruder, put in place in 1968 by the Forest Service, had reduced the 
actual amount of pine sold from 21.4 million board feet in 1967 to an 
estimated 15 million board feet in 1970, with projections for it to drop to less 
than 12 million board feet in 1971. 
The closing of the mill was commented on in a letter by dissident Champ 
Hannon, of Darby. On April 3, Hannon expounded on the gravity of the 
situation for future generations, appealing on an emotional level to a sense of 
shame over letting environmental conditions get out of hand. 
This century will be hated by generations to come as long as they 
can survive our greed and pollution. We shall be hated for our waste 
and destruction of the wonderful resources we inherited. 
On the mill he specifically remarked, 
It is regrettable that 40 or 50 men should be thrown out of work. 
The mill should never have been set up in the first place. At that time 
[19511. local Forest Service employes discouraged installation of 
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another sawmill, as enough mills were already operating in the Bitter 
Root. 
Earlier in this paper it was noted that H.H. Koessler had contradicted the 
claim that the Intermountain Company had built a new mill at any time in 
Darby, asserting that it had only merged with a competitor already 
established there. But the real issue was that the Darby sawmill was closing 
because of lack of available timber. That shortage. Hannon and others 
claimed, was due to the company's pressure to increase ponderosa pine cuts 
each year and the Forest Service's compliance with that objective, resulting 
in a depletion of the resource. 
Ironically, the March 28 Missoulian also carried a brief on page seven of 
the paper stating that the Forest Service's sii-man task force had completed 
its review and analysis of land and resource management programs on the 
BNF and the product of that review, later known as the Worf Report, would 
be printed and available in about one month. 
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The Forest Service Response and the Second Salvo 
Series B: Damage Control 
Tlie period immediately following the publication of Burk s first series 
was filled with emotional, intellectual and wide-ranging public comment in 
the Missoulian. It remained at high pitch for five months, but did subside 
briefly from an average of about two comments on the issue per week in 
December to only two comments for the entire month of March, 1970. 
However, commentary on the editorial page became increasingly technical — 
written by industry, agency or conservation group representatives — and 
was less indicative of the "common" reader's viewpoint. There was also a 
shift in conservationists' criticism toward heavier indictment of the timber 
industry as the Forest Service made initial efforts to acknowledge and 
amend its practices. Before that, "we were not examining the practices of 
the timber companies, we were eiamining the policies of the Forest Service," 
Burk said recently. " Now it ultimately had to lead [to the timber industry], 
and that came about later, part and parcel because the timber industry was 
so vehement in its response, they knew the handwriting was on the wall." 
Overall, this seven-month period was a chance for the Forest Service to 
brace itself, offer some explanation for its practices and try to inform the 
public of the management policy, which depended upon public comment for 
proper execution. Regional Forester Neal Rahm wrote a detailed report to 
Sen. Mike Mansfield, (D-Mont.), to explain " the orderly process of 
determining whether or not to make a certain timber sale.' On April 3, the 
Missoulian published the first article of Series B, an unsigned five-part series 
outlining Rahm's report and providing copious quoted material. It set out to 
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briefly and simply describe timber sale decisions, forest management 
methods, cutting cycles and the weight with which air. water and wildlife 
were considered in decision-making. 
Burk followed this series two months later with his summarization of the 
Worf Report in Series C, a seven-part series beginning June 18, 1970 As 
noted in a brief presentation on the controversy by the Forest Service on 
August 4. 1976, "A period of calm prevailed while the (Worf and Bollel 
reports were being prepared." The Worf Report, produced by an internal 
Forest Service committee established in May 1969, was released in April 
1970. The Bolle Report, produced by seven professors from the University 
of Montana, was released in November 1970. In coverage of both of these 
reports, Series C and E, Burk stayed close to the letter of the reports and did 
not present comment on them from other sources. Of this technique Burk 
said recently. 
By then the issue had really begun to define itself and there had 
really begun to be open change within the Forest Service. Both of 
those reports iWorf and Bolle] came out in a climate where the... 
dissidents — the critics of the forest management policies — still 
suspected that there would be a whitewash. You can see that (the 
reports] weren't; neither one was. I think the Forest Service did a 
marvelous job. In fact, they gave the best ammunition that anybody 
had. I covered the meeting in Hamilton. and...afterwards, a week 
later, the state forester, Gareth Moon, came up to me and said he 
thought that was one of the best pieces of reporting he'd ever seen. 
I'd bent over backwards to present that as fairly as possible. 
Interspersed with Series C were reports on the continuing public debate, 
stories like the March 29 "Primer on Silviculture." (another Forest Service 
explanation of practices) and a unique series of columns, apparently written 
by industry representatives in response to editor Ed Coyle's offer to 
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represent industry's opinion with a column, provided the industry could 
come up with a regular writer or product. 
This period of Forest Service response did much to enlighten the public 
about the agency's practices and the areas in which it had failed. It was self-
critique where needed and explanation where needed. Generally, calm did 
prevail, for about another seven months, until the publication of the Bolle 
Report in November 1970. 
Preceding the publication of Rahm's comments in Series B, the Missoulian 
printed the aforementioned "Primer on Silviculture," a full-page article 
written by Forest Service research forester Edward S. Kotok. The article 
purported to explain "why the Forest Service operates the way it does." This 
article represents the seriousness with which the Forest Service regarded the 
broadening controversy and the style to which the public debate was 
turning; informed, defensive and extensive commentary. Kotok began his 
article with the statement, 'Americans frequently look for simple answers to 
complex problems. This seems to be the case in the current public outcrys 
[sic] about forestry, especially with regard to silviculture...," Kotok went on 
to discuss the continent's history of "extractive" resource use, noting that 
land conservation as a governing concept was not introduced in America 
until the late 1800s, when it was neither well understood nor well accepted. 
Kotok briefly traced the development of controlling economic and biological 
factors in silviculture, and ultimately, gave a diagnosis on the BNF with 
regard to these points. In closing he stated. 
Foresters, by the very nature of the selection system by which 
they choose forestry as a career, are generally well intentioned 
individuals. The fact that their training and work experiences are 
more an outgrowth of the European notions about timber and game 
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production rather than a deep sense of social commitment is probably 
unfortunate. 
Change will not erase errors of the past and the errors in forestry 
frequently are glaring. But change is coming in some of the 
underlying assumptions under which forestry is being practiced. 
A better and more tolerant public understanding would be helpful. 
Indicative of the shift toward greater criticism of the timber industry and 
the battle lines taking shape between industry and environmentalism, G.M. 
Brandborg attacked the Intermountain Company on April 1, for bringing 
about the demise of the Darby mill, and subsequently stranding its 
employees. He blamed the company for "cut out and get out" policies. An 
unsigned report stated that Brandborg, speaking in Missoula to a meeting of 
the Montana Environmental Coordinating Council, said "the Darby mill was 
being closed because the company eiceeded the allowable cut by 10 million 
feet annually — double the (Forest) service's allowable cut," thus exhausting 
the supplies of ponderosa pine in the forest. "The closing of the mill is 
another example of the timber industry's cut out and get out' practices, 
leaving behind idle men and a depressed community," Brandborg said, 
adding that 50 workers "are being deprived of their livelihood simply 
because this company failed to adhere to a sustained yield management of 
available timber supplies." 
The day that article appeared, the 32nd Intermountain Logging 
Conference took place in Spokane, and a wire story on April 3 reported that 
Missoula resident and conference president Edward L. Shults called for 
...loggers to overcome conservationists who "flaunt a philosophy of 
minimum use with maximum waste.'" 
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"The biggest threat to our industry is the tremendous push to lock 
up tremendous volumes of commercial timber by those who, in the 
name of environmental quality, would turn our timber resources into 
untouchable wilderness areas." 
Another piece published that day. a Local Comment from Champ Hannon, 
further accented the fact that industry and agency were distancing 
themselves from each other, conservationists were providing the agitation 
and the Missoulian was providing a forum, as well as chronicling the results. 
Burk had set this reaction in motion with Series A, and he would write five 
more series on the Bitterroot Controversy in the ensuing two years, as well 
as numerous individual stories on the issue. In essence, the Missoulian's 
coverage of this controversy represents the functioning model of free press 
in the United States. The public brought an unacceptable situation to the 
attention of a reporter: an investigation ensued, and resulting articles 
appeared in the newspaper: the public commented in response: the 
responsible government agency then responded to explain policies and 
account for errors: another responsible party, the timber industry in this 
case, was discussed both in terms of its technical and economic functions: 
widespread public consciousness was raised and action was initiated to 
amend the situation. That spread of information brought about legislation on 
a national level, including the National Timber Management Act, agency 
directives known as the Church Guidelines and changed industry at a 
regional level (Morgan). Almost 20 years later the issue is still very active. 
"Whatever, it's a clear-cut certainty that the Bitterroot controversy is a long 
way from being over" Burk wrote in the September 28, 1981 Missoulian. a 
decade after the controversy began to subside. 
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Series B began on April 3. 1970. It comprised five unsigned articles 
describing a "communication" between Regional Forester Neal Rahm and Sen. 
Mike Mansfield. Rahm. regional forester for the Northern Region of the U.S. 
Forest Service, frequently spoke with Ed Gjyle during personal discussions 
the two carried on at the local Rotary Club, where they were both members 
(Burk ^3). Rahm wanted a chance to present a response to Series A and the 
accusations that had been leveled therein, and the Missoulian cooperated in 
this venture. The controversy was roaring, and "they brought Ray Karr in at 
this time to diffuse the situation," Burk said. Karr took up the position of 
Rahm s chief of communications. "He was critical to this thing." Burk said of 
Karr, "the number-two man in wilderness management in Washington, D. C.," 
who had previously been both forest supervisor on the Deerlodge National 
Forest and timber staff officer on the BNF when clearcutting became a 
widespread policy there in 1964 (Burk *3). With some guidance from Karr, 
Rahm composed the letter and it was passed on to the Missoulian. resulting 
in Series B. 
Rahm's comments, as organized by the Missoulian. addressed five specific 
issues; 1) how timber decisions are made; 2) basic forest management 
techniques employed in the cutting of timber; 3) the creation of timber 
management plans for forests; 4) the consideration given air and water 
values when making a timber sale, and; 5) the consideration given wildlife in 
making a timber sale. The main function of this series was to prepare 
readers for the publication in June of Series C, which covered the Worf 
report. Series B summarized Rahm's report to Mansfield and made clear the 
fact that failure to properly balance the concept of multiple use with that of 
timber production was the substantive issue in the controversy. Clearcutting 
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may have been the most visible symptom of a problem, but the public also 
needed to understand the scientific basis for that practice as much as the 
Forest Service needed to understand how the public detested the way it had 
been employed. 
Rahm represented the authority from which the public had been looking 
for an explanation. Because the Missoulian presented Rahm cogently 
explaining his policies, the public was more able to identify the agency 's 
stance on issues of water and wildlife conservation and recreation in relation 
to multiple use and timber harvesting — uncluttered by emotional outbursts 
and back-biting. This process of explaining policy and informing the public 
would continue with Burk s series on the Worf Report (Series C), watershed 
damage in the Sleeping Child Drainage (Series D) and the Bolle Report (Series 
E). That would be augmented by continued public comment and Burk s 
individual articles that covered activity between the series. 
Rahm's report acknowledges the importance of Series A. In the fourth 
paragraph of B-1 the article states that Rahm told Mansfield the timber sale 
process "had not been detailed in material given The Missoulian last fall for 
the series of articles prepared by Missoulian State Editor Dale Burk on 
timber harvest practices in the Bitter Root National Forest." Rahm then went 
on to stress the position of multiple use values: 
Even within the unreserved forest, a decision to develop and 
manage an area is checked against the values of aesthetics, recreation 
uses, water, forage, and wildlife, Rahm said. Any of these values or 
combinations of them may lead to a decision not to proceed at that 
time, he added, [emphasis mine] 
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After noting that areas to be harvested are entered in a five-year harvest 
schedule, Rahm stated one of the Forest Service's most legitimate complaints 
against the public. "On some forests, our annual discussions of the five-year 
schedules are widely attended, but in other areas, no one except timber 
purchasers accepts our invitations to attend," Rahm said. The Missoulian did 
not say whether Rahm elaborated on this point in regard to how well-
attended the annual discussions on the Bitter Root had been in recent years. 
In fact, the Missoulian report seems to suggest, by overwhelming absence of 
comments specifically citing the BNF, that Rahm constructed this report as a 
generic, albeit fairly detailed, discussion of regional policy. 
In B-2 the central discussion was Rahm's explanation of forest 
management techniques, dating the use of these back 600 years to medieval 
European methods. There was a re-presentation of material covered in 
Series A such as descriptions of forest management techniques and cutting 
methods, including an extended description of clearcutting. 
Articles B-3 through B-5 covered Rahm's description of constructing 
timber management plans by determining cutting cycles and weighing in the 
value of air, water, soil and wildlife — the multiple use planning that Burk 
had asked about in A-5 and A-6. To that previous inquiry the Forest Service 
reply had been to list considerations, but not to explain the process of 
actually considering those values. Rahm gave brief examples of the process. 
One of the forest values that must be considered is forage, the 
regional forester said. 
"Timber harvests which appreciably reduce tree shade usually are 
followed by rapid increase in grass cover," Rahm noted. 
"How to utilize grass cover must be determined. So must the 
impact of tree removal on barriers to livestock movements. If cutting 
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removes a natural barrier between grazing units, a substitute must be 
found." 
Here. then, are the answers Burk sought to provide to the public five months 
earlier in Series A. a search that was only partially effective at the time. It 
is important to note that these explicit and fairly easy-to-understand 
answers are contained ostensibly in a communication between Rahm and 
Mansfield, not between Rahm and the public, though they were indirectly 
designed for that latter group as well through the direction of Ray Karr (Burk 
^3). 
Another important point to be made about this series is that Rahm did 
identify, and telegraph, the issues in the controversy that would next 
become major areas of contention: water and wildlife. In B-4 the Missoulian 
reports, 
Rahm said the Forest Service has some knowledge of relationships 
between forest harvests and water yields, although it needs much 
more. Interesting data have been obtained in the Bitter Root River's 
East Fork following the Sleeping Child fire of 1961 and later logging in 
the drainage. 
"Although we wish to check the data further before publishing our 
findings, the Geological Survey stream-gauge measurements indicate 
changes in water yields beginning in 1962, " Rahm said. 
"We need to know much more about techniques for managing 
water yeilds [sic] from forested lands," Rahm said.... 
Even as Rahm spoke, saying the agency need more information to confirm 
indications that the watershed in that drainage was threatened, there was 
trouble brewing in the Bitterroot Valley over this very issue. Article B-5 
appeared on April 6, 1970. The day before, the Missoulian had published a 
Burk story on the establishment of the "Sleeping Child Defense Fund, " a drive 
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by group of ranchers in the area to collect money to initiate legal action that 
would "stop current clear-cutting and terracing practices of the Forest 
Service in the area," and preserve the watershed in the drainage. Burk 
registered the comments of one of the group's founders: 
"We feel we are testing the true value of the multiple use concept." 
[Stanton] Cooper said. "What is taking place here could set a precedent 
for taking action on the same problem in other areas." 
He said the ranchers felt the importance of the watershed to their 
ranching and farming operations has not been given sufficient 
consideration by the Forest Service in determining timber harvest 
techniques in the Sleeping Child drainage. 
"We requested that they discontinue clear-cutting and terracing, 
particularly in the Sleeping Child drainage," Cooper said, "but they 
have been unresponsive. We feel that legal action is now the only 
course we have available to us." 
Given this complaint from the ranchers and the simultaneous presentation of 
Rahm's admission that changes in watershed had been registered at least 
partially due to logging practices, it was clear that the Forest Service had not 
suspended or adapted its limber management plan in response to public 
accusations and scientific analysis of watershed damage — a primary 
responsibility of the agency. The scientific information was incomplete and 
the public response may have been minimal or poorly organized at the time, 
but nevertheless, the machinery of democratic government — the joint 
responsibility of the public and the agency — seems to have been oiled 
primarily by the appearance of the controversy in the Missoulian. 
The emphasis in the controversy was shifting from complaints about 
clearcutting and terracing to substantive discussions about multiple use and 
industry. The controversy was developing in scope and focus. The 
continuing debate over the closure of the Darby mill flared again on April 7 
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when Robert E. Stermitz, general manager of the valley division of the 
Intermountain Company, fired off a searing indictment of the Missouiian and 
G.M. Brandborg for his comments to the Missoula Environmental 
Coordinating Council, reported on April 2. Under the headline "Bitter Root: 
Shameful Distortion," Stermitz used inflammatory language of the most 
powerful degree yet seen in the controversy, in line with later critiques of 
Brandborg's comments as an "outright lie" and "a monument to hyporcrisy 
Isicl," which came from Hamilton resident Jim Ronning on April 19. Stermitz 
said in his letter: 
Your slanted and biased news reporting has never been more 
apparent than in your April 2nd story concerning the comments of a 
"conservation leader" about the Intermountain Co. management. 
By prominently printing the distortions and outright falsehoods 
uttered by G.M. Brandborg as news without checking to determine 
their veracity, you have done a grave disservice to 50 families 
employed by the Intermountain Co....and thereby to all who depend on 
the forest for their livelihood. 
Brandborg's remarks...are completely without basis in easily 
determinable facts. I am aware that by heavy use of quotation marks 
you have technically absolved the newspaper. 
However, it is obvious that the editors of The Missouiian are so 
eager to rush into print anything that resembles a story about the 
environment that they have completely abandoned any effort to be 
objective or to verify the statements made. 
Stermitz went on to list five "distortions and outright falsehoods uttered 
by G.M. Brandborg." about the decline of the mill. He cited, 1) a scientifically 
established allowable cut of 22.5 million board feet of ponderosa pine on the 
BNF, augmented by "some pine from the Salmon National Forest," projected 
in the Forest Service's management plan from July 1, 1965 to June 30, 1972, 
as opposed to Brandborg's stated 10 million board feet figure; 2) his 
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contention that the company had at no time "asked the Forest Service to 
exceed this sustained yield harvest," nor had it "recklessly expanded 
facilities beyond the capacity of the resource," as Brandborg had claimed: 3) 
his contention that "the first indication of trouble" with the timber supply to 
the mill was the moratorium on harvesting in the Magruder Corridor, a 
"temporary" measure to be offset by harvests from the Salmon National 
Forest; 4) a complaint about the fact that Burk "completely ignored the 
timber industry in his signed series [Series A] on the Bitter Root," and; 5) his 
contention that Brandborg's 10 million board feet figure came into play only 
with the publication of the Forest Service's tentative plan for fiscal 
year 1970, a "far cry from the 22.5 million the industry had every reason to 
expect would be offered on an annual basis through June 30, 1972." 
Stermitz blamed the actual downfall of the mill not on the company but 
on "Brandborg and others of his persuasion," indirectly suggesting that the 
Forest Service had cinched up its allowable cut in direct response to pressure 
from conservation groups. He closed by saying. 
It is bad enough that G. M. Brandborg uses this sad event as a 
platform to further his own ideology, but it is shameful that the 
Missoulian, in its efforts to find sensationalism in every environmental 
problem, printed it. 
Brandborg was defended in an April 23 letter by R.W. Solberg, writing 
from Walnut Creek, California. Solberg offered a perspective on the 
"nationalization" of the debate by citing the failure of Congress to pass the 
National Timber Supply/Conservation Act and reluctance to open the 
Magruder Corridor to logging as reasons for the decline of timber industry in 
the region. Forest T. Cooper, a Darby farmer, wrote on April 27 to commend 
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the newspaper for following the debate, but some did not agree: the assault 
on the Missoulian raged alongside these comments with the publication of 
two brief letters to the editor on April 9, signaling the bitterness of the 
controversy. M. E. Moon of Missoula stated. 
Hurrah! The yellow press is back. We're pleased to see you re 
perpetuating a time-honored device of journalism. Please, in the 
name of tradition, keep slanting your words in favor of the 
preservationist." 
It may not be worth the paper it's printed on, but then if the 
preservationists have their way there won't be any paper to print it 
on. 
P.S. Please cancel my subscription, as a gesture of ill will. 
And from Bob Hayes of Evaro: 
Just a suggestion for your nationally-known paper as described by 
A.B. Guthrie; 
Put those stories written by Dale Burk on the comic page — or the 
"funny papers" as us old timers called them. 
That way they won't be confused with facts. 
More controversy ensued over the mill closure, as covered by the 
Missoulian. First there was an April 7 story by Burk alleging that letters 
criticizing Brandborg had been included in the mail with paychecks for 
Darby Mill workers. Burk said in a recent interview that this led to criticism 
of Brandborg from the "working man ~ however that was motivated. I 
know in Darby they put letters in the paychecks [sent] home telling people 
that Brandy was evil and all that." Burk documented this episode in an April 
7 story in which he reported that the management at the Intermountain Co. 
in Darby had notified workers of a timber management meeting by including 
a letter in their paychecks. Burk wrote, 'Intermountain told its employes 
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that the meeting was called as a result of the fact that preservationists are 
attempting to exclude timber management from many areas in or 
surrounding the Bitter Root National Forest.' " Millworker Lloyd Greenup of 
Hamilton immediately denied, in a letter to the editor, that any such activity 
had taken place, stating. "I didn't receive such a notice. Neither did any of 
the other 30 men currently employed by Intermountain." Burk said recently 
that although he did not secure a copy of the letter, Ernie Townsend had 
called him to report the incident, and employees attended the meeting with 
copies of the letter in hand. Greenup, however, denied its existence, and in 
his letter tossed in criticism of Burk s journalistic coverage of the 
controversy for being "obviously biased." accusing him of disregarding the 
importance of timber harvest to a "healthy forest." 
There were other complaints with Burk. and among the most prevalent, 
according to Missoulian editor Ed Coyle. was the presence of his column The 
Outdoor Picture." in which the writer expounded on a range of 
environmental issues. Burk was initially careful to avoid critical editorial 
comment on the specific issues that appeared in his news stories — a sticky 
endeavor to say the least, and Burk occasionally transgressed, Coyle said. 
However, careful writing and editing ensured that during the first year of 
the controversy the columnist rarely went public with opinion on an issue he 
was also covering as news. Timber industry personnel didn't see it that way, 
and asked Coyle to appoint a staff writer to compose regular columns 
espousing industry positions. Coyle. of course, stated that it was impossible 
to persuade columnists to write columns on anything but their own views, 
and there did not appear to be an industry-oriented spokesperson on his 
staff. He did. however, offer equal space to an industry-oriented writer, 
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should one come forward. Coyle stated recently that no one did. In place of 
that the Missoulian did publish a series of Local Comments, in the style of 
columns, by foresters employed by regional timber companies. These ran on 
the Missoulian's editorial pages of April 4, 20, 29 and June 18. 1970 
Public comment was indeed heating up again as the timber industry took 
a major dive and the Forest Service prepared to do likewise. On April 12. a 
story by Burk. under the banner headline "Rahm Acknowledges Some Forest 
Service Inadequacies," reported that the regional forester "had notified the 
Washington office of his agency that doubts about whether we can perform 
as well as we tell people we can,' are being expressed within the Forest 
Service as well as by the public." The decay of public confidence in the 
agency had been chronicled in the Missoulian since Series A appeared: now 
the decay of confidence within the agency was being acknowledged by its 
regional leader. This "in-house" communique was not, however, meant for 
the public's eyes, a fact which didn't stop Burk. 
This article, citing an internal agency letter, was prepared by Burk with 
help from an unnamed source who apparently commandeered a copy of it 
without approval. Rahm had never intended for the report to be anything 
but an in-house document, but internal agency dissatisfaction was rampant 
enough that the letter reached the press immediately. As Burk recalled the 
exchange: 
It was an in-house report — on the QT — to answer "Is what these 
critcs are saying true?" And I got wind of it. One of my sources called 
me and said we understand that the report was mailed (this was on 
Friday) to Washington, D.C., and it was in-house. It was analyzing the 
questions we had asked in the series we had done — is there any 
merit to this? In other words, the Forest Service was doing damage 
control. 
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I called up Neal Rahm's office — Neal signed it — I called him and 
they put me through and I asked could I get a copy of this report and 
he said. "No. it's in-house.' It appeared in the Missoulian on Monday 
morning. I had those kinds of sources. I won't ever say where I got 
that, but 1 had it. 
Burk was equally tight-lipped at the time. "The letter was made available to 
The Missoulian by sources outside Montana," was all he would say in the 
story. 
This story, like its predecessor — the April 3 story on Rahm's report to 
Mansfield — was both damning for the Forest Service's previous record and 
optimistic about changes that were supposed to take place. It represented a 
recognition at high levels in the agency that those changes were needed. 
Rahm specified eight areas of failure: 
1) Poor cleanup along roads. 
2) Poor selection of road standards. 
3) Poor selection of road routes from a soil, water or visual 
standpoint. 
4) Wrong silviculture system choice. 
5) Adverse visual impact of clearcuts, both far and near views, in 
part resulting from failure to clean up cutting units. 
6) Poor or slow regeneration success. 
7) Poor choice of site preparation measures. 
8) Logging and road equipment in streams, as well as logging 
debris in stream courses. 
It is possible that Rahm made these extrapolations after reading a 
preUminary version of the Worf Report, (which would be released a month 
later) or after reviewing the data collected by the task force. Of dissension 
in the ranks of the agency. Rahm was quoted as saying, 
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"Our ability as professional land and timber managers is being 
seriously questioned. Most of the questions are from external sources, 
but some of our own people are feeling and expressing doubts. 
"Do we have quality standards that are understood by all our 
people," Rahm wrote to the Washington office, "I think not...." 
Rahm also said the answer was "no" to the question of "does the 
Forest Service have the expertise on the ground to perform an 
acceptable job." 
And in a comment that foreshadowed significant change in the agency — a 
change that would be of great value to Burk and conservationists up to the 
present day, the story states, 
(Rahm) added that the management direction in Region One is 
changing so that each presently unroaded area will undergo a multiple 
use study prior to development. 
With the publication of this letter, fully a month before the agency's 
internal task force would level the same accusations publicly in the Worf 
Report, it became clear that in five months' time the Forest Service had 
reached the point not only of acknowledging its failures in the Bitterroot but 
of instituting changes that would solve some of the problems that led to 
those failures. 
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Series C: The Worf Report 
The earliest indications of the call for inquiry into management practices 
in the BNF came well before Dale Burk and the Missoulian began printing 
residents' claims of problems in the Bitterroot Valley. Sen. Lee Metcalf had 
visited the university to talk with Arnold Bolle about establishing a 
committee to make an official inquiry into the BNF as early as 1967 
(Shannon). According to Burk, some of the earliest on-the-record public 
complaints with multiple use management in the BNF came at hearings on 
the Lincoln-Scapegoat Wilderness in Great Falls in September 1968. "Fully 
one-third of the letters from citizens appearing at that hearing in Great Falls 
mention the fact that an inquiry was needed in the Bitterroot National 
Forest," Burk said. "So it was laying there waiting. I was at that — I didn't 
catch on to that until later, when I started reading the hearing record." 
According to the Worf Report, published April 15, 1970, members of the 
Recreation Subcommittee of the Ravalli County Resource Conservation and 
Development Committee had registered complaints with the Forest Service in 
1968 over clearcutting, terracing, roadbuilding and what was perceived as 
undue agency preoccupation with timber harvest above other multiple use 
values. Rahm solicited letters from members of that group, asking them to 
explain their complaints, and "A task force to review the problem was 
appointed early in 1969 by Regional Forester Rahm and Joseph F. Pechanec, 
Director of the Intermountain Forest and Range Experiment Station." The 
six-member task forc« began its review on May 1, 1969. Rahm promised 
objectivity and public disclosure of the report, and the task for<» wrote in its 
report that, "This approach was aa^pted by the opposing groups in the 
Bitterroot Valley.' 
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"Managemenl Practices on the Bitterroot National Forest." later called 
simply the Worf Report, was a historical document: "It was the first 
document prepared by an administrative agency that did not have any form 
of internal review before publication." said Richard Shannon, who served as 
a member of Bolle's UM Select Committee. "It's an historic first — a real risk 
run by Neal Rahm. He was the guy... who set up this team and gave them 
the freedom they had. The Chief's office in Washington, D.C. was extremely 
nervous and irritated by this because this had never been done any agency." 
Bolle, for his part, also has great respect for Rahm's initiative in setting the 
wheels in motion for this unique investigation. Bolle said recently, "I 
thought Neal Rahm did a brave act in this. He picked well respected people, 
gave them clear direction and freedom to say and report frankly what they 
observed." Bolle said fears of a whitewash, though vehemently expressed, 
came well after Metcalf's initial discussions with him concerning the 
possibility of forming the UM Select Committee. Hence the fears of a 
whitewash were not directly responsible for the establishment of the 
committee, Bolle said. 
However, Burk recalled that within several months of the Worf 
Committee's formation, in July 1969, the dissidents, led by G.M. Brandborg, 
had contacted Burk in a letter and alerted him to the issues and their 
misgivings about the upcoming Forest Service report. Brandborg, speaking 
for the others, said many felt there was no way the report could be done 
objectively, and feared the worst; a whitewash of serious management errors 
that might quell the debate altogether. Burk investigated the issues on the 
BNF and wrote Series A before the Worf report could be completed — against 
the wishes of BNF Supervisor Merrill Tester — and the entire report itself 
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was affected by this. This effect is documented by references in the report 
to Burk, his stories and the controversy that erupted in the paper and 
between agency, industry and the public. 
The Worf Report acknowledged this lack of public confidence and stated 
in its introduction. 
In the minds of some, at least, the idea of a review of the Bitterroot 
situation by Forest Service personnel was suspect because of the 
possibility of agency bias. Regional Forester Rahm and Director 
Pechanec left no doubt that they wanted an uninhibited appraisal of 
the facts. Their instructions were to make a complete and impartial 
analysis of the situation without regard to whose toes were stepped 
on. 
Such directives, nevertheless, were not sufficient for the dissidents, and 
they pressed for an alternative study by qualified outside researchers that 
would eliminate even the opportunity for bias. Based on the comments of 
Shannon and Belle, it appears that Sen. Lee Metcalf had laid the groundwork 
for the formation of Bolle's committee long before even the Worf Committee 
was established. Nevertheless, those who were distrustful of the Forest 
Service's in-house inquiry got their wish when Sen. Metcalf, on December 2, 
1969 — exactly one month after the publication of the first article in Series 
A, and after receiving letters from his constituents — officially requested a 
select committee from the University of Montana to complete its own study 
of the situation. All this, including Burk s first series and the ensuing flurry 
of letters in the Missoulian. took place in the last stages of the preparation of 
the Worf Report. In fact, as late as October 17, 1969, the task force had 
taken G. M. Brandborg and Doris Milner, and other Bitterroot Valley 
conservationists, on a tour of some disputed areas, and after Series A 
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appeared, another of Burk s interviewees, Marvin Bell, met with Task Force 
personnel. Calls for public comment were solicited by the agency in a brief 
in the Missoulian (January 25. 1970) and individual comments were sought 
by Worf report members from UM forestry faculty and yet another Series A 
interviewee, M. Brock Evans, Northwest representative of the Sierra Club and 
Federation of Outdoor Clubs ("Management" 82-83). 
There was a great deal more research done in the public sector (see 
Appendix D), but it is difficult to say which, if any, of these particular 
sources would have been contacted had it not been for Burk s articles and 
the formation of the Bolle Report committee. The Worf Report acknowledged 
the significance of the Series A and the continued attention given the issue in 
the Missoulian by stating. 
Mr. Dale Burk, State editor for the Missoulian, published a series of 
nine articles during October Isicl concerning the controversy, These 
articles generated a number of letters to the editor. Two other articles 
appeared in the January 2, 1970 issue of the Missoulian. These 
articles and letters were reviewed with interest by the Task Force 
members and served as further input of the review. 
Meetings of the task force to review drafts of the report took place in 
February and March of that year, and on March 28, the Missoulian reported 
that the task force had completed its study. Regional Forester Rahm noted at 
the time what was being said with increasing frequency: "While the studies 
were conducted within the Bitter Root National Forest, we expect the results 
to have application in other areas." It was clearly recognized that the 
Bitterroot Controversy in western Montana would eventually have national 
implications. 
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Burk began Series C on June 18. 1970, by stating Rahm's remarks that 
"response to the (Worf Report) had not been what was anticipated." and 
Rahm urged people to submit their comment on forest management in the 
BNF to him at the regional headquarters in Missoula. Burk then went on 
immediately to summarize the report's findings, most notably that, 
...the task force pointed out...contentions that the Forest Service is 
not meeting its stewardship responsibility' toward the limited land 
and natural resource base. 
Calling the appearance of the landscape a judgment matter on 
which everyone can speak with equal authority, the task force said 
that scenic quality has been substantially impaired in many places at 
least for a period of years. 
That leading comment on the emotional focus of the controversy set the 
tone for both the report and Burk s series on it. In essence. Burk s series 
followed the structure and organization of the report section for section, 
almost sentence for sentence. Although the articles were not necessarily 
compelling in their style, they were in content: these articles represented a 
consistency in Burk s reporting, hearkening back to Series A and the 
question-and-answer format he employed to eliminate the possibility of 
reportorial error — an error that could have sunk him as a journalist and the 
newspaper's efforts to inform the public. It was, in strict and 
straightforward terms, a summary — a re-presentation of the report in the 
newspaper to assure the task force's findings reached the widest dispersion 
of readers instead of only those who might seek out a copy of the report on 
their own. As Burk said recently, 
At that time it seemed to me (the Missoulian was) involved in 
bringing the public up to speed on why is this issue so controversial. 
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what's involved, who s involved, and part of that is simply reporting 
what's in front of you and letting the chips fall as they may. And 
there was an awful lot to report — you learn something new all the 
time. 
Burk s hectic personal schedule also contributed to the summary 
presentation of Series C: working 40 hours per week as state editor at the 
Missoulian. taking 15-18 credits in the University of Montana's philosophy 
program, and then working on the series during his remaining time left him 
stretched fairly thin, Burk said. 
A protracted recounting of the Worf Report findings would better serve a 
scientific study of the controversy: a survey of Burk s presentation is more 
suited to this thesis. The report was largely critical of the agency's timber 
management, and numerous reasons were given for this, and numerous 
problem areas targeted. The Worf Report began with a series of 
'observations and recommendations," a condensed, directive-oriented section 
that was the result of overall research. Burk reported the following task 
force observations in article C-1: 
- an implicit attitude among agency foresters that resource production 
goals are the primary consideration above all others: 
- the failure of communications between agency and public: 
- poor administration of multiple use management: 
- lapses in quality control that had led to poor land management: 
- the agency's failure to seek the proper funds to insure the operation 
of a balanced approach to resource management: 
- the failure of the public to be sufficiently interested or involved in 
forest management decisions: 
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- the need for better data to support long range planning, presently 
suffering from too little attention. 
Among the task force recommendations Burk cited were: 
- the regional forester should emphasize maintaining quality of 
environment over everything else; 
- multiple use plans on the BNF must become the controlling 
documents in fact as well as principle: 
- the agency must seek better ways to involve the public in its 
decision making process; 
- the total cost for a complete and balanced program of management 
on the forest should be compiled and made available to the public and 
to the chief of the Forest Service; 
- more research should be done on ecosystem problems, at an 
accelerated rate. 
Article C-2 was devoted to discussing the Worf Report's analysis of 
clearcutting on the BNF, citing most prominently the finding that 
"clearcutting had been overused in recent years in the Bitterroot." Although 
the scientific basis for the practice had by now been explained in the 
Missoulian. and was again explained in this article, the importance of 
aesthetic and scenic values to the public was formally acknowledged as a 
significant directive for the agency in the Worf Report — marking a turning 
point in the agency's public policy. 
Article C-3 addressed the report's findings on terracing, noting that it 
called for "revision" in the agency's use of the machine-created terraces. 
Again, the task force had compiled and presented a legitimate scientific 
justification for the practice, but was nonetheless forced to acknowledge that 
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"in some instances, the terracing practices presently employed are more 
severe than necessary, even with present equipment.' " 
Article C-4 addressed the report's findings on roadbuilding in the BNF. 
"The task force upheld charges that some roads have adverse effects, but 
added that many of the roads were well constructed and cannot be faulted,' 
Burk wrote. He went on to mention the charges that roads were causing 
unacceptable visual and physical impacts, adversely affecting big game 
populations and threatening streams, channels and soil stability. These 
charges. Burk wrote, were in large part denied by the task force. In fact, this 
would become one area where the Worf and Bolle reports would part 
company. According to Burk the task force did acknowledge road building 
failures, though, especially in regard to slash disposal and visual impact. 
Article C-5 again marks a place where the Worf and Bolle reports parted 
company, and pointed out what was perhaps the most significant 
"shortcoming" of the agency's report. The article concerned findings on 
watershed and soils management, and ran under the headline. "Task Force 
Finds No Major Watershed Damage.' Although isolated instances of 
watershed damage were documented in the study, no 'wide-scale 
impairment of the watershed quality ' was found, Burk reported. Burk 
outlined the reports discussion of soils, explaining the makeup of soils in the 
BNF, and stated. 
The task force said that evidence indicates that logging and 
wildfire have not resulted in a decrease in streamflow from the East 
Fork drainage. 
"To the contrary, substantially increased streamflow has resulted, 
particularly in the summer months when demands for irrigation water 
are greatest and minimum flow is needed to sustain the fish 
population,' the task force said. 
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The task force said the occasional small pockets of sedimentation 
observed in the channel between the end of the Sleeping Child Creek 
road and the forest boundary "fall far short" of indicating major 
watershed deterioration. 
This assertion ran contrary to the claims of Sleeping Child drainage ranchers 
in Series A, and subsequently would be criticized in the Bolle Report, as well 
as giving rise to bitter contention from area ranchers. However, Burk 
maintained, for better or worse, his strict summary of the Worf Report, and 
didn't include comment from the opposition voice within Series C He did. 
however, have plans to document the opposition's view, and did so five 
months later with Series D; an investigation of the Sleeping Child watershed. 
In that article he offered both the ranchers' accusations and the foresters' 
defenses of their policies and findings. 
Article C-6 discussed the task force finding that the sawtimber on the 
BNF from 1966-1969 was overcut by nearly 40,000 board feet: the overcut 
was likely much higher, but this at least helped to substantiate claims that 
ponderosa pine was being overcut. 
Article C-7, the closing article, again touched on a segment of the Worf 
Report that would later be criticized; its abbreviated discussion of wildlife, 
recreation and aesthetic values. Capped with the headline "Multiple Use 
Planning Stressed by Task Force," it proved the report did call for greater 
emphasis on these areas, but critics would later claim that little direction 
was given by task force members for what should receive greater emphasis. 
Completed on July 3, 1970. this series was significant because it mirrors 
the report's focus: while documenting cases of mismanagement in 
clearcutting, terracing and overcutting, and condemning those failures, the 
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Worf Report did provide ample defense of the science behind these practices 
and indicated that properly executed, the same cutting systems and 
reforestation methods could be beneficial. The series also pointed out that 
multiple use planning had gone awry, and proved even by the structure and 
emphasis of the report itself that while timber production was recognized as 
being too heavily weighted in management, the agency had yet to shift its 
approach and give equal emphasis to wildlife, soils, watershed and 
recreation. 
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Series D: The Sleeping Child Drainage 
Whatever the effect of the lull in criticism following publication of the 
Worf Report, the controversy was far from resolved. There was a shift in the 
emphasis of the criticism from the aesthetic issues of terracing and 
clearcutting to the more substantive debate over the effects of those 
practices on multiple use management, characterized most prominently by 
the complaints of Bitterroot Valley ranchers of damage to their critical 
watershed. It was on this topic that Burk chose to usher in the second wave 
of criticism on November 1. 1970, offering Series D, a three-part 
investigation of claims of watershed problems in the Sleeping Child and 
adjacent Skalkaho drainages south of Hamilton, and Series E. a nine-part 
study of the Bolle Report. 
Already the subject of article A-3, the Sleeping Child Drainage was a 
rallying point for Bitterroot ranchers and farmers worried about the effects 
of logging on watershed. The ranchers and farmers dependent on that 
drainage's watershed came forth to assault one of the weak spots of the Worf 
report: watershed management. The Worf Report, they claimed, stated no 
findings of significant watershed damage. At the same time, they had 
experienced severe water shortages for years following excessive 
clearcutting, terracing and other logging practices high up in the drainage, 
and cited examples of erosion problems as a result of these practices. 
In article D-l, Burk reported that chief among the complaints of those 
area ranchers interviewed was the Worf Report's assessment that no serious 
watershed damage was apparent in the upper Sleeping Child drainage and 
also a claim that task force recommendations to improve forestry practices 
in the area were not being followed. Those doing the criticizing here were 
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the founders of the Sleeping Child Defense Fund (SCDF) an organization 
formed in the previous spring with the intent to "take the resource 
management issue to the courts if necessary," Burk wrote. Led by president 
Stanton Cooper, a Sleeping Child rancher, and including Bill Lovely, (Burk s 
interviewee in A-2) and Jack Evans (one of the dissidents, a pilot who had 
taken Burk on flyovers of the area in the past), the group offered first-hand 
assessments of watershed damage that ran contrary to the findings of the 
Worf Report. 
Cooper's arguments were based on the experiences of the members of the 
SCDF with reduced water flow in the fall months and continuing erosion and 
subsequent siltation of the creeks. Burk wrote, 
Cooper said the massive clearcutting in the drainage is responsible, 
but the ranchers are not opposed to harvesting timber in the drainage 
— only the method. 
"The fact that they are stripping off the high watershed, 
particularly the high ridges and south slopes, creates an evaporation 
excess because of the wind and exposure to the sun with no shade to 
protect the snow," he said. The result is both erosion during runoff 
and less water later," he explained. 
However, it involves more than just a shortage of water when we 
need it," Cooper said. "The biggest complaint we have is poor forestry 
practices that continue in spite of recommendations by the task force 
to change some of them." 
"So far the Forest Service officials on the Bitterroot have paid 
absolutely no attention to the task force recommendations," Evans 
said, adding, "We would like to know when, if ever, any of its 
recommendations are to be carried out." 
To back up this claim of failure on the part of the report and the agency. 
Lovely offered publicly to take any interested party up into the drainage to 
show "a number of places in the drainage where sand and soil have washed." 
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Other accusations the group made were that the Forest Service had been 
deliberately deceptive in its dealings with them and that the group's 
concerns over clearcutting were being completely ignored in deciding timber 
sales. They urged a six-year moratorium on new timber sales to allow time 
to assess the watershed problems and suggested the agency return "entirely 
to selective cut " methods when sales were resumed. 
Article D-2 revolved around an approximate one million board feet 
clearcut about to take place high in the Sleeping Child drainage at a place 
known as Coyote Meadows. Ranchers claimed the Forest Service had lied, 
promising that no cutting whatsoever would take place in the bowl-shaped 
valley, and specifically, that none would be done below a main road between 
Skalkaho Creek on the north and Rye Creek to the south. The Forest Service 
denied that it had promised no cutting, saying instead that it had only 
promised no cutting below the road and intended to keep that promise — a 
promise the ranchers also claimed the agency was preparing to violate. 
Above the road the clearcut of predominantly lodgepole pine had already 
begun in what Forest Service Darby district supervisor Orville Grossarth 
described as a "seven-mile fuel break' along the ridgetop that takes in both 
the Sleeping child and Skalkaho drainages." The sale, Burk reported, had 
been made on June. 27, 1966. 
Again, the critical issue was watershed. Whereas the Forest Service 
intended a fire break, the ranchers said they saw only the potential for 
"increase in watershed destruction for late summer" leading to "hardship in 
crop production in all phases from the lack of water." Herein was also a 
comment from newly appointed supervisor of the BNF, Orville Daniels, who 
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argued against claims of the ranchers that the agency was unwilling to hear 
their contentions and to work with them. 
"One of the major differences is that they basically are against 
clearcutting as a method, regardless." Daniels said. "We've asked for 
validation of their position and if they could provide that, we would 
stop it." 
Daniels said the Bitterroot Forest staff was "very willing" to go out 
into the field with members of the Sleeping Child group and explain its 
practices to them. 
"However, the rules of reason must be applied,' Daniels said, "They 
can't continue to be against something just because they are against 
it." 
Unfortunately, Daniels was wrong on two counts. Citizens were not 
merely against clearcutting for illogical reasons: many had already provided 
sound, detailed reasons to cease the practice, and though much of their 
argument was aesthetic in nature, (and hence still of little importance to the 
scientific branch of the agency), increasing calls for investigation of 
watershed damage brought greater attention to validation of their position. 
In addition, regardless of Daniels' opinion, many people continued to be 
against clearcutting "just because they are against it." 
Article D-3 again addressed the Forest Service's defense of its practices, 
and gave it a chance to counter criticisms that it was not following the 
recommendations of the Worf Report. Grossarth said that a moratorium was 
in effect in the Sleeping Child drainage since there was "nothing planned in 
the..,drainage for the next five years." However. Burk noted later in the 
article that five previous sales were being harvested in the drainage. 
Grossarth countered SCDF charges that reforestation was behind schedule in 
the area, and Daniels added. 
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"We have started action on a very high percentage of the 
recommendations in that the program direction of the regional 
forester parallels much of the task force report," Daniels said. 
He said Regional Forester Neal M. Rahm has issued a regionwide 
program directing that "quality over quantity is to be a watchword." 
"There has been an organization effort to accomplish change," 
Daniels said. "There has been no public, published reaction to the 
report, but we've made great strides toward following it because of 
the program direction." 
He said the Forest Service is currently in the process of analyzing 
public response to the report and as soon as this is done it is eipected 
that Rahm will make a report of his findings.... 
This series marked an important change in Burk s journalistic style. In 
Series A he had relied largely on single-source articles and withheld agency 
response to charges until the fourth of nine articles — a tactic which 
arguably deserved criticism for lacking fairness because those criticized 
were not given voice in the same articles in which charges were leveled 
against them. Had that same tactic been used in this series, with the 
criticisms of the agency comprising the first one or two articles and the 
agency response withheld until the final piece, then Burk could legitimately 
have been accused of slanting his news report. However, his approach to 
and understanding of the issues had matured and improved, and in Series D 
he presented side-by-side the criticisms by conservationists and the 
responses of agency personnel. He followed with Series E, in which he used 
the same method to summarize the Bolle Report that he had used to 
summarize the Worf Report. In addition, the debate itself had matured and 
criticisms had become more specific, more pointed and hence, more effective, 
requiring, in-kind, more effective explanations from agency officials. Burk s 
articles reflected this change in the controversy, and the Missoulian had gone 
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from a wild thrashing ground to a more stately and controlled forum for 
debate. Burk said recently, 
I think I grew as a journalist — I had to. I was probably one of the 
half-dozen best read people in the country on forest management, at 
that time. I had listened to every word at all of those hearings all 
over the country, had pored over those documents.... I think that I 
grew in terms of my knowledge and I grew, also, obviously, in my 
capability as a writer. You have to, to do things like that. When 
you're dealing with something where you've got technical things that 
you're trying to explain in lay terms, that facility develops the more 
you're involved with it. 
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The Boile Report 
In closing Series D on November 8, 1970, Burk left as his final statement 
the announcement of the Bolle Report's impending publication. Ten days 
later he began Series E, covering the Boile Report. If the debate had flared 
with the publication of Series D, this following series was a veritable powder 
keg with a lit fuse. The Bolle Report, released in November 1970, was 
compiled by faculty from the University of Montana as a result of the 
request of Sen. Lee Metcalf for an inquiry. A written report, however, was 
not the initial objective. Richard Shannon said recently that there was no 
mention of drafting any written report until about sii weeks before it was 
actually released. "The committee did not have any plans to make a report 
at the time the Worf Report appeared," Shannon said. In late August, 1970, 
after the committe had done all of its investigating, the Bolle Committee still 
had no plans to write a report, but rather had intended to orally present 
their findings on the issue to Metcalf. That understanding was altered when 
on an unrelated trip to Juneau, Alaska, with Forest Service and Bureau of 
Land Management officials. Shannon and some other committee members 
realized some people were expecting them to produce a report. During that 
trip Shannon happened to speak with two people from the Washington, D.C., 
office of the Forest Service who asked when the "report" from the UM Select 
Committee would be done. "We got back in September...and talked about the 
desirability of writing a report," Shannon said 
Shannon said they ultimately decided to write a report because, 
...the political heat was still on, and nobody was paying attention to 
the Forest Service's Report. Bill Worf and Johnny (Sherwood C.] 
Trotter in particular were sitting down at the regional office and 
nobody would pay any mind to it — they couldn't see any impact. 
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After our report came out, we had a big meeting on campus, at which 
the local foresters were frying the faculty, including me. Bolle and me 
because we were the ones that took them on, and me in particular 
because I had no forestry background of credibility, which is true. 
And Bill Worf got up at that meeting and told the rest of them to lay 
off. He spoke at length and very eloquently, and he said the thing that 
he'd never forget is the fact that the Bolle Report gave the Worf 
Report credibility." 
The Bolle Report was largely in agreement with the Worf Report's 
assessment of some improper management practices. However, it used a 
more critical diction, cited some errors in its predecessor, called attention to 
the glaring lack of information presented in the Worf Report on multiple use 
values other than timber and stated as its founding premise a belief that no 
agency such as the Forest Service could objectively analyze its own policy. 
Shannon said his impression at the time — an impression shared now by 
Burk and Bolle — was that the Worf Report was far more damaging in its 
criticism because it came from within the agency. "They were 
extraordinarily critical, " Shannon said, "much more critical than we were. " 
Bolle said, "In some cases, both Dale Burk and the Forest Service team (Worf 
Report) were more critical than we." However, the Bolle Report's assesment 
of its predecessor's failures, coupled with Burks straight-forward 
presentation of them in Series E and the fact that agency personnel were not 
given an opportunity to review the Bolle Report before its release, broke the 
debate open again. 
As he had with the Worf Report, Burk used a summary format to present 
the findings of the Bolle Report. Article E-1 ran on page one, with a banner-
head reading, "UM Study Condemns Forest Service Practices. " The most 
damning article in the series, E-5, came on November 22. It was coverage of 
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the Bolle Report's hand-over-fist indictment of the Worf Report, citing its 
major failure to properly consider and assess aspects of forest management 
other than timber, namely wildlife, recreation, aesthtics and livestock. The 
BoUe Report's observations were generally more condemning of the 
management practices and the Worf Report's lack of condemnation of those 
practices; the Bolle Report's recommendations were by far more sweeping 
and suggested an overhaul of Forest Service as an agency, whereas the Worf 
Report had suggested in-house modifications to induce better management. 
At one point, Burk noted, the Bolle Report stated, "...one can turn at random 
to almost any page in the Bitterroot task force report and find either a 
statement of dubious validity, an admission of inadequate knowledge, or an 
overt plea for more reliable information." 
The Bolle Report was commissioned directly by Sen. Metcalf on December 
2. 1969. In a letter to Arnold Bolle, included in the text of the report, 
Metcalf stated that he had included "copies of letters I have received 
recently from constituents in the Bitterroot Valley.' He professed concern 
over long-range effects of clearcutting and the "dominant role of timber 
production in Forest Service policy, to the detriment of other uses of these 
national resources." In closing, Metcalf echoed previous comments from 
Burk s articles by indicating that the debate in the Bitterroot was clearly in 
the Congressional eye, again hinting that national legislation might follow the 
recommendations of a report on the area — legislation that would affect 
areas in other states. 
Bolle said the entire committee and the details of its objectives were set 
and ready to go by the time Metcalf's formal request of December 2 came 
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through. In written comments he compiled in response to interview 
questions for this thesis. Bolle said. 
Lee had received many complaints from people in the Bitterroot 
valley and elsewhere about Forest Service activities, especially 
clearcutting. He discussed those topics with me several times and 
asked for advice. To put it simply he said that this was his home. 
Stevensville was home to him. And he said that he didn't know how to 
answer his friends there. He said: 'I can't go back there until I have 
some answers for these people." 
As noted earlier, Bolle had discussed with Metcalf, as early as 1967, an in-
depth study by a diversified group of faculty, and after working through the 
details of the proposed inquiry with both Metcalf and UM administration and 
faculty members, Metcalf made it official. 
Bolle noted that about the same time as Burk s Series A and the letter 
from Metcalf, the Forest Service first released information that its own study 
— the Worf Report — was being prepared. "I don't recall the sequence 
exactly.' Bolle said. He went on to praise Neal Rahm for his choice of people 
to serve on the task force, and for the Regional Forester's exhortations to 
those men to do an objective, free-ranging study. However. Bolle said. 
Metcalf s request was not in direct response to questions of objectivity on 
the part of the Forest Service, criticism he claims came later in the 
controversy. 
Others, particularly local people, doubted the effectiveness of such 
a (Forest Service] committee. There was more widely-held opinion 
that whatever the committee might come up with, the public would 
consider it a whitewash. Sound professionals expressed doubt that the 
FS was really capable of critically studying itself. But this came 
largely later on, after the fact, not at the time at which it would be a 
main reason for Lee Metcalf to request our study. 
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and later he adds; 
I am curious (about) the idea that concern over possible 
inadequacy of the Forest Service report was the main reason for Sen. 
Metcalf's request to us. Someone must hold that opinion but it doesn't 
jibe with facts as I recall them. 
On this particular aspect Bolle and Burk part company, albeit in a minor 
way. Burk insisted recently that "The Bolle (Report) would never have come 
about if the people down here, the public, the citizens, had believed that the 
Forest Service report would not have been a whitewash. That's where (the 
dissidents) were pushing Lee (Metcalf) to do this report.' 
In essence, Bolle stated that the committee agreed to write the report 
only after looking into the issue and determining that it could add something 
vital to the solution of the problems in the Bitterroot, and only if the report 
could offer substantive information that would not be unearthed by the 
upcoming Worf Report. Bolle said, 
There was...consideration that the FS could do only an internal 
study. Study itself, really. We were asked to look much wider than 
that. We should study the whole environment locally and nationally. 
We, in our position, could question and criticize anyone, including the 
Congress. That the Forest Service was in no position to do." 
Burk s chronological summary of the Bolle Report served two purposes — 
it put a great deal of information before the people in a format organized by 
the report and it limited the opportunity for the reporter's subjective 
interpretation of the information. Once again, Burk had striven for a form of 
mediating objectivity, a traditional and fair tenet of the journalistic tradition. 
Not all saw it that way. On March 3. 1971, Burk reported that at a meeting 
of UM Forestry School Alumni, William Worf 'said the Forest Service report 
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did not get the same newspaper treatment the Boile Committee report did." 
That charge, however, does not stand up against an analysis of Burk s 
presentation of Series E, a presentation that was similar in scope and format 
to that used in coverage of the Worf Report. 
A brief analysis of Burk s coverage of the Bolle Report shows a strict 
adherence to the format and chronology of the report. In article E-1 he 
provided background on the genesis of the committee and the report and 
summarized its main points: in article E-2 Burk presented the report's 
scathing condemnation of the Forest Service and he covered allegations that 
the multiple use theory was not being used in the BNF, that the emphasis on 
timber production outstripped all other considerations and that dissension in 
the ranks of the Forest Service was evident; in article E-3 he discussed the 
report's assertion that the controversy over the BNF was given to emotional 
debate and innaccuracy and that findings regarding management in the BNF 
might have national implications, aggravated by a list of 12 elements adding 
to the complexity of the debate: in article E-4 he discussed the national 
implications of over-emphasis on timber production, noted that the report 
commended the Forest Service task force for its efforts and noted the 
report's call for agency re-organization with multiple-use as its dominant 
management concept: in article E-5 Burk again stressed the Bolle Report's 
assessment that the Worf Report had been deficient, noting specifically that 
it raised questions it did not answer and gave poor consideration to four 
major resource areas by covering them in less than seven pages: in article E-
6 Burk covered the report's call for a halt to ail clearcutting and terracing 
under the stipulation that they were not feasible on the BNF: in article E-7 he 
covered the report's assertion that timber mining was employed by the 
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Forest Service in the BNF and that cutting and management were confused 
by the agency: in article E-8 Burk again covered the report's call for agency 
re-structuring, this time emphasizing a call for more involvement from the 
public, and; in article E-9 he documented the report's assertion that the 
solution to the problems in the BNF and other national forests might be more 
research. 
Using some Forest Service data, and the expertise and observations of the 
Bolle Committee's members, the report did manage to increase awareness of 
the situation in the BNF and added some information, especially in the areas 
of watershed, wildlife and other multiple use considerations. Bolle stated, in 
fact, that in consulting Forest Service data committee members realized 
much of the agency's own information was being ignored in policy making — 
a point they made in their report. If the Forest Service had hoped to escape 
the controversy through minimal adjustments to staff and procedure, the 
Bolle Report removed that as an option by making public the gross violations 
the agency was guilty of — the ones its own personnel couldn't see or 
couldn't bear to report. William Worf would later say, at the March 3, 1971, 
meeting cited above, "The plain fact remains that as objectively as we 
approached our report, it lacked credibility," adding that the Bolle report had 
provided their effort with that credibility by confirming many of its findings. 
As a side note to his efforts and the efforts of those on his a)mmittee, 
Bolle addressed the fact that like Burk, public criticisms of the timber 
industry and the Forest Service resulted in efforts by some people to relieve 
him of his job. "I learned, in confidence, that a prominent man offered a 
considerable amount of money to have me fired from the faculty and later 
paid another man a considerable fee to influence the Montana legislature to 
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fire ail members of the committee," he said, though he declined to identify 
this individual. Burk identified the man as H. H. Koessler (Burk *3). 
Burk recalled the attack on Bolle, which occurred in public at the 
aforementioned March 3 meeting, this way: 
He basically, ultimately, got eased out of his job. Industry was 
after him. 1 heard they were trying to dump him and so 1 sat through 
a hearing — I got that on tape. It was one of the most interesting 
things I ever sat through. 
I got a report, through my sources, that the alumni was going to 
come to the University with the intent of making an advisory to the 
president of the college to fire Bolle as dean of the forestry school. So 
when they came to the meeting, here I was, sitting right in the room. 
They said, "Well, you can't come to this, this is a closed meeting." I 
read the Montana Open Meeting Law, and of course it had no 
application whatsoever, but I bluffed them right through it. 
So they started their meeting...and voted as to whether to allow me 
to stay in the room or not. There were guys standing up and saying, 
"What have we got to hide?" and other guys saying, "He hasn t got any 
damn right to be here," and all this. To make a long story short, one 
guy finally gave an impassioned (speech) ..."Well, if we're truly open 
and all that, we've got to let him stay," and so I stayed and reported 
and sure enough they had people that made an attempt to get Bolle 
fired. I've got Shorty Koessler...on tape saying we should log Glacier 
National Park. I mean that's the kind of attitude he had. 
Burk s coverage of that meeting was blunt, specific and extensive. It 
captured the people's comments and the intensity with which they were 
delivered. Though he left out any reference to a closed meeting, Burk did 
present dialogue between the parties concerned, including admissions by Ed 
Shults and Koessler that they wanted Bolle out, or indeed, had never wanted 
him in. As Burk reported it. 
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(Shults) told Bolle, "You said everybody had endorsed your report 
eicept Ed Shults of Missoula, who has been trying to get you canned 
for a long time." 
Shults paused, and added, "And I'd just as soon see that happen." 
Bolle countered, ' You don't deny it then. What is this, about the 
tenth time you've tried it? You know, sometimes I wish you had 
made it." 
Bolle continued, "You may be glad, and I'm glad, this surfaced. 
That you've surfaced, Ed. You've worked pretty hard in the 
background for a long time on this." 
And later, the comments from Koessler: 
Horace H. Koessler...said the report had come as no surprise to him 
and that he had opposed Bolle's appointment as dean of the Forestry 
School. 
"I went to the then-president of the University, with whom I was 
friendly. Dr. Robert Johns, and got nowhere," Koessler said. It was 
made clear that he was on his way out and he was politically 
motivated also and did not choose to get involved." 
Bolle was not the only one who faced such harrassment. Shannon said he, 
too. was "fried as a professional" by a variety of people, publicly and in 
communications to the administration at UM. He stated. 
This period of time there were all kinds of stupid people on all 
sides of the issue saying all things they shouldn't say. threatening to 
get me fired and going to the president of the university. Well, you 
can't fire me. It never bothered me for one second. I thought it was 
funny, funny, funny. I mean here were people who were so engrossed 
in their own profession, their own field, that they didn't understand 
anything about the reality of the world in which they lived. 
Shannon even had a "guarantee of personal safety" for him and his wife 
provided at one meeting in Spokane. Washington, to protect them from any 
possible physical attack. The specifics behind these incidents were not 
thoroughly covered by the press, Shannon said, and that was for the best 
because that activity was "childish.' He said that at the time he urged other 
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members of the committee to resist reacting to the criticism. "The issue was 
never the University of Montana and a group of faculty. The issue was what 
was happening to land." Shannon said, 
In forestry, at that time, much more than today, people always 
tried to personalize everything. Instead of talking principles, they 
wanted to relate it to a person; it was good forestry because so-and-so 
did it, by name. I'm not interested in that kind of profession. I'm 
interested in one where you argue about sets of principles and their 
application, and not the personalities that are involved." 
There was more than just criticism for the Bolle Report and those who 
drafted it; there were also comments from those who defended the report. 
In fact, the Missoulian had reported on December 12, 1970 that the Bolle 
Report had been lauded by the American Forests magazine for an 
"impressive and authoritative" study of timber harvesting practices. The 
magazine noted the qualifications of the UM committee, and also praised 
both Burk and Brandborg for their part in the effort. 
On January 9, 1971, a brief Missoulian article announced that the Society 
of American Foresters intended to study the Bolle Report, specifically citing 
its possible error in accusing the Forest Service of "timber mining." The SAF 
noted that the Bolle Report was only controversial in certain aspects such as 
this, but it was enough to warrant a close look, and the members 
subsequently appointed a six-person committee to do just that. Burk, in fact, 
stated that the use of the term "timber mining" was unfortunate. He said 
committee member Richard Behan "couldn t have selected worse words, 
perjoritively, because anything like that, you get the red flag." 
On January 23. the first lengthy discussion of a debate over the Bolle 
Report was printed — a story written by Jack Sawyer, Missoulian city editor. 
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In that story. Sawyer reported on the invitation extended to Bolle and 
members of the UM Committee to appear at a meeting of the Society of 
American Foresters. It was a meeting marked by rousing support from a 
crowd of 250 for the acidic criticisms of committee members. Sawyer 
reported the flavor of the meeting, of the committee's defense of its policy 
and of the apparent outcome of guarded respect for the professors who came 
forward to discuss their report. 
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The Bitterroot Controversy Goes National 
Series F & G: Burk s Coverage of the Senate Hearings 
As noted, public debate over the BNF had begun to change about the time 
that the Worf and Bolle Reports were announced as being in process. 
Whether this was due to a sense of the "experts" turning out to resolve the 
problem, indicating that "amateur" comment was no longer necessary or 
reliable, is hard to tell. In any case, fewer letters to the editor were 
published, and Local Comments became less frequent as well, coming almost 
exclusively from professionals in the industry, agency and academia. By the 
end of 1970, when the Bolle Report was published, there was more hard 
news to cover on the issue: meetings were being held with regularity, there 
were the reports to analyze, and the Forest Service was clearly 
acknowledging its errors and beginning the enormous task of reshuffling its 
ranks and policies. Regional Forester Neal Rahm would announce sweeping 
changes, and not long afterward, would retire, turning over the chore of 
instituting those changes to a younger man, Steve Yurich. Burk would cover 
that shift in detail. Bolle and the UM Select Committee were at the heart of 
another developing maelstrom, and Burk stayed with that story, too. 
Meanwhile, the behemoth of national government was grinding into motion 
in Washington, D.C, and hearings on the matter, the first step toward 
drafting legislation, were starting to take shape. National media attention 
was already swirling toward the Bitterroot Valley. New York Times 
Environmental Editor Gladwyn Hill and film crews from major networks 
arrived in the Bitterroot Valley not long after the Bolle Report; Hill published 
a story on November 19, 1970, in the New York Times that signalled the first 
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attention many Easterners had given the issue. In the course of 1971 the 
regional controversy became a national concern. 
Burk stayed with it the whole time. "The Senate hearing became the 
point at which the Bitterroot was guaranteed its place in history," Burk said, 
"That's the crucial point.... The Bitterroot was not the end but the beginning 
of that whole inquiry into national forest management. What we found here 
we ended up finding had taken place elsewhere in the forests." There was, 
however, a significant shift in his position in the controversy during the 
months leading up to the hearings. Burk s crossed into the arena of activism 
with the publication of his book, The Clearcut Issue, in December 1970, by 
publishing articles in magazines like The Nation. (" Mining' The National 
Forests," January 25, 1971), and most significantly, by testifying at the 
Senate hearings in Washington, D.C, in April 1971. As the debate grew 
larger in national scope and the effect of the accusations in his early stories 
began to shape Forest Service policy changes, Burk s subjective stance on the 
issues gained greater acknowledgement and he began to operate as an 
activist in the issue, with an agenda to accomplish. This is most clearly 
traced through an examination of his personal assertions about the 
controversy — assertions that were published in his column and delivered at 
the Senate hearings. 
Burk may have been moving toward this activist role, and away from an 
objective journalistic stance, since the beginning of the controversy. Privy as 
he was to what has since been proved mismanagement in the BNF — 
mistakes whose effect is still being measured twenty years later — Burk 
became indignant about the need for inquiry and change. If this indicates a 
lack of objectivity, one may suggest that to take any other approach to the 
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issue than overt subjectivity — a call for inquiry and action — would have 
been ludicrous. If Burk was biased, his bias vehemently supported wise use 
of resources according to what was prescribed by law — the Multiple Use 
Act. Hence his bias, in the most basic sense, disadvantaged those who were 
not abiding by the law and were therefore damaging public property, 
threatening the livelihood of Bitterroot Valley ranchers and infringing on the 
right of future generations to have employment in the woods products 
industry. In addition. Burk has noted that his position in the controversy 
provided him with insights no one else had. and those insights he felt were 
his duty as a citizen to make public. Investigative news stories gave him the 
power to do so on a large scale by informing the public; his opinion column 
gave him the chance to try to persuade the public of his beliefs; democratic 
government gave him the opportunity to influence legislation by testifying 
at the Senate hearings. Burk took each and every opportunity. Journalism 
traditions, frankly, took a back seat to the strength of his convictions about 
the environment and his responsibilty as a citizen to defend it. 
The acknowledgement of Burk s shift to activism was solidified by an 
event on the eve of the hearings. CBS News sent Richard Threlkeld to the 
Bitterroot to do a report and Burk ended up on television screens across 
America. Burk said. 
That's one of the reasons I found myself elevated to a position of 
prominence in this thing, because I was interviewed on the Walter 
Cronkite program. The day before the timber hearing.-.Richard 
Threlkeld came to the Bitterroot and he interviewed a number of 
people from the industry, and he interviewed Brandy and he 
interviewed me. It ended up I was the only one that got used, and it 
came on the night before the hearings were to start. I mean this was 
incredible controversy, and the night before (the hearings! they have 
this interview and here I come on TV and they ask me a question: "As 
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a conservation writer, what is your assessment of this?" and I said, 
"My assessment is that we are here to determine whether the people 
working for the United States government are foresters or timber 
merchants, and these hearings will lay that out in front of us." 
So there were telegrams from the timber industry to Lee Metcalf 
demanding that I not be allowed to testify and all that kind of crap. It 
was unreal. Basically. I went back and testified at the hearings as a 
citizen but I was trying to speak from outside the context of these 
groups. I spoke in the context of demanding that a full inquiry be 
made so that we truly knew if we were getting multiple use. sustained 
yield management. 
Of course, this national news appearance, on the eve of the hearings, was 
enough to rouse a severely adverse reaction among Burk s critics. Burk 
claimed recently that one telegram from Robert Stermitz (see Appendix E], 
may have been presented in the hearing record in an edited format — edited 
by Sen. Metcalf himself to remove especially vitriolic language. 
During this shift in Burk s role, he did continue to write for the Missoulian 
and from Washington he covered the hearings, despite his participation in 
them. In fact, his transportation costs to the hearings were paid by the 
paper, which he acknowledges caused some consternation. His motivation in 
testifying, he said, was, 
More than anything, I didn't have answers, but I sure knew a lot of 
questions to ask that other people didn't. That was basically my 
motivation, and a difficult part of that thing because I know the 
newspaper was somewhat uncomfortable with the fact that I both 
covered the hearings and I participated in part of it. I knew they had 
to be. And yet...they call in newspaper men who do investigations of 
organized crime and they ask them into testify all the time. It wasn't 
anything untoward at all. 
I did it of my own volition. The reason for that was, for one thing, 
I felt the issue was far, far, far bigger than a small forest and a small 
newspaper in western Montana, and while I may not have been privy 
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to answers, I knew I was privy to some dimensions of that that 
weren t being asked. 
There were ultimately three Senate hearings conducted on public land 
management policies. Held before Idaho Sen. Frank Church's Subcommittee 
on Public Lands, the first Senate hearing took place April 5-7 in Washington, 
D.C. It was a significant move on the part of the Missoulian to send him to 
Washington, Burk said, indicating the fervor with which the paper followed 
the story. Burk said, 
The Missoulian did a better job of covering the national forest issue 
from Missoula, Montana, than any newspaper in the country, and 
there's nobody that can challenge that — partly because Ed (Coyle) 
realized that there wasn't anything I could do on the story if I didn't 
have budget to go to the meetings, if I didn't have airplane tickets to 
go to the hearings. 
There remains some discrepancy about the questions surrounding the 
Missoulian s funding of Burk s trip, during which he testified. "I never got 
any flack on that,' Burk said recently. "I was told to be sure, and I did. that 
I testified as a private citizen, period." However, he is quoted in his 
testimony as follows: 
I would like to spend a couple of minutes — I will not read my 
testimony— I would like to point out that I am representing the 
Missoulian. I am here as vice-president for conservation of the 
Outdoor Writers Association of Montana, a professional group; and on 
behalf of two members of the woods product industry in western 
Montana, my father Theodore R. Burk of Stryker, Mont., a logger and 
catskinner and for 45 years, and my brother, Arlie Theodore Burk, of 
Eureka, Mont., a timber faller for 12 years. ("Hearings" 670) 
Those comments were delivered orally; in his written comments, Burk 
stated in the first paragraph, 
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I am here today as State Editor and EnvironmentalWriter for The 
Missoulian. the largest daily newspaper in western Montana. 
However, I also submit this testimony as an interested citizen.... 
("Hearings" 673). 
Burk said in a recent interview that Lee Metcalf may have added his title as 
Missoulian state editor to the text of the Senate record, "but that's not how I 
signed up and that s not how I testified. But you've got to face facts; you are 
what you are.' Nevertheless, in his oral testimony he identified himself as 
"representing" the newspaper and in his written comments stated he was 
attending the hearings primarily as an employee of the Missoulian. for whom 
he was at that moment collecting information for a report. 
Burk covered the Washington hearing with Series F, a nine-part series 
that surveyed a variety of topics discussed and investigated at the meetings. 
The information uncovered at these hearings and the points raised by 
witnesses were astounding. In article F-1, published April 14, 1971, Burk 
covered three important pronoucements by witnesses who testified before 
the committee. Dr. Robert Curry, of the University of Montana, brought forth 
information on soil degradation that had not been offered before. He 
suggested that the soil in the BNF was being sterilized by timber harvesting 
practices at a rate between 40 and 400 times faster than it could be re­
formed by natural process — a disastrous effect of mismanagement that had 
taken place because of lack of research and data. Arnold Bolle then followed 
that line and testified that a radical shift of money for research needed to 
take place, with greater emphasis on compiling specific data on clearcutting, 
soils and other multiple use information ~ a shift that could then prepare 
the Forest Service for a better management strategy. 
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Bolle also made perhaps the most significant single statement of the 
controversy to date, and Burk paraphrased him with this simple sentence: 
"Bolle said that a great deal of the problem is that people are not working 
together." Bolle had struck the nerve. Industry, agency and academia — and 
the incredible bank of knowledge that existed between these groups — had 
been wasted in counter-productive activity, in attacking and defending the 
territory that each occupied. Bolle suggested with this simple observation 
that if the three groups could join with greater public involvement on the 
issues of research and management, that travesties like what had occurred 
in the BNF could be avoided. This moment marked the maturation of the 
controversy from the tremendously vicious debate following Series A in late 
1969 and early 1970 to a point where the injured parties could regroup and 
begin to concern themselves, jointly, with the best plan for the future. 
To cap off article F-1, Burk added a stinging report of testimony by 
Richard Schloemer, of Victor, Montana. Schloemer, a former Forest Service 
employee and a timber sale manager for the Intermountain Company, was a 
surprise witness at the hearing, coming forward from the ranks of the 
timber industry, and specifically the company most directly involved in the 
controversy. What he said would help slam the door once and for all on any 
hope of escape or retreat for industry and agency. Schloemer offered first­
hand description of collusion between the Forest Service and the 
Intermountain Company, and attributed it to "the pressure of industry and 
political pressure from higher echelons in the Forest Service." Burk quoted 
Schloemer as saying, "I've been responsible and bought most of the sales for 
the Intermountain Co. and the Del Conner Co." In essence. Schloemer had 
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arranged "tailor-made" timber sales with the Forest Service, and now he was 
quitting his job and stepping forward to tell what he knew. Burk wrote, 
Testimony by Richard Schloemer of Victor charging that there was 
collusion in regard to timber sales involving the Forest Service and the 
timber industry brought an immediate response from Sen. Metcalf. 
He asked if a representative of the Forest Service was present in 
the hearing room when John R. MaGuire, deputy chief of the agency, 
stood up, Metcalf told him the Senate expected the Forest Service to 
answer the charges when the agency appears before the 
subcommittee in several weeks. 
"I call your attention to charges of tailor-made sales and collusion, 
Metcalf said, "and I hope you will respond to both before this 
committee." 
MaGuire said the agency would do so. 
Burk said that the charges of collusion on timber sales were never 
sufficiently investigated, and the issue died a quiet death. 
The hearing was originally scheduled for a two-day session, but it was 
expanded to a third day to accommodate all the witnesses that came to 
testify, (including Burk, who testified on the third and final day). Burk noted 
in F-2 that Senators Gale McGee (D-Wyo.) and Jennings Randolph (D-W.Va), 
spoke on the first day, the second day was given largely to the timber 
industry spokespersons, and when only a small segment of the 
conservationists who had come were allowed to speak at the end of the 
second day, Church extended the session. Burk devoted articles F-2 through 
F-5 on the comments of this latter group and testimony from Jennings and 
Randolph; testimony from industry was reserved for articles F-6 through 
F-8, with the final article given over to more comment by conservationists 
and sportsmen. 
Again, there remains some question as to why Burk chose to organize 
Series F this way. After the previous, chronological organization of Series C 
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and E, he chose to rearrange Series F in a way that did not follow the 
chronology of testimony. It would appear from the material covered that a 
leveling of charges against agency and industry was necessary before the 
defensive comments by industry spokesmen, which preceded some of the 
charges, could be understood. Burk has confirmed that this was his intent. 
Upon his return to Missoula, he consulted with Ed Coyle about how to best 
organize the series and they decided jointly that accusations must 
necessarily precede defense of those accusations for the public to properly 
conceive of the situation, regardless of how the hearings had progressed. 
However, some subtle threads do appear to suggest Burk was influenced by 
the vehemence and fervor that permeated the attack against industry and 
agency. In article F-2, Burk describes the extension of the hearing this way: 
Originally scheduled for two days, the hearing was expanded to 
three full days when it became obvious that many of the citizen 
conservationists who had come to Washington would be unable to 
testify 
Much of the first day of the hearings was given to...[McGee and 
Randolph], and most of the second day went to panel teams 
representing the woods product industry. Consequently, only a 
portion of the citizen conservationists had testified by Tuesday 
evening. 
Witness were given five minutes apiece to testify, although most 
took more and one industry panel of two men took one hour and 45 
mhiutes to present its testimony. 
As stated, Burk covered the conservationists' testimony before the 
industry's testimony, while simultaneously including this slight indictment of 
their testifying practices as if to suggest they had taken more than their 
share and had resulted in a delay. It is important to note that those 
conservationists who spoke — among them G. M. Brandborg, Doris Milner and 
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Cecil Garland — had been among Burk s closest sources throughout the 
controversy, and that fact, along with the heavily condemnatory nature of 
the hearings may have influenced his organization and presentation of this 
series. 
Burk offered one interesting note to these hearings in a recent interview. 
Brandborg had testified with great vigor, which Sen. Metcalf characterized as 
"concerned, angry and restrained." He had called for sweeping changes in 
the Forest Service, including the removal from office of Forest Service Chief 
Edward Cliff and his entire ranking staff. As a former Forest Service 
employee, a 20-year veteran of the top post on the BNF, Brandborg wielded 
power and influence at the hearings. But as Burk noted, it was grounded in a 
desire to be constructive and healing with regard to the agency and the 
controversy. Burk said. 
As a journalist, I've never reported this, though I've used it in 
speeches. When I went back to the hearings [in Washingtonl...we sat 
through three or four full days of hearings, I mean these started at 9 
a.m. and went till 5 at night.... When they were over, shadows were 
forming and it was beginning to be dark in the halls of the Senate 
building and I got my notes and put them in my briefcase and I was 
walking to back to my room. As I came out this big fellow came out of 
the bathroom, and it was Brandy, He walked over and he walked 
down the hall with me and — he was a big guy — he put his hand on 
my shoulder and he said, "Dale, now we've got to make sure they don't 
destroy the Forest Service." 
At heart, he knew he had to criticize the agency. But he knew — 
and as a conservationist writer I still agree with him — that it is still 
our best hope for resource conservation of any public agency in the 
United States. That kind of wisdom — if the people...who were 
criticizing him knew that about him, they would have realized that he 
was guaranteeing them a place of integrity in the resource decision­
making process. 
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On August 14, 1971 Burk filed another series, Series G. It was a five-part 
report on a Senate hearing in Portland, Oregon, on proposed forest 
management legislation. The Portland hearing was the second field hearing 
conducted by senators Lee Metcalf and Mark Hatfield, (R-Ore.); the first was 
held in Atlanta, Georgia, on July 23, attended by about 80 witnesses, Burk 
wrote. The third hearing was scheduled for Syracuse, New York, in 
September. Both Hatfield and Metcalf had introduced bills, the former 
authoring the "American Forestry Act," approved of grudgingly by some 
industry representatives, and the latter authoring "Forest Lands Restoration 
and Protection Act," generally supported by conservationist groups. A list of 
192 witnesses staggered the hearings, and 80 of those witnesses did not get 
to testify. Those who did testify "centered on the controversy caused by 
economic versus environmental demands on both public and private forest 
lands," Burk wrote in G-1. 
Important issues covered in this series include the mention of yet 
another hearing on legislation that was projected: a hearing on Wyoming Sen. 
Gale McGee's proposed legislation, SB-15982. That bill proposed a two-year 
moratorium on clearcutting to provide a national asm mission of experts time 
to study the practice. Burk gave debate between industry and 
conservationists, the two major opponents on the pending legislation, and 
offered the comments of people whose livelihoods depended on the forest 
products industry and the proper sustained-yield management of forest 
lands. Article G-2 squared off on the debate between the two bills, and in 
that report, Burk took a shot at one of his old nemises, Ed Shults. Shults, it 
seems, was not on the list of 192 witnesses, but managed nevertheless to 
testify. Burk noted this plainly, and in fact gave over most of the article to 
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the somewhat acerbic, anti-Metcalf-bill comments of Shults and another 
non-listed" witness. Larry B. Biasing, a forester for S & W Sawmills in Darby. 
Article G-3 covered the testimony of the Bolle Committee members, who 
strongly supported Metcalf's bill and opposed Hatfield's bill. The particulars 
of each bill, and their projected and varied effects on the environment, the 
industry and the economy of the region, were delineated in these hearings 
by those directly involved, and Burk reported their comments. In the last 
two articles, Burk covered debate at the hearings over the philosophy of land 
management as indicated by the two bills in question, and closed in G-5 with 
the testimony of Dr. Robert Curry, once again speaking about soil degradation 
due to current forestry practices. 
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Series H: Saving the Forest Service 
The final chapter in the Missoulian's coverage of the controversy during 
this period came with the publication of two series in November 1971. One, 
by Burk, seemed to spring directly from Brandborg's "Senate hallway" 
adjuration that "...we've got to malce sure they don't destroy the Forest 
Service." Burk wrote a three-part series, on the recently-developed Forest 
Service policy of landscape architecture. On a positive note, he addressed 
some changes that were taking place in the Forest Service with Series H, in 
which he interviewed Gerald Coutant, 'chief of a fledgling unit of the Forest 
Service's Northern Region — the Landscape Architecture Branch in the 
Recreation and Lands Division." It is worth noting that this series appeared 
almost simultaneously with the publication of Series I, a Gladwyn Hill four-
part series that ran in the New York Times. 
Series H was predominantly structured to address the hotly debated 
"emotional issue" of aesthetics — clearcutting, terracing and roadbuilding. 
Coming as it did two years to the day after the beginning of Series A, it 
marked the Forest Service's attempt to improve its management in these 
areas, undoubtedly in direct response to public outcry and the findings of 
the Worf Report, the Bolle Report and the Senate hearings. Burk s writing in 
this series was much more stylized than in some previous articles, taking on 
a feature news style. Witness this section, early in H-1; 
(Coutant's) job requires not only doing but selling as well. He is an 
advocate of esthetic planning in all phases of the land management 
spectrum. That includes road construction, timber harvest, recreation 
planning, and any other utilization of the land. 
He's bucking long-established policies and practices, but reports 
finding a willing audience for introducing and implementing esthetic 
planning in the Northern Region's 16 national forests. 
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No doubt the audience was willing, after the haranguing agency foresters 
had taken so far during the Bitterroot Controversy. In this article Burk 
traced the entry of the landscape architecture unit, at that time comprising 
four staff members at the regional level, seven attached to specific forests, 
and four trainees, back six years to its introduction into the planning process 
— an introduction that was far less hospitable than they currently enjoyed. 
"In the early days it was nine times out of 10 that our ideas were rejected," 
he quoted Coutant as saying. To emphasize the changing attitudes, Coutant 
stated that now forest service supervisors, instead of rejecting proposals he 
put forth, were "coming to his unit and asking for help in planning and 
utilization of resources where special problems develop." 
In H-2 Burk posed and answered questions about Coutant's experience 
and the way in which his unit functioned to improve aesthetic considerations 
in the planning process. He noted that its primary directive was to 
accentuate "the positive before it's too late to do anything but pick up the 
pieces." an objective carried out by collecting data about an area under 
consideration and integrating that information with other resource data on 
soils, timber, wildlife habitat and watershed, a process that showed 'conflicts 
as well as opportunities,' as Coutant put it, Coutant was presented as a very 
progressive member of the agency in this series and the overwhelmingly 
positive tone of the series, contrasting with previous ones, provided a brief, 
interesting and informative piece for readers and gave Burk a chance to 
modify the image of him as journalist intent on condemning the Forest 
Service. 
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Series I: The New York Times and Gladwvti Hill 
Series I. a New York Times series by Gladwyn Hill, was essentially a 
wrap-up of the inquiry that had been launched by the controversy in the 
Bitterroot. It spelled out the national implications by indicating that 
management problems were extensive and permeated the entire country's 
forests, not just the BNF. Hill pointed out the findings of the Worf and Bolle 
Reports, commented on confirmation of the reports' findings by witnesses at 
the Senate hearings, and in general assessed the status of the two-year-old 
controversy. 
In article I-l Hill noted that lawsuits and legislation had reached all the 
way to the Supreme Court and Congress, and The outcome as a whole could 
profoundly affect both the face of the nation and the quality of life of its 
citizens.' He filled this article with a re-capping of determined facts about 
the controversy, and added a powerful reference to the BNF that proved the 
visual factor of clearcutting to be the most compelling and graphic catalyst in 
the debate. "In Montana's Bitterroot National Forest,' Hill wrote, "there are 
whole mountainsides so skinned of centuries' growth of ponderosa pine and 
Douglas fir that they look more like man-made pyramids for a wierd 
science-fiction film." Burk recently described one event that may have led 
Hill to make such an observation; 
We were on a bus tour one time...where the Forest Service was 
going to show us all the great things. They had this great big set up 
where you'd come up on this point and we'd park and have lunch and 
then we'd go back down and go around. And here on this bus they've 
got us — us meaning the press. They've got...Brandy was there, Doris 
Milner was there, several of the conservation leaders were there, and 
then the Forest Service people and several people from the timber 
industry were on this bus. And then we had Gladwyn Hill of the New 
York Times, a guy from Reader's Digest, and then Gifford Pinchot [Jr.].... 
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We come up to this [area nearby the clearcut], and I'd been on this 
tour before so I know we're going to turn around and come back 
down. Brandy steps up alongside the bus driver and says "Now don't 
slow down here, just keep going." So we went down the road another 
mile and the Forest Service guys were up there.... Brandy pulls him 
out onto the Mink Creek clearcut — 4,000 acres of clearcut laid out in 
front of you on the entire basin, and that's where...Gladwyn Hill had 
this thing laid out in front of him. 
The fact was, at that time [the Forest Service] was saying they were 
doing smaller clearcuts, but Brandy outsmarted them. So there we 
were, and as soon as that bus stopped, instead of turning it around, of 
course. Brandy had the handle on the door and he opened it and 
everybody was out and the cameras were clicking.... 
Article 1-2 focused on the "environmental crunch' — the post-World War 
II population explosion, the recreation explosion, soaring demands for all the 
forests varied resources and a sudden ascendance of esthetic values." In 
short, Hill noted that the question of determining multiple use values 
obviously needed new, and deeper, study. Article 1-3 was given to drawing 
more clearly the skirmish lines for the debate, citing the stances of industry, 
agency and the public. Article 1-4, the last in the series, revolved around the 
larger picture of political and economic pressures shaping the policy on 
national forest lands. 
The clarity of Hill's writing, and his ability to state facts in an organized, 
understandable way, must have been a relief to readers seeking to clear 
away the confusion on the issues. Whereas Burk had had to wade through 
incredible adversity and contradiction at every turn since the early stages of 
his coverage, Hill had the advantage of consulting Burk s earlier reports and 
watching the play between various factions as the debate grew in scope and 
intensity. Burk's articles were informative and startling, but his were the 
initial, investigative articles that turned up, as they progressed, perhaps 
more questions than answers. Hill, on the other hand, had as sources the 
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hearings, the two commitee reports, numerous analyses of those two reports, 
the text of proposed legislation on the matter, Burk and the key players in 
the controversy, and the enormous resources of the New York Times at his 
disposal. The controversy, and the media coverage of it, had gone national. 
As a closing note to this chapter, Burk himself reported on the 
nationalization of the controversy in a September 5, 1971, article in the 
Missoulian. In that article he listed eleven pending or recently aired 
inquiries, journalistic reports and other actions taken on a national level to 
bring further attention to and resolve the controversy. Among those 
activities were: 1) Threlkeld's half-hour CBS report on the Bitterroot; 2) A 
General Accounting Office (GAO) probe into the national forests that would 
include a study of the Bitterroot: 3) Gladwyn Hill's week in the Bitterroot 
that would produce a pending series (Series I); 4) A tour of the area by two 
National Enviromental Protection Agency employees: 5) The upcoming article 
by James Nathan Miller, editor at Reader's Digest, and: 6) comments from 
Gale McGee, D-Wyo., who was proposing legislation on a moratorium on 
clearcuts. 
Burk included a quote in this story from Gary Eisler, of Portland, Oregon, 
who was writing a book on the Forest Service. Eisler said, "I've been trying 
to think of my lead for the chapter on the Bitterroot and I keep coming up 
with Forest management on the Bitterroot is the most unspeakable act of 
arrogance of man against his source that I have ever seen.'" 
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The furor over Burk s columns 
From the start. Dale Burk s column "The Outdoor Picture" was a long, 
sharp thorn in the side of his critics. While functioning as MissouUan state 
editor and writing numerous stories on the controversy as "hard news,' (in 
which objectivity was presumed and expected by readers), Burk had the 
opportunity to frequently and pointedly lambast whomever he wished with 
his editorial comment in the column. Despite the furious pitch of the debate, 
Burk rarely invoked this priviledge, though he did so on occasion. There 
were, however, times when the same news item covered in a story by Burk 
was analyzed in his column. 
Early in the controversy, Burk managed to cloak references to events, 
personalities and "land ethic" philosophies central to the controversy in 
roundabout language. Other times he was more straightforward, mentioning 
names and events directly, and preferring editorial comment on those. He 
said recently, however, as did Coyle, that extreme efforts were made to be 
fair, accurate and to maintain journalistic integrity. 
Coyle said Burk s dedication to the issue was tremendous, and there was 
no doubt that both he and the newspaper's management intended to bring 
about change from the very start, "That's one of your goals (as a newspaper) 
is to try to change things," Coyle said. He kept a watchful eye on the young 
Burk. though, carefully screening his columns to make sure the material 
contained was not unnecessarily inflammatory. Coyle hoped to eliminate the 
writer"s tendency to discuss news material in his columns: 
We tried to avoid that as much as possible. (Burk) had a tendency 
to repeat things. We used to edit it. you know, we edited everything. 
Like I say, Dale was very dedicated and sometimes he'd get a little too 
vigorous and then we'd have to say, "No, wait a minute, calm down 
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and be fair, be fair." And he'd admit a couple of times he got carried 
away. 
Burk, for his part, had great respect for Coyle's managing style and editing 
ability. He recalled one instance where he turned in a column wherein he 
improperly targeted an individual with his criticism: 
Ed, I think, was a master editor on this. I would say that over and 
over again. I know times...for example one time, in the midst of this. I 
wrote something that was adhominem, to the man. I wrote an attack 
that was to the person and not the issue involved. And I think 
probably...Rahm may have been the person. Ed Coyle came and he 
said to me, "Dale, I will run this piece, but I would like you to consider 
it overnight." He was right, so I killed it. It was a thing where I 
wasn't talking about Neal Rahm — maybe his method of management 
was part of it, his style of management — but not Neal Rahm the 
person. So I killed it. 
Burk notes that it was extremely difficult to write both the column and the 
news stories without aspects of one bleeding into the other, but he maintains 
that he never did allow his opinion to invade a news report. 
I felt that, and to this day feel...I had that difficulty of writing a 
column and having to cover news. That's a fine line to walk and I 
tried to walk it all the time. In our mind, we could separate that. The 
public's mind very seldom did, and would. 
I have asked people to find one case, where if I wrote something it 
was commentary or if it was in my column, where I could state my 
opinion, I've asked them to go find in my journalistic writings where I 
might have done anything. I've never had anybody yet be able to 
find anything. 
It is important to note that after months of reading every news story 
Burk wrote during this time, there appears no single instance of overt 
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editorialization, whether in regard to a person or an issue, in any of his news 
reports on the Bitterroot Controversy. Burk has said he took great pains to 
avoid this. Coyle has said he kept a close eye for any such infraction and 
Schertner has stated his belief that providing Burk with a column was an 
effective way to glean editorial comment from his news stories. But in those 
columns, some of them written on the same news topic that was covered 
only pages away or within a week's time. Burk analyzed the controversy and 
asserted his views. It is therefore clear why opponents of Burk and the 
Missoulian felt journalistic objectivity had been abandoned. Burk was freely 
addressing controversy topics in his columns, especially topics such as the 
Bolle Report, the Forest Service's shortcomings and the aggressiveness of the 
woods products industry. Some of those he criticized simply found it 
impossible to believe that he could cover the news fairly. 
Burk s editorial comments in his column had a soft edge at the beginning, 
when Series A came out. In a December 14, 1969 column he offered a veiled 
criticism of a topic he had covered in article A-2 and others in the series: 
clearcutting and terracing. In the column he said, "Man might accept the 
earth for what it is and not scar it up needlessly.... Man must choose well 
where he scars the land, and for what purpose. He must be discriminate, 
Isicl for in his decisions he can make irrevocable mistakes." He had written 
only a month earlier, in news article A-2. that, "...critics of the Forest Service 
fear that present logging practices are causing irreparable harm to the land." 
In this case, he echoed an attributed statement from the news article with an 
editorial comment in his column. Later that month, in a December 28 
column, Burk again echoed that concern when he said, 
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Man's greatest threat may well be himself. He is...callously and 
irreparably damaging the very earth on which he treads and must 
depend for the crops that sustain his life.... 
There is richness in much of Montana's land just as it is, without the 
scar of a dozer blade or an unneeded road. 
And in an overt reference: 
Other issues move into the Seventies with us. The question of 
timber harvesting practices raised in the Bitter Root voices a concern 
that in reality is nationwide. Problems revolving around recreation 
will magnify manyfold in the days ahead, as will the need for quality 
recreation areas. 
Using in columns material from his stories may not be enough to 
condemn Burk and his journalism. The fact remains that he was writing an 
outdoor column, and the Bitterroot Controversy was an outdoor issue. 
However, Burk s editorial barbs were to become far sharper and direct as the 
controversy wore on and as he began to move closer to his role as a citizen 
activist. In various columns that followed those cited above, he commented 
on things like Sen. Mike Mansfield's doubt over Forest Service practices, 
"devastated landscapes" and "environmental degradation," the Timber 
Supply Act and environmental problems due to "greed, indifference and 
apathy.'" On April 12, 1970, he again crossed specifically from news-to-
column when he commented editorally on the public furor raging on the 
issue of economics and conservation. 
It is extremely gratifying as an environmental writer to watch the 
reactions of those persons who most probably wish that questions 
about the environment remain unasked as well as unanswered. 
Many of the people who have for decades operated on public lands 
or polluted public air and water without having to account for how 
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they've done their job now find that there is no escape from 
answering for what they have done to the environment. 
And strangely, they seem to respond to this new requirement of 
land utilization — to be responsible to the public not only economically 
but environmentally as well — by attempting to discredit and degrade 
those who question their activities. 
It seems rather strange...to see these same persons turn around 
and become emotional about the "radical preservationists" and 
emotionally create unfounded fear in their communities by 
manufacturing supposed threats to put people out of work. 
Misuse of the land and its resources is extremism.... And there 
have been and are rabid destructionists the same as there have been 
preservationists. We have seen our land misused, our soil eroded, 
watersheds destroyed, waters polluted and our air befouled.... 
With those comments Burk was aiming at those who had criticized him 
and Brandborg. He was again echoing words and comments from sources he 
had quoted in his news stories. Burk has acknowledged that it was no secret 
where he stood on many of the issues he covered, even before he began 
overtly stating his views in his column, but in these instances, he was clearly 
aligning himself, in print, with a faction in the controversy, and that is 
potentially damaging to the credibility of a small-town newspaper journalist. 
In fact, on April 7, five days before the above column appeared, Burk had 
filed a story that named the people he would mention in his column, and the 
story described their attempt to attack "preservationists." Burk reported 
that the Inter mountain Company had included in its employee s paycheck 
envelopes an announcement of a meeting to adopt a strategy that would 
confront the "preservationists" and the alleged threat they posed to the 
workers. The note was quoted as saying, "In case you haven't noticed on 
payday, mom and the kids have a stake in our industry, too." Here, within 
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the span of one week, Burk had covered an issue in a news story and 
editorially condemned one faction that appeared in that news story. 
About this time, Burk s boss, Ed Coyle, began hearing complaints about 
the effect of Burk s column. "I remember one occasion," Coyle said, 
"somebody came in from the industry and they were complaining about 
Burk s column and Why didn't we have a column on the business, on the 
industry?' And I said fine, you get somebody to write a column on the 
industry side, we'll run it. Well, it never materialized." The closest the 
industry people came was a series of Local Comments; each comment carried 
a brief note from the editor citing its relevance to the issue, and the series 
ran from April to June, 1970. 
Burk was, in fact, moving closer and closer to involvement in the 
Bitterroot Controversy as an activist. He continued to comment in his 
columns on issues he covered in his news stories, though those same stories 
were remarkably clean of overt editorializing. Notes on the structure of 
certain articles have been offered earlier in this text that suggest he was 
influenced to some degree, as is any reporter, by his own subjectivity, but 
this was not something Burk would deny at the time, nor does he deny it 
now. The increasing presence of comment on Bitterroot Controversy topics 
in his column was direct and intentional. Burk was not concerned so much 
about how his journalism was viewed as he was about how the issues he 
covered were viewed. As he said in a recent interview, 
I decry the notion of objectivity. I believe the purpose of a 
journalist is to be fair. 1 think if you know how to phrase an 
intelligent question, you've given up the notion of objectivity. I'm just 
saying that as a philosophy. I believe as a journalist that fairness 
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demands that you present the conflicting sides — however many — of 
an issue. 
Burk cut loose with a series of columns between November 1970 and 
March 1971, in preparation for the Senate hearings in Washington, that 
solidified his activist position, removed once and for all any notion of his 
objectivity on the issues. It was during this time, in December 1970, that he 
published his book. The Clearcut Issue. It was simply a compilation of Series 
A, C and the first article of Series E — in essence, a restatement of the 
accusations against the Forest Service and the findings of the Worf Report. 
Burk said he decided to produce the book to give his work greater longevity, 
replacing the abbreviated effect of daily journalism. In the Missoulian he 
became bolder in his accusations, more direct in his comments and was 
simultaneously editorializing in his columns about issues he was covering in 
news stories. Though editorializing never crept into his news stories, his 
columns on the same issues were so closely tied in time that the line blurred. 
One such example occurred on Nov. 22,1970 — a column published during 
the run of Series E, a news treatment of the Bolle Report. After summarizing, 
with careful and standard "objectivity," the Bolle Report in his series. Burk 
used his column to simultaneously give his opinion: 
The findings of the independent University of Montana Forestry 
School study team in regard to the shortcomings of management 
techniques by the Forest Service on the Bitterroot National Forest 
were not unexpected. 
"They merely were able to show what a lot of us have believed for 
a long time," one Bitterroot rancher told me this week. "Anybody who 
has any feeling at all for the land knew things were being done wrong 
in the Bitterroot." 
How true. And how serious in its implications. 
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Burk went on in that column to searingly indict the Forest Service. In 
December, he again merged news and column. On December 6. 1970, Burk 
wrote what was labeled a "news analysis" — something that was officially 
neither column nor news story, but rather contained a shade of both. In that 
analysis, with a headline reading "Foresters May Announce a New Image — 
Their Old One," Burk previewed an upcoming Forest Service press 
conference/public meeting at which they would address policy changes 
regarding the BNF and other regional forests. Two days later, on December 
8, the day of the meeting, Burk wrote a column suggesting that the agency 
would present a "goody goody view" of its policies. Burk attended the 
meeting that night, and the next day published his news coverage of it. 
There is no overt editorializing on the meeting, but Burk called the meeting 
"a carefully staged press briefing. " He wasn't finished yet, though. On 
December 13, another Burk column ran in the paper. It opened with this 
sentence: "The Forest Service press briefing this week during which Regional 
Forester Neal Rahm presented what he claims is a new management 
direction raises interesting and serious questions." He went on to urge 
readers to pick up a printed copy of the agency's "plan" and to study it. 
Several things would then take place that would further cast Burk further 
into his role as activist and advocate journalist. As previously noted, Burk 
published a book on clearcutting in late 1970. On January 25. 1971, an 
article by Burk entitled "Mining' the National Forests" appeared in The 
Nation. In that article, more characteristic of his columns than of his news 
stories, Burk covered the conclusions of the Bolle Report and criticized the 
Forest Service for "harsh methods of harvesting the national forest lands." 
He accused the Worf Report of being ineffective in solving the controversy, 
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called members of the Bolle committee "courageous," briefly summarized 
some of the Bolle Report's main points, invoked the volatile concept of 
"timber mining" and generally attacked with vigor the Forest Service and 
timber industry. 
To complete this cycle, Burk testified at the Senate Hearings in 
Washington, D. C. Before going to those hearings he made public his intent in 
a March 14, 1971 column. 
I will be in Washington to testify at those hearings in early April 
and I will at that time express a belief that the Forest Service does 
need more money to do an adequate job. But I will qualify that by 
calling for even more careful scrutiny of Forest Service operations to 
ensure that any additional money is spent for the purpose to which it 
is allotted. 
My testimony will also be aimed at the removal of many of the 
ranking officers of the Forest Service hierarchy, who I believe have 
betrayed a trust to the American people. Those responsible for the 
sorry state of our national forests must not be permitted to continue 
and perpetuate their misdeeds. 
In short, management responsibility in the Forest Service must be 
taken from the clique known as the "timber beasts," who have literally 
turned their back on quality management in the quest of timber 
production. 
Burk s testimony at the Senate hearing in Washington a month later 
would seal perceptions of him as a conservation activist (See Appendix E). 
Though he may have possessed this inclination from the day he left the 
Anaconda Company, or before, Burk had made the public shift from 
journalist to activist, and there was no turning back, at least on this issue. 
One brief exchange between Burk and Missoula Area Chamber of 
Commerce President George Lambros served to indicate both the feelings of 
those who criticized Burk s journalism and Burk s own perception of his role 
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as a journalist. On August 24, 1971, Sen. Gale McGee (D-Wyo.) made a tour 
of the BNF, accompanied by, among others, Dale Burk. The next day, in a 
page one story headed, "Clearcut in Bitterroot Shocks McGee,' Burk presented 
some of the senator's comments on the atrocious clearcuts he had witnessed 
and with a bold-faced 'outtake," noted that an expanded story, featuring 
McGee's post-tour speech, would run on August 26 That story did run, on 
page five, and in it Burk presented in detail McGee's comments, including as 
the story s lead the assertion that. 'Clearcutting practices on the Bitterroot 
National Forest in western Montana are, in the opinion of Wyoming Sen. Gale 
McGee, the worst he has ever seen." Burk quoted generously from McGee's 
speech — a speech that featured extremely condemnatory language and bold 
assertions urging support for a moratorium on clearcutting and legal action 
against those who were responsible for the clearcutting practices in the BNF. 
That was countered with another August 26 story, on page one, citing an 
apparent response to McGee by the Forest Service. That response was an 
announcement that clearcutting was being curtailed on the BNF ~ an 
announcement made by John Milodragovich, chief of the Division of Timber 
Management for the Northern Region. 
The day those stories ran, the Missoula Area Chamber of Commerce held 
a joint meeting of the board of directors and congressional action and forest 
resources councils of the chamber, a meeting reported in a brief, unsigned 
story in the Missoulian three days later, on August 29. McGee was roundly 
criticized by the chamber's members for being, "unjust, unfair and 
irresponsible.' Burk was also slighted for reporting "with bias'" the speech 
by McGee. Meanwhile, only 14 pages away from this brief, Burk delivered a 
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column wherein he highly praised McGee for being a "a man of true 
dedication to the outdoors." 
The Chamber's criticism of his reporting was simply too much for Burk to 
let pass. On September 5 he printed the most direct and vehement challenge 
to his critics he had yet delivered, signifying his own assessment of his role 
as a journalist. Here, in its entirety, is his column from that day; 
The Outdoor Picture is a column of opinion, as distinguished from 
by-lined stories by this writer on other pages of the Missoulian 
wherein the general task of reporting is done. 
As a column of opinion, the Outdoor Picture interprets and analyzes 
events of the day from an environmental point of view. It also 
reports on certain events, but the reader should continually bear in 
mind that unlike the general news pages of The Missoulian, this 
column will often contain material that is editorial in nature. 
Today's column is one of opinion. In it, I shall directly challenge 
the Missoula Area Chamber of Commerce and. more pointedly, its 
president, George Lambros. 
Last week, the CCK^ charged that The Missoulian had reported, "with 
bias,' the comments of Wyoming Sen. Gale McGee following the 
senator's tour of the Bitterroot National Forest. Lambros again made 
the allegation at a COC luncheon in Missoula Thursday. 
Lambros did not mention the reporter involved by name, but that's 
okay. I'll do it for him as I was the Missoulian reporter who covered 
McGee s tour of the Bitterroot. 
And as in the earlier COC statement regarding McGee s comments, 
Lambros made his allegation without getting anywhere near the facts 
— something he should have well in mind before claiming bias and 
prejudice. 
First and foremost, the report of McGee's comments was exactly as 
the senator said them — to the letter. I have a written copy of the 
senator's statement following his tour of the Bitterroot, something, 
incidentally that Lambros would have to have seen to know whether 
or not The Missoulian had covered the story with bias. 
Secondly, the only other reporter on the tour — Miles Romney, 
editor of the Western News in Hamilton, filed a story very similar to 
the one that appeared in The Missoulian. How does Lambros and his 
COC account for this? Or must it be that Romney, too, wrote from bias 
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simply because he reported the facts of the story the same way The 
Missouiian did? 
And thirdly, how does Lambros account for the fact that two 
Missoula radio stations and its lone television station also reported 
that McGee had called the Bitterroot the worst example of clearcutting 
he has seen in the United States. Obviously, they too covered the 
story with bias, if we are to believe Lambros and the COC. 
The simple fact of the matter is that Lambros and a small group of 
others in the Missoula Area Chamber of Commerce didn't like what 
McGee said. What they object to is what McGee said, and charge bias 
because the reporting was accurate. 
So what do they do? Well, first they put out a press release 
castigating the senator in language that might well have been 
prepared for them by the Forest Service McGee was castigating. 
Then they said they resented the Wyoming senator coming to 
Montana and saying bad things about the Forest Service and the 
Bitterroot Forest. And finally, they claim The Missouhan (apparently 
they're only worried about what appears in The Missouiian) reported 
McGee's tour with bias. 
Come off it gentlemen. What you're really saying is that you'll 
charge bias against whoever says something you don't like. You aren't 
speaking from knowledge about the situation because you have no 
knowledge whereof you speak. You are merely shouting into the wind 
with false charges. And you are hiding your own bias and prejudice 
behind a smokescreen. 
The truth is that in this particular case the Chamber is speaking 
from a bias of its own — pocketbook prejudice, if you will. 
Their charges are not based on fact, and cannot be supported by 
anything but their own desire to have nobody rock the boat as they 
continue to treat the forests of western Montana as their own private 
bank account. 
Well, gentlemen, I resent the fact that you treat the forests only as 
an economic entity — as your own private entity. These are public 
forests. National forests, and I am thankful that there are people like 
Sen. McGee who will go out on the line to fight for environmentally 
sound multiple value forest management. 
I resent, too, a supposedly responsible organization like the COC 
resorting to ridiculous and patently false innuendo just to make itself 
and its cronies in the Forest Service look good. I resent the COC 
position because it is wrong and immoral. 
We should be getting something better from our Chamber of 
Commerce, which should be looking at the long-term picture and 
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supporting McGee's desire to know the long-term effects of present-
day forest practices. 
At the same time, we should at least be getting an honest approach 
to a serious environmental problem — and not half-truths and non-
truths in the name of a Chamber of Commerce that blunders into an 
issue with its pocketbooks wide open and its eyes and mind closed. 
That, in a nutshell, is exactly how the Missoula Area COC has acted 
in regard to the McGee story. And I hereby issue an open and public 
challenge to them to prove there is any bias other than their own 
involved in the news coverage of McGee s tour of the Bitterroot 
National Forest. 
There was, ultimately, no public response by members of the Chamber of 
Commerce to Burk s challenge: they did, however, take a group tour of the 
BNF on September 24, to hear the Forest Service explain its policies and 
practices there, including the management changes recently outlined by 
Regional Forester Steve Yurich. Burk covered that tour in a September 25, 
news story, and quoted Lambros as saying, "I don't think we're going back 
and make a proclamation of genius as a result of this tour, but it does give us 
a chance to get information we need." 
Essentially, this episode showed that Burk would not stand for idle 
criticism of his journalism when he felt he had done nothing wrong. The 
tone of his column also indicated that as a reporter, he felt the best defense 
was a good offense, and his commentary outlined what he perceived as the 
legitimate place for his statements of opinion on the Bitterroot Controversy. 
Burk clearly understood his tools and did not shy away from publicly 
acknowledging his use of them. 
Burk was awarded a Neiman fellowship for his journalism in the coming 
year and took a year off his post at the Missoulian to attend a year of classes 
at Harvard University. After returning to the Missoulian in 1976, things 
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were different than he expected them to be. He finally left the paper two 
years later, feeling his new-found knowledge was not properly being used in 
his position on the wire desk. As Coyle interpreted Burk s departure, 
He had other interests. He wanted to devote his work strictly to 
column writing. And as I remember at the time, we weren t set up to 
have columnists — strictly columnists. If they wrote a column, they 
did something else the rest of the week. 
In any case, Burk had developed a concept of journalism that suited his 
tastes more than the "marketing" style the Missoulian had come to adopt in 
his absence. In fact, "New Journalism" was infiltrating the country's journals 
as a younger generation of writers sought to inject purpose and presence 
into their reporting. For Burk, to be effective was to approach an issue with 
dedicated study of the issue and a developing sense of what was to be 
accomplished. He had progressed to this understanding through his coverage 
and activity on the Bitterroot Controversy. 
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Conclusion 
The legacy of the Bitterroot Controversy is something that is perhaps only 
coming to consciousness now. Like any controversy, the debate is often 
followed by a lull, during which people collect their thoughts, take time away 
from the maddening confusion and give things a chance to heal. Legislation 
was passed in the wake of the controversy, and people have given it, and the 
renovated bureaucracy of the Forest Service, a chance to take effect. There 
are signs, however, that the lull is over. Serious charges are once again 
beginning to surface that the nation's forests, (specifically the Tongass 
National Forest and some private forest land), are still being mismanaged, 
along the very same lines as the mismanagement in the BNF. 
The debate, for Dale Burk, was a healthy one, re-affirming his basic belief 
in the right of the people to be heard and to change and improve their 
government. Of the Bitterroot Controversy, Burk said recently, 
This would never have polarized to the degree it did but for two 
things: if the industry and the Forest Service at the time had not over­
reacted the way they did. And that was part of what needed to be 
explored at the time was that "We are the professionals, and what 
right do you have to ask us how we do it." To me it comes down to a 
fundamental issue: here, unlike any other country in the world, these 
things belong to the people. I did then, I do now, and I will take to 
my grave — and it's what motivated me at the time — that there s one 
thing far more important than sustained yield cuts, multiple-use, 
wildlife or water, and that is the right of the people to ask questions of 
their government. That was my main argument all the way through. 
And I guess I was very surprised — shocked might be a better word -
- that overnight this became a national issue, the Bitterroot. That is 
why the Bitterroot, to this day, is a name that will last forever in the 
annals of American forest history. The Bitterroot became the 
paradigm example of whether or not multiple-use/sustained yield 
managment was being practiced on the national forests. It became the 
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paradigm issue ttirough which the Tongass in Alaska and the 
Shoshone and Teton in Wyoming...and the entire national forest 
management question was raised to the national consciousness. 
The 1960s are widely acknowledged as a time of incredible turmoil; the 
Bitterroot Controversy flared in the last 60 days of the 1960s. It was a time 
of graduating from the turmoil and chaos of revolt aimed at overthrowing 
the system to the organized, cogent efforts to change the system, efforts that 
characterized the 1970s, especially in the area of conservation. Burk said, 
What we're enjoying now they hadn't heard of: public inquiry and 
openness into almost every aspect of our public life. That wasn't part 
and parcel of the way government operated in the 60s. I don't think 
they were less responsive, but there was also an awful lot less public 
inquiry....! think if analysts want to go back and look at why the 
Bitterroot became the focal point of the national — and I use this word 
advisedly — forest mismanagement...it's because the issue was at a 
point of begging a venting point. It so happened it was the Bitterroot. 
Burk attributed that venting not to himself, but rather to the architects of 
the controversy, Brandborg, Champ Hannon and Charlie MacDonald; the 
dissidents. "I admire to this day the ability of three old men in the Bitterroot 
Valley to strategize events that kept this a national issue for four years. I 
mean those guys knew what they were talking about. They were sharp." 
Brandborg would later be recognized for his contributions to the nation's 
forests by the Forest Service itself, when a peak overlooking his home in the 
Bitterroot was named for him (Morgan). Burk said, 
He was awesome, he was. These people say he was uneducated. He 
was one of the most brilliant men I 've ever met. And the interesting 
thing was that he was truly a populist at heart. He believed in the 
dignity and the right of the common man. In this case here...I believe 
his basic motivation was the true fear that the forests were being 
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overcut to the point that we would lose two. and maybe three 
generations of logging industry. 
For Burk, being at the center of the controversy was often a difficult 
experience, especially at the beginning when the unexpectedly vehement 
counter-attack from the Forest Service and the timber industry was often 
directed at him. "One of the little things that became very obvious in this is 
that there s great truth to the thing that the bearer of the message is he who 
is hated. For one thing, I was asking those questions, and I know I did some 
journalistic things to keep that issue alive.' Burk said recently that there 
were attempts to have him removed from his position beginning the day of 
the first article in Series A. "1 think professionally, I came of age in that 
week in the sense that I had to learn how to handle criticism. I became 
convinced, immediately, that we were asking some of the right questions. 
We were cutting pretty fair," he said. There was a great deal of criticism 
suggesting that Burk and the dissidents were simply unqualified to ask 
technically scientific questions because they did not have training necessary 
to understand the issues. That's a fundamental failing in understanding the 
American process of government," Burk said recently. "If you are an idiot, 
you still have the right to ask questions in our society. What we came to 
find out was that the people who were asking the questions apparently had 
a better grasp of the overall picture than the so-called experts." 
Despite the criticism, Burk never did stop asking questions when he 
sensed there was information to uncover. He recalled one incident where Ed 
Shults confronted him at a hearing on timber issues: 
I had these people telling me I didn't have any right to ask 
questions. I've got a letter on file from iShults], who was president of 
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one of the local timber companies that was involved in the Bitterroot, 
and he told me I didn t have the right to ask these questions. For one 
thing he told me I was too young. I didn't even mess with him, I just 
put his letter in the paper and wrote a column right back to him 
saying one of the reasons young people had to ask the questions was 
because they were afraid the old fogies would mess things up. Two 
years later at a hearing in Kalispell he came in and went for a plastic 
cup of coffee. Ed was one of those guys who never brooked any 
quarter, he was against me, he came to the paper with Shorty 
iKoessler] every week to deal to try to get me canned. He came to that 
meeting in Kalispell and he had one of those Styrofoam cups in his 
hand and he filled it and we both turned away from the coffee urn 
about the same time and he said, thank you for calling me a fogey, 
you blankety-blank,' and I said Oh, that's all right, Ed. you deserved 
it.' His coffee just went all over him, and I said, 'Why Ed Shults, you're 
all wet,' and I turned around and walked out. So maybe you get some 
poetic justice here and there.' 
Though he was criticized, Burk points to several key experiences that kept 
him going when he felt discouraged. Among those who urged him to keep at 
the task was Ruth Brandborg, wife of G.M. Brandborg, a woman for whom 
Burk professes the highest regard. She had been a college professor and had 
served on the board of advisors for Stanford University (Burk ^l). Burk 
said. 
She gave me a talk one day about the need for people in their 
careers to realize that they were being pulled to a new level and that 
you had to grow, inside yourself, to accommodate that change, or you 
died. That, I think, gave me the intellectual insight to see what was 
going on and to have the resolve to continue. 
And there were other instances, some of them Burk described as being 
slightly hair-raising: 
There was a logger that came up into the office. This was about the 
same week (Series Al was going on, and it was just horrible. This guy 
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showed up...I went across the street from the Missoulian... to have a 
cup of coffee... Usually I'd get my pages laid out and about 4 or 5 p.m. 
I'd go over and have a cup of coffee and a hamburger and come back. 
Well I was gone, and I came back in the door and here was this great 
big bully guy with...logging pants and oil-stained shirt, he had a felt 
hat on and it had sawdust and oil stains on it and I thought, "Oh, 
boy....' I heard him say, when 1 came in the door, "...that goddamned 
Dale Burk.' I thought I was going to go the other way, I mean who 
wants trouble? But the girl at the desk...says, "Oh, here he comes 
now." He came up and said, "Young man, are you the one that s 
writing these stories criticizing the Forest Service?" and I said, 'Yes sir, 
I am." Then he said, "Well, I want to shake your hand and buy you a 
drink." He had two dollars, and he said, 'C'mon, young man, I want to 
buy you a drink, you're gonna save our jobs for us.'" I explained to 
him that I was working and couldn't go have a drink with him and he 
put two bucks in my hand and walked out. I took the two dollars and 
felt that was one of the nicest, if you will, emotional boosts. 
Burk said he did not sense, at any point in the controversy, that his job 
was in jeopardy. In fact, he began to feel more confident of his role as time 
passed, boosted by the success he had in exposing some serious problems 
and by the support he received from Ed Coyle and Lloyd Schermer. I think 
I went into that about as naive as most people," Burk said, adding, "I was 
able through the process of this thing to get an education — beyond an 
education. Dr. Bolle said one time. Dale, you've picked up a Ph.D. in forestry, 
and you know, I think I did, to protect myself. What I brought to this was 
an increasing ability to see what the issues really were." 
Learning his way to the core of the controversy was one thing; 
understanding the public's assessment of his journalism was another. What 
can be said, ultimately, about the code of ethics in journalism? As in the 
medical profession, journalists officially adhere to a strict ethical code. In its 
simplest terms, that code requires them to be objective and fair. The word 
"objective"' is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as "treating a subject 
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as to exhibit the actual facts, not coloured by the feelings or opinions of the 
writer." It is also generally agreed among journalists that "fairness," at its 
most basic premise, means offering equal time for competing views on an 
issue. In addition to objectivity and fairness, a journalist is also responsible 
for being factually correct, to retain quotes and attributed comments within 
the context of meaning in which they were delivered and to offer every 
article with as much attention to detail and completeness as possible. 
In addition to these considerations, journalists are often cautioned against 
involving themselves in organizations or "causes" that may serve to influence 
the way in which they cover news. A reporter who owns a house in a tract 
slated for demolition and re-development would be a poor choice to cover 
the court battle over the issue, for obvious reasons. A reporter who is also a 
member of the National Rifle Association would be an equally poor choice to 
interview a gubenatorial candidate whose primary campaign issue is his 
support for strict gun control. However, these same reporters might write, if 
given the opportunity, provocative and informed editorial columns on those 
issues that could articulate the reasons behind a "subjective" view of each 
issue. 
This, in essence, is the situation Dale Burk found himself in during the 
Bitterroot Controversy. Having come from a logging family, and being an 
avid outdoorsman, Burk was an excellent choice to write an column on the 
outdoors for the Missoulian. Burk was given this assignment, in addition to 
his state news editor position, before the outbreak of the controversy. 
Meanwhile, as G. M. Brandborg and the dissidents prepared their initial 
assault on the tactics of the Forest Service and timber industry in the BNF, 
they clearly needed a capable and persistent investigative journalist or their 
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cause might have failed. They chose Burk, ostensibly based on his previous 
reports on hearings over the fate of the Lincoln-Scapegoat and Great Bear 
wildernesses, visualizing him as a journalist whose interest and knowledge 
of outdoor issues made him a perfect subject. They wrote to him, he came to 
take a look, and the rest is history. 
It was not, however, that simple. Burk took on the enormously 
complicated task of investigating and reporting the Bitterroot Controversy in 
addition to his other responsibilities, both at the newspaper, at school and in 
his personal life. The tension between his "objective" news coverage and his 
editorial column must have been tremendous. For nearly two years he 
exhaustively researched and wrote about the controversy, up to the time of 
the Senate Hearings, trying, and largely succeeding in presenting the actual 
facts, not coloured by the feelings or opinions of the writer." For the first 
year of that stretch he avoided overt comment on the issue in his columns, 
but that line began to erode after a year and by the 18-month point he was 
unabashedly publishing calls for the resignation of the chief of the Forest 
Service, and registering his intent to testify to that effect before the nation's 
lawmakers — comments that ran almost simultaneously with his news 
stories on those issues in the controversy. 
Burk may have maintained a reasonable objectivity in his news stories, 
but that was nonetheless affected by the proximity of editorial comment he 
offered. As an example, on August 1, 1971, Burk s column outlined the 
intent of the Senate Hearings on Management Legislation, about to take place 
in Portland, Oregon. In that column, in a clear statement of opinion, he said 
the hearings were "the next big hurdle to clear in restoring responsible 
management to the nation s forest lands...." He described the events of the 
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Bitterroot Controversy as a "tragedy that has occurred on our forest lands 
and in outlining the legislation to be considered, cited a preference for Sen. 
Lee Metcalf's bill over Sen. Mark Hatfield's, which he described as 
emphasizing timber production without giving adequate consideration to 
the environment and the multiplicity of forest values..." Two weeks later he 
began Series G. a five-part news report on those hearings. Although he 
maintained objective standards in that hard-news series, it was no longer 
possible to separate knowledge of his "feelings and opinions' on the issues 
from the "actual facts" he reported about them 
Several mitigating factors must be considered. Foremost is the fact that 
by the time Burk began openly criticizing the Forest Service and the timber 
industry, it was fairly clear they deserved his criticism. Robert Morgan. BNF 
Supervisor and at the time an active member in the controversy from his 
post on the Helena National Forest, said the complaints of the public about 
lack of influence on the issues were well founded. "I think it was valid — we 
weren't listening,' Morgan said recently. "And you sure can't argue with the 
fact that [residents] view [of the Bitterroot Valley) was changing, the quality 
of the land was changing. We finally listened, and we really changed — 
changed just like that. If you take some of the bitterness out of it. we really 
had it coming, there's no question about that. " The Worf and Bolle reports 
outlined the agency's failures, the testimony at the Senate confirmed the 
accusations once again and there was little an environmental columnist at 
the heart of the issue could do to avoid comment on such visible issues and 
such accepted conclusions about them. Robert C. McGiffert, who has taught 
journalism at the University of Montana since before the Bitterroot 
Controversy (arriving in 1966), suggested recently that Burk should have 
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given up his column if he was to continue reporting on the issue, or should 
have given up reporting on the issue if he was to continue commenting 
editorially, or simply should have refused to comment on his news topics in 
his columns. Burk did not do this because he had become an activist in the 
issue, maintaining his right to speak as a citizen at the hearings, and using 
the power of his position as a columnist to advocate change. 
The controversy goes on to this day, at least in regard to Burk. Bob 
Morgan, while agreeing that Burk was very effective in change, feels he did 
not always bring it about in the best way. 
I don't think he set out to be fair. That's neither here nor there, 
that's up to him. No, he printed things that weren't true, and he 
printed things that were out of context and he printed quotes by folks 
who really didn't know what they were talking about. But then, he's a 
journalist, he was in the business, he was in for making a name for 
himself, which he did. 
Arnold Bolle, however, disagreed fundamentally with this assessment of 
Burk s reporting. He said recently. 
There is no question Dale Burk s articles had a considerable effect 
on Senator Metcalf, on our report and all aspects of the situation.... 
Dale's articles, coming out at that time, were a big help. They 
considerably increased awareness and understanding of the situation 
and made it easier for us to discuss the situation with many people 
during the period of research for our report. 
I thought, and I think our committee agreed, that Dale did a 
terriffic job. He got his facts straight. He dug deep, he built his case 
and was sure of his facts. This was in-depth reporting. I see it so 
little now.... Dale's stories dug into the facts and told the truth as he 
uncovered it. His stories and our report had one goal — to tell the 
truth as well as we could tell it and understand it. And the people 
knew that fact. 
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They didn't all like it, although the majority did. There was 
criticism, of course, lots of it. Such as: OK, it's the truth, but you 
shouldn't say things like that," or the usual. "That's anti-business....' 
In my judgment, I didn't hear any criticism of Dale's articles that I 
would consider valid. The criticisms tended to be personal and not 
professional. To my knowledge, no one was ever able to prove Dale 
wrong on matters of fact. They tried, but Dale could prove his facts 
whenever he had to. In my estimation, Dale did an outstanding job of 
having his facts on hand. 
Clearly, there is no final resolution of Burk s fairness, accuracy and 
professionalism that will satisfy those who were most closely associated with 
the controversy, barring one fact they all agree upon: Burk was effective in 
bringing about change. What Burk primarily provided to the people of 
Montana, and the nation as a whole, was information. In helping to expose 
the gross misconduct of a public agency, he performed a service. Though his 
journalistic approach was not completely acceptable to everyone, it did carry 
the blessing of his management. In fact, it was effective and indeed possible 
oviiy because it was sanctioned at every turn by the Missoulian's 
management. Given the choice, Burk said recently, he would do it all the 
same way again. 
In support of Burk s contribution, consider his Neiman Fellowship An 
award among journalists second only to the Pulitzer Prize in prestige, the 
fellowship recognized the whole of Burk s effort — not just his news reports, 
not just his columns, not just his methodology and fairness in reporting --
but the whole effort. In fact, it is perhaps a mistake to separate out each 
aspect of that effort, except for pedagogical resasons; Burk was deeply 
immersed in the controversy from the beginning, privy to startling 
information (some of which never reached press), treated to view after view 
of the devastation visited upon the land and came armed with a family 
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history and knowledge of woodsmanship and logging practices. "I grew up 
in a logging family and I have that background," Burk said, "but first and 
foremost I come at this stuff from a deep and abiding faith in our political 
system. I am an egalitarian. I believe that these [forests] belong to the 
people." Burk was studying in the discipline of philosophy and ethics at the 
same time he was asking those questions he felt compelled, as a citizen 
defending his forests, to ask. In such a course of study, students are often 
asked to delineate between the lesser of two evils; if stretching the limits of 
his newspaper's policy was necessary to prevent the betrayal of public trust 
by the Forest Service, it was a decision Burk must have felt compelled to 
make. 
As publisher of the Missoulian. and therefore the party ultimately 
responsible for the paper's editorial policy, Lloyd Schermer had no qualms 
about the basic techniques Dale Burk employed in covering the Bitterroot 
Controversy, In fact. Schermer insists now that while Burk was clearly an 
advocate journalist, one who believed change was necessary and had a 
specific idea of what change he hoped to bring about, he nevertheless 
maintained a reasonable objectivity in his hard-news stories. He did this, 
Schermer said, because he had the opportunity to vent his opinion in a 
column. That approach, Shermer said recently, is a valuable one. 
I think it's a good way to go because hopefully his hard news was 
accurate and factual and fair, and I can't pass judgment on that.... But 
having an editorial column let him give vent to his own editorial 
biases, and I think that's a good news tool. You can look at the facts 
and you can say at some point, "I want to step out of being a reporter 
of the news and say here's how I analyze these issues and views from 
my own biases." I think it would tend to cause bias not to be in the 
news stories but in the editorial column where it belongs. 
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Schermer also noted that the context of Burk s writing, coming as it did on 
the heels of the tumultuous, rebellious 1960s, meant he had freer rein to 
challenge traditional concepts of daily journalism. Burk stepped into an 
issue in an arena he felt strongly about to begin with, and relentlessly 
reported the news with the intent of bringing about change. The newspaper 
assisted his efforts. "I thought the newspaper was doing just what it ought 
to do," Schermer said, "to be for something, to cause change." Schermer 
added, 
I think there had to be somebody to focus public attention on these 
issues. I'm sure that somebody that has an avid interest in something 
wants to be an advocate of something. Back in those days it was 
advocacy journalism. It wasn't just Burk that was an advocate, the 
school of journalism was cranking out advocates, a whole lot of them. 
The Vietnam War was going on, and there were plenty of activists in 
national newspapers about the Vietnam War, and their biases weren't 
too hard to figure. 
I think there's no question but that Dale was very interested in 
environmental issues, and he was not a spokesman for the mining or 
the forest products industry, that's for sure. There might have been 
bias in his stories, but it's pretty hard to say. I don't recall feeling that 
there was any. There was a lot of [material by Burk], and that in itself 
might have caused people to think he was biased. In those days there 
was always the claim when Dale wrote something about a 
controversial issue, especially involving...environmental issues, 
charges of bias were frequently made. It depends on who s perceiving 
what's written, too. The people who read it have biases, too. The 
thing is, everybody's biased. We all view the world differently. 
I think reporting controversial issues — not necessarily in 
reporting the issue so you're biased and giving people a distorted view 
— that elminales your credibility — but what I'm saying is trying to 
report very controversial issues as well as you can. Then if you want 
to get into an advocate's position and really raise hell, do it with your 
editorial page, where you should raise hell. 
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Schermer said Burk played an effective role: "He cared," Schermer said. 
That, in itself, is not enough to explain Burk s involvement as an activist in 
the cause he reported on. But Schermer added that as time passed, Burk did 
become more vehement and overt in his activism, and ultimately, that 
caused trouble. When Burk testified after traveling to Washington, D.C, on 
the newspaper's budget, ostensibly to write about the Senate hearings on 
clearcutting in the BNF, he went too far even for Schermer. "I think that's 
probably stepping over the line. I think by that time he was discrediting 
himself, being subjective," Schermer said. 
Burk maintains that he never 'got any flack on that," and after returning 
from the hearings, consulted Coyle on how to present the information in 
Series F. Had Coyle or Schermer had any misgivings about Burk s decision to 
testify or the manner in which he testified, they could have voiced it then; if 
they felt Burk s testimony had compromised his ability to report the news of 
the hearings, they could have held the story, or composed it from transcripts 
by themselves. They did neither, and therefore the Mtssoulian took full 
responsibility, along with Burk, for any bending of standard journalistic 
practice. Burk said recently. 
In retrospect, I think that what I did stretched the question of 
policy to the limits, and I think they've changed their policy. Be that 
as it may, it got to the point that the longer I was there the more they 
discouraged me from doing that. But again, at that time I felt there 
were questions that I wanted to ask as a private citizen, there were 
things I wanted to tell the committee, particularly about {Forest 
Service Chief Edward] Cliff. 
That approach, according to McGiffert, may not be unethical, but it can have 
no other effect than to bring into question the credibility of any reporter 
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who uses it. McGiffert also noted that while such an approach may bring 
credibility into question, it does not ultimately answer that question. 
"That's amorphous — it's an intangible." McGiffert said, a question 
answerable perhaps only individually, by each reader. Burk himself 
summed up his entire motivation in a note attached to his book. The Clearcut 
Crisis. He said, "I intend this book as a constructive gesture toward solving 
the nation's timber management problems. I want to see this problem 
solved in a manner not favorable to any one use or interest group, but 
favorable to the resource itself." 
Appendix A 
Burk/Missoulian Serial Stories on Bitterroot Issue 
Series A: 11/2/69-11/18/69 
Nine-part series on Forest Service management practices in the 
Bitterroot National Forest (Burk) 
Series B: 4/3/70 - 4/7/70 
Unsigned five-part series on F.S. policy on timber harvest from 
national forest lands 
Series C: 6/18/70 - 7/3/70 
Seven-part series on F.S. Task Force Report iWorf Report] (Burk) 
Series D: 11/1/70 - 11/8/70 
Three-part series on Sleeping Child drainage (Burk) 
Series E: 11/1/70 - 11/26/70 
Nine-part series on UM Select Committee Report [Bolle Report] (Burk) 
Series F: 4/14/71 - 5/1/71 
Nine-part series on Washington Senate hearings re; management 
legislation (Burk) 
Series G: 8/14/71 -8/29/71 
Five-part series on Senate hearing re; management legislation (Burk) 
Series H: 11/1/71 - 11/20/71 
Three-part series on use of landscape architecture by F.S. (Burk) 
Series I: 11/14/71 - 11/17/71 
Gladwyn Hill/New York Times four-part series on National Forest 
preservation and misuse. 
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Appendix B 
The Bitterroot Controversy was indeed a controversy, in the truest sense 
of the word. Opinions came hard and fast on each of the issues involved, and 
there was a range within the scope of the debate, including economics, 
conservation, politics, aesthetics, journalism ethics, education and individual 
personalities, among others. Though undoubtedly most of the debate took 
place verbally, from the gatherings of people involved in the issue to the 
dinner tables, living rooms and classrooms of Montana, the Missoulian 
remains a source for documenting the furious emotional level of the debate. 
Following is a brief analysis of words, phrases and comments used to 
describe various players in the controversy, all of which were printed in the 
Missouhan. Though these remarks are taken out of context, the contumely 
serves to indicate the flavor of the controversy. In each case, the comments 
were made in reference to the person or agency listed, or the acts of that 
person or agency. 
Dale Burk & the Missoulian 
"truly biased" 
"one-sided series" 
"very disappointed in you" 
"The Missoulian and Burk are capable of more highly sophisticated 
journalism than Burk s Biased Bitter Root Blunder..." 
"all the trademarks of irresponsible journalism" 
"sensationalism in the name of motherhood and bambiism' 
"in many cases, false information" 
"this very philosophy.-.throughout the series of articles caused them to 
fall flat on their faces." 
"bias and prejudice" 
"professional people so dedicated ought not to be mauled by word 
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manipulators' 
"after the degree of controversy you have already created the 
essential truths will be difficult to establish' 
an alarming lack of knowledge on Burk s part" 
"inaccurate and misleading statements" 
"the statements often conflict with each other" 
"slanted and biased news reporting" 
"prominently printing the distortions and outright falsehoods uttered 
by G.M. Brandborg as news without checking to determine their 
veracity" 
"the editors,..are so eager to rush into print...that they have completely 
abandoned any effort ot be objective or to verify the statements 
made" 
"Mr. Burk..,completely ignored the timber industry in his signed series 
on the Bitter Root" 
"it is shameful that the Missoulian, in its efforts to find sensationalism 
in every environmental problem, printed it' 
"Hurrah! The yellow press is back" 
"it may not be worth the paper it's printed on" 
"it won't be confused with the facts" 
"(Burk s) attacks have been obviously biased and offer no constructive 
alternatives' 
"he just plain isn't interested in the wise use of our timber resources 
or in the constructive betterment of resource management" 
G.M. Brandbofg 
'The bitterness of a disgruntled associate" 
'completely without basis in easily determinable facts 
'Mr. Brandborg's inane remarks' 
"Mr. Brandborg's vilification of the company and its people cannot be 
supported by any factual analysis" 
"trying to blame the company for something for which he. iis) in large 
measure responsible" 
"it is bad enough that G.M. Brandborg uses this sad event as a platform 
to further his own ideology" 
"I would suggest this individual stop stirring the emotional pot and 
start telling it like it is" 
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"His remark concerning Inter mountain Co.'s policy...was not even close 
enough to the truth to be graced by distortion. It was a flat lie!" 
"Brandborg's observations about this will have to go down as a 
monument to hypocrisy" 
Forest Service 
land rapers' 
'multiple abuse and multiple destruction" 
man's rape of mother nature in the Bitter Root Valley" 
"a picture of atrocity difficult to imagine' 
lots of technical gobbledegook with appropriate charts and learned 
pronouncements" 
"destruction and devastation" 
"awful waste of resources in the Bitter Root" 
"public horse-whipping for politicians and the agency' 
this alarming mismanagement of our natural resources' 
"atrocious disregard for the basic principles of watershed 
management" 
"should biologically know better but is shackled by economics" 
"members of the organization do not say in public what they admit to 
be true in private'" 
"indignant and antagonistic whenever its policies are questioned"' 
"influenced by industry and its political henchmen'" 
"a captive of the loggers ' 
"I found Neal Rahm's letter very interesting. It sounds like a guilty 
conscience seeking solace through the confession of sins" 
"the experts have been selling us down the river" 
Timber Industry 
"Lumber hogs" 
" the fast buck operator"' 
"an attempt to con the public"' 
"the sudden solicitude the timber industry is showing for the 
ill-housed urban ghetto dweller is transparent " 
" leaving behind idle men and a depressed economy " 
" we must defend our principles and positions or we will be flushed 
down the drain" 
"this mill is a symbol of greed and rapacity" 
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"rapine and greed are not new to the Bitter Root" 
"a land stripped of all its resources in the quest for the almighty 
dollar" 
"blaming conservationists for his problems is irresponsible and that 
misrepresenting their position is dishonest" 
"prolonged and bitter resistance to the cut-out-and-get-out boys" 
Miscellaneous 
"people who don't know Jesus Christ from Smokey the Bear" 
"a national shortage of timber...is unadulterated hogwash" 
"it seems to me we have a noisy minority that is not equipped with 
experience or training" 
"ignorance is the root of most of our environmental problems, but they 
are also due to greed, indifference and apathy" 
"Driving up and down the highway, the mountainsides shorn of 
timber, the hillsides torn and scarred by the modern machines 
of man, the acres of piled up old car bodies and the streams 
running high and thick with silt in the spring, dried up stream 
beds in the fall, present a picture that is heartbreaking" 
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Appendix C 
Following is a list of questions Dale Burk presented in writing to the 
Forest Service in preparation of Series A. In consultation with Missoulian 
editor Ed Coyle, Burk determined this was the most efficient and proper way 
to ensure a clear exchange between him and the agency. These questions, 
posed after less than six months investigating the issue, represented many of 
the queries that would eventually be the basis of both the Worf and Bolle 
reports, and for which the Forest Service would ultimately be held 
responsible. 
A-4(Nov. 9. 1969) 
-What is overall, long range plan for the Bitter Root National Forest as 
a whole? Annual cut? Projected? 
-What is the allowable cut by species? 
-What methods of logging are used in the Bitter Root? Why? 
-What is meant by the term "allowable cut?" When did the system 
replace the "sustained yield concept" and why? 
-Has the sustained yield concept been eliminated from Forest Service 
management practices? 
-What is meant by a "clean up sale?" 
-What is meant by "access roads?" 
A-5(Nov. 12. 1969) 
-How does harvesting of trees affect watershed? What changes occur 
in release of snow water from mountains? 
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-What is the economic impact to the Bitter Root from the Forest 
Service harvest? 
-What is the economic impact to the Bitter Root from range and 
grazing fees? 
-What is the economic impact to the Bitter Root from Forest Service 
employment? Payment in lieu of taxes? 
-How many acres of land (total) have been logged in the Bitter Root in 
10-year periods since 1920? In same 10-year periods, what 
percentage of these logged acres have been clearcut? What is the 
projection for the next 10-year period? What are the totals? [Note: the 
F.S. declined to answer much of this question.] 
-What methods are used to insure that a timber sale is logged 
according to prescribed practices? 
-I have heard much comment about the erosion that results from 
skidding straight down hills. Is this considered bad? Does it occur? 
-How far apart must skidding trails be? How far apart must roads be? 
-What role does the Magruder Corridor area play in the ultimate 
timber harvest plans for the Bitter Root National Forest? 
-What is the acreage of all logged areas that require planting? 
-What is the acreage of other land in the Bitter Root that shold be 
planted with trees? 
-Of the regulated allowable cut in the Bitter Root, what portion comes 
from Montana? From Idaho? Does the Idaho portion mean from the 
Magruder Corridor? 
A-6 (Nov. 13. 1969) 
-I note that in a handout given Aug. 15 on your forestry tour you 
mention in the Little Trapper area that overstocked areas will be 
thinned to about 350 desirable trees per acre. In this relationship, 
could you answer these questions; 
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a. Does this amount of trees provide the best watershed 
protection? 
b is this specifically the amount of trees being raised only with 
reharvest later or does this take into consideration the value of 
the forest land as game habitat? 
c. How long does it take to grow a ponderosa pine to loggable 
size? What is loggable size? How does this compare with the 
size of timber harvested from the area (from natural growth 
conditions) to managed harvestable size x years from now? 
d. Do 350 trees per acre provide best elk, deer, and grouse 
habitat? Would mixed age classes be better? 
- Does the Forest Service sense a responsibility to help rehabilitate the 
42,000 acres of privately-owned, overgrazed lands outside the Forest? 
Would such a program contribute to solving the big-game winter 
range problems in the Bitter Root? 
- What ratios are used to determine comparative values of forested or 
range land? But this I mean what are values attached to animal 
winter range? Summer range and habitat? Watershed values? What 
I m getting at here is what criterion is used to determine consideration 
given some areas that they are more valuable in the unlogged state 
than would accrue if they were logged? 
- What is the geographic composition of the Bitter Root National 
Forest? Timber land, range land, wilderness areas, etc.? 
- What specific studies are under way within the Bitter Root National 
Forest? controlled burns? Others? What is the object of each study? 
- What factors are studied before a sale is made? After a sale? 
- Does the Forest Service work with any local governmental 
organizations re [sic] environment problems and management 
decisions in the Bitter Root? If so, which, and is such an exchange of 
ideas and problems useful? 
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- Does the Forest Service believe that representatives of local and 
private organizations could do something to combine the scientific 
disciplines in area to an ecological approach — as through the local 
RC&D organization? 
- What is Forest Service response to fact that land users other than 
loggers have opposed current logging practices? 
- Who is responsible for the practices used to log in the Bitter Root 
National Forest? By name and title? 
.Appendix D 
"Management practices on. the Bitterroot National Forest" 
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p. 82-53 
The Task Force began its review when the 
six members met May 1, 1969, in Missoula. 
They were told by Regional Forester Rahm to 
make an impartial and penetrating analysis of 
management practices on the Bitterroot Na­
tional Forest; in so doing, he instructed them 
to act independently of further direction 
from his office and to report the findings ex­
actly as determined. In launching the Task 
Force review, Regional Forester Rahm wrote 
to Mr. Clarence Popham, Chairman of the 
Program Committee, Bitter Root Vedley Re­
source Conservation and Development Project 
(RC&DP), and Mr. .Myron Alteneder, Chair­
man of the Bitter Root .Multiple Use Associa­
tion, notifying them of the organization of 
the Task Force and inviting these two organi­
zations to provide the Task Force in writing 
with a full "bill of particulars" concerning 
their views on management of the Bitterroot 
National Forest. 
During the month of May 1969, the Task 
Force reviewed the questions that had been 
raised with the Bitterroot National Forest Su-
pjervisor, .Merrill Tester, and planned the ac­
tual study approach. 
Written views were received from the Rec­
reation Subcommittee of the Bitter Root Val­
ley RC&DP and the Bitter Root Multiple Use 
.Association and were studied by all members 
of the Task Force. All members of the Task 
Force, except Mr. Trotter who was unable to 
participate at that time, toured the Bitterroot 
National Forest on June 18-19 to get acquaint­
ed with the area and gain a general impression 
of the problems. This was accomplished 
through a low-level aerial flight over the For­
est lasting about 2'/2 hours followed by an au­
tomobile trip concentrating on those areas 
mentioned earlier by concerned citizens. Mr. 
Trotter took a similar trip on June 11 and 12. 
On June 20, the Task Force met with rep­
resentatives of the Recreation Subcommittee 
of the Bitter Root Valley RC&DP and the 
Bitter Root Multiple Use Association in sepa­
rate sessions to gain a more complete and 
accurate understanding of their concerns and 
to provide the Task Force a chance to ask 
questions about specific examples or areas. 
Each group was invited to submit further in­
formation in writing or to contact the Task 
Force chairman directly. 
Based on the information obtained from 
the citizen groups and during the Task Force 
orientation trip, an agenda was developed for 
a field trip by the Task Force. This agenda 
was furnished to Supervisor Tester with a re­
quest that he provide background material — 
maps, statistical data on timber sales, silvi-
cultural work, etc. 
The field trip was held July 14-18. This 
included a visit to all Ranger Districts and rep­
resentative areas of all vegetal types in the 
Bitterroot National Forest. A District repre­
sentative accompanied the group to serve as a 
guide and to provide requested data. No other 
personnel from the Bitterroot staff partici­
pated in this field review. Because of his long 
experience in silvicultur£il research in the Bit­
terroot Valley and elsewhere in the Rocky 
Mountains, Mr. Arthur L. Roe, Principal Sil-
viculturist, Intermountain Forest and Range 
Experiment Station, was asked to participate 
in this trip. 
Following this field trip, the Task Force 
sought additional expert technical advice on 
the following: silviculture, esthetics, wildlife, 
soils, engineering, and hydrology. Field trips 
with such specialists not assigned to the Task 
Force were scheduled. The first such trip was 
made on August 4-6, by Dr. Copeland and the 
following scientists: two representatives of 
the Division of Soils and Watershed Manage­
ment, Regional Office, Missoula — Mr. Rich­
ard Wheeler, Hydrologist, and Mr. R. J. Alvis, 
Soil Scientist; the others were representatives 
of Intermountain Forest and Range Experi­
ment Station — Mr. Rulon Gardner and Mr. 
Michael Gonsior of the Forest Engineering 
Branch, stationed at the Forestry Sciences 
Laboratory in Bozeman; and Dr. Walter Mega-
han. Research Hydrologist, and Mr. Dale Hall, 
Research Silviculturist, stationed in Boise. The 
purpose of this field trip was to assess the ef­
fects (potential or existing) of various manage­
ment activities on soils and water. Particular 
emphasis was given to assessing effects of clear-
cutting, terracing, roadbuilding, and fire. The 
group visited Two Bear Creek, Sleeping Child 
Creek, Sleeping Child Burn, Blacktail Creek, 
the White Stallion area. North Fork Rye 
Creek, Main Rye Creek, Gilbert Creek, Little 
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Blue Joint-Took Creek, Tough Creek, and Mud 
Creek. A second trip was made August 19-20 
to review silvicultural practices as they relate 
to esthetics. Participating in this trip were. 
Mr. Worf, Task Force representative; Mr. Ger­
ald Coutant, Regional Landscape Architect, 
and Mr. Samuel Evans, Chief, Silviculture 
Branch, Division of Timber Management, all 
of the Regional Office, Missoula. The trip in­
cluded an on-the-ground review of past and 
potential management and a visual analysis of 
past practices as viewed from Highway 93, in­
cluding visits to St. Mary's Peak-McCalla 
Creek area. Cow Creek, Little Trapper Creek, 
Lake Como, Buckhouse, and Canyon Creek 
Road. 
Mr. Roger Bumstead, Chief, Wildlife Man­
agement Branch, Division of Range and Wild­
life Management, Regional Office, Missoula, 
was asked to analyze how the elk harvest 
might have been affected by clearcutting and 
roadbuilding. This was done and the informa­
tion furnished to the Task Force. 
In an effort to better understeind the es­
thetic concerns expressed by some citizens of 
the Bitterroot Valley, Mr. Worf arranged a 
field trip on October 17, 1969, with Mr. Miles 
Romney, editor of the Western News; Mrs. 
Doris Milner; Mr. G. M. Brandborg; and Mr. 
Charles McDonald — all of Hamilton. This in­
cluded a review of old harvesting practices 
and a proposed new timber sale in the Cow 
Creek area west of Victor. It also included a 
review of current practices in Little Trapper 
Creek and Laird Creek. 
.Mr. Trotter and Mr. Wheeler met with Mr. 
Marvin Bell and Mr. Jack Evans, ranchers in 
the Sleeping Child Creek area, on December 
17. The purpose of this meeting was to dis­
cuss their concern about the effect of Forest 
Service management practices on the quality, 
quantity, and timing of water flow in this 
area. 
In order to gain more information concern­
ing the long-range results following clearcut­
ting, stand examinations were made on three 
sites cut in the early 1900's. The Lick Creek 
area was reviewed by Mr. Cron, Mr. Jack Al­
ley, Chief of Management Plans Branch, and 
Mr. Clarence Brown, Planning Specialist, Divi­
sion of Timber Management, Regional Office. 
Missoula. The Grey Horse area was reviewed 
by Mr. Cron, Mr. Alley, District Ranger Rich­
ard McElfresh, and retired District Ranger 
Charlie McDonald. An area in Cow Creek west 
of Victor was reviewed by Mr. Alley and Mr. 
Brown, along with Mr. Danny On of the Silvi­
culture Branch, Division of Timber Manage­
ment, Regional Office, Missoula. 
Mr. Worf repeatedly expressed interest in 
receiving written comments from any citizen 
or group in news releases and press confer­
ences. Specific requests for comments were 
directed to members of the faculty of the 
Forestry School at the University of Montana 
through Dean Arnold Bolle; the Montana Fish 
and Game Department; Mr. Brock Evans, 
Northwest representative of the Sierra Club 
and Federation of Outdoor Clubs; Mr. Gareth 
Moon, State Forester; Mr. Sam Hieronymus, 
Chairman, County Commissioners, Hamilton; 
Mr. Ray Efteland, Agricultural Stabilization 
and Conservation Service, Hamilton; Mr. Eu­
gene Lynch, Soil Conservation Service, Hamil­
ton; Mr. Val Tibbetts, Farmers Home Admin­
istration, Hamilton; Mr. William Bigson, Agri­
culture Extension Service, Hamilton; and Mr. 
A. B. Linford, State Conservationist, Soil Con­
servation Service, Bozeman. Professional em­
ployees of the Bitterroot National Forest were 
also asked to comment on the major ques­
tions. Their comments were submitted un­
signed directly to the Task Force, to insure 
complete freedom of expression. 
Mr. Dale Burk, State editor for the Mis-
soulian, published a series of nine articles dur­
ing October concerning the controversy. These 
articles generated a number of letters to the 
editor. Two other articles appeared in the 
January 2, 1970 issue of the Missoulian. These 
articles and letters were reviewed with inter­
est by the Task Force members and served as 
further input for the review. 
The full Task Force met again December 
2-5 to review all the data and to initiate for­
mulation of conclusions and recommenda­
tions. Following this meeting, individual mem­
bers prepared report drafts for review by other 
members. Subsequent meetings of the full 
Task Force were held February 16-20 and 
25-27, and March 2-6, 1970. 
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SIj- greatest concern la that the best human resources and scientific knowl-
cLi" 1 e brought to bear upon the problems which I hare outlined. In the s-hort 
rim, we need a balanced program which wlU manage for timber, watershed, 
niuilife and esthetic values. ... In the long run, we must assure that we 
U.I imp! jeopardize these same values for our descendants in the centuries to come. 
Senator METCALF. I do not think that an} bod5' is going to think 
(hat tlie Montanans are not going to be controversial. But another 
mmfontroversial witness is Air. D^e A. Burk, who has written a book 
iiiul articles in the Missoulian, the daily paper of Missoula, and has 
made a crusade about clearcutting. 
.Mr. Burke, we are delighted to have you. 
STATEMEirr OF DALE A. BUEK, STATE EDITOE AITD ENVIRON­
MENTAL WMTES FOE THE MISSOULIAN, MISSOULA, MONT. 
.Mr. BURK. Thank you very much. Senator Sletcalf. 
I will take care of the amenities first. I pei-sonally would like to 
iliMiik you and Senator Church for your efforts to one, in holding this 
licaring, and two, to provide an extra day so that we could tell this 
riiminittee orally what we feel. 
Since I am a Montanan from the Bitterroot who is involved in "The 
."^oiling of the Pentagon," Bitterroot, as the telegram so stated, did, 
1 lieard Mr. Schloemer say that that telegram came from the Inter-
IMountain Co. 
Mr. ScHLOEsiER. Yes. 
-Mr. BURK. I would just like to say that "Tlie Selling of the Pen-
iHL'ou" concerned death and destruction. That is what this hearing 
- Mhont. death and destruction on our public forest lands. 
That company has persistently asked, and 2 weeks ago asked that 
the allowable cut on the Bitterroot National Forest be increased. I hold 
'iMt they have an immoral attitude toward the land itself. And I here-
I i.v indict that same company for that attitude. 
\nd they have persistently demanded that we open our Glacier Na-
lional Forest Park to the timber operations of that corporation. I do 
I lit believe that this Nation can stand an attitude that treats our land 
irli that little respert. 
.Senator, I would like to make a social comment, if I may. This is my 
irst trip to "Washington. D.C. And as I left my beloved native Mon-
I ina—and incidentally, I have not—I am not a native of Bitterroot, 
I lit I now live there and I love it very much—^but as I fly eastward 
i f'oiild see the increasing and appalling mark of man upon the land. 
Now. I have hiked on numerous occasions in the Bob Marshall wil-
'! rnees. and on many occasions I have been in the Bob Marshall on 
'he trail at night. This is one of the greatest centers of grizzlj' bear 
n tlie United States of Americ^a. or in the North American Continent, 
r have never felt fear in the Bob Mai-shall wilderness. And the other 
ii'ght in this community a taxicab would not take me off the corner 
'own here liecanse he was afraid. I think that there is a lesson in 
fhat. in what our society has done. And I ask whether there is more 
f ivilization in the Bob Marshall wilderness or in this Nation's Capital. 
I am extremely concerned with the gap that occurs, the credibility 
;-':ip, if you will, that occurs on what we receive in the beautiful folders 
nnd the documents provided us by the Forest Service, and what you 
actually see on the land. 
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I would like to ask that the formal testimony that I pre __ 
statement, which I will not read in full, be made a part of the ( 
record. 
Senator METCALF. All the testimony submitted Avill be made a piU, 
of the official record. 
Jlr. BURK. I further ask that this be made a part of the con 
hearing files, if I may, "The Clearcut Crisis." 
Senator ilETC.VLF." Thank vou. . 
Mr. BUEK. I was absolutely appalled yesterday that the represeiiitt 
tives of the timber industry stood back, including Mr. Mark S<^^, 
necht, of the St. Ee^is Pajjer Co., and permitted the Senators on 
right, if you will, wlio were asking the questions, to assume—and MB 
Senator read from tho Public Land Law Ke\-iew Commission Bepee^ 
that selective cutting is done in Ponderopa pine. I would just ask 
Senator to look at the cover taken in the Bitterroot of a selectirelyii 
Ponderosa pine forest. Somebody has to stand up and say that (' 
Pondcrosa pine clearcut. And this, I believe, will show that. 
Senator METCALF. I foimd your book, which you verj' kindly'5. 
vided earlier, verv useful. And I know that it wiU also be useful toi 
other members of the committee when they begin to study it in i_ 
detail. 
Mr. BTJRK. Second, in terms of some of the comments that 
been made in regard to wildlife, and tlie very excellent testimony 1 
we received this morning from Mr. Jlerriam of Alaska, Sir, Fi 
Dunlcel of Slontana Fish and Game Department, a personal frie 
and a man with a loii£r reputation as a crusader for environment qui . 
ity, was unable to attend tliese hearings, which he personally indicate^ 
that he wanted to. So I would like to make an official statement for ̂  
record and request the membei-s of this subcommittee to make a speQil§ 
interest to look at Mr. Dunkel's written testimony, as it will, I belie 
show an opinion to bo somewhat contrary to that stated by at least ( 
members of the timber industry yesterday. ^ 
Senator METCALF. MI-. Dun'kel was back here jusl recently as MH 
officio member of the Migratory Bird Consenation Commi^onf 
testify on acquisitions in the wildlife refuse. He mentioned his int 
and his concern in this hearing. That will be made a part of the r» 
(Mr. Dunkel's statement was not received in time for inclusi<mili 
the record.) 
Mr. BTIKK. Thank you. 
Frank provided my newspaper with copj', and I felt it was _ 
ticularly appropriate and something that the committee should knofi^ 
I would like to spend a couple of minutes—I will not read my 
mony—I would like to point out that I am representing the Missouliwi/ 
I am here as vice president for conservation of the Outdoor Writei* 
Association of Montana, a professional group; and on behalf of t*<S 
members of the woods product industry in western Montanaj myk 
father Tlieodore R. Burk of Str^-ker, Mont., a logger and catskinner 
for 45 years, and my brother. Arlie Theodore Burke, of Eureka, MonW 
a timber faller for 12 years. I have discussed this testimony with botk 
of them and am authorized to say that it represents their thinking 
well as my own. 
So, Senator, ye.?terday we were talking in the hall, and I would lu* 
to point out that to a degree I represent some of the people in the wood, 
industry who did not have enough money to come here to testify. 
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]{c>4uns of testimony could be provided on the ecological ills suffered 
|,v our forest lands, but I am sure that many qualified individuals will 
ipiirise this subcommittee of the technical aspects of the crisis. I see 
iiiv role as a writer and newspaper editor who has insisted that tlie 
i-siip be explored in full public view as one of presenting an overview 
of tlirt land crisis, and of bringing to this committee the sense of 
\ii <r('ncy one cannot help but feel when he walks in and views the dev-
;i-t:»tion being visited ujwn our public forest lands. 
I would like to point out that in Mont<ina, the Bitterroot National 
i'oiost lias become a synonym and a sj'uibol of all that is wrong -with 
our public forests—of management by tlie Forest Service that rele-
multiple use to the garbage can at the expense of forest values 
that are given little real consideration but should have precedence, 
-m h MS watershed, wildlife, recreation, and e?tlietics. 
However, I have spent many hours in the last 3 years investigating 
forest practices throughout the western portion of the State of Mon­
tana, and I can say without fear of contradiction that no forest—not 
the Flathead National Forest, the Lolo National Forest, the Beaver-
hoad National Forest, the Gallatin National Forest, the Helena Na­
tional Forest, the Kootenai National Forest, the Custer National 
Forest, or the Deer Lodge National Forest—could hold up under the 
scnitiny given tlie Bitterroot. 
In short, the problem is not confined to the Bitterroot alone. The 
]'ittcrroot is the symbol, but it is only a symptom of a much greater ill. 
I think we had hoped that Senator Hatfield could be here during 
mv testimony, because he constantly alluded to the fact that he is 
not convinced that the environmental crusade is a lasting concern. I 
believe that question itself shows a lack of understandmg of what 
c'livironmentalism really is. I think if a man believes in the environ-
niont he could care less what the public thinks or how long the crusade 
v. ill last, or that it ever existed. We owe our commitment to the land 
nnd to the resources, and that alone should be the consideration. I 
want foresters in the Forest Service who would be willing to stand 
on tlie quality of the resources, come whatever pressure there may 
from any one pressure group. 
Gentlemen, I ask you to do everything in your power to order the 
Forest Service to return our public forests to'an all sawmill economy, 
nnd to forbid sales to such size and expense that only those with these 
same large logging corporations who have destroyed the economy 
in the forests can afford them. 
I would like to toss in a light comment at this point. My father 
•isked me to say that as a small sawmill operator, and Inter a small 
logger, that he was one of the people of many in our area whose opera­
tions literally went by the wayside when tHe larger mechanized type 
of operation took over the forest. 
At the same time I call for the immediate removal of the present 
f'hief of the Forest Service and his ranking staff members, who have 
not only committed but actually aided in this raid by large money 
interests on our public forests. 
I cannot see how we can pjermit the people who have permitted our 
public forests to get into this state to continue in power. 
I also request that a complete restructuring of the Forest Service 
be ordered, that the very obvious duplication of staff and excessive 
overhead of personnel be eliminated, and that the bureaucratic waW 
of staff that exists simply to perpetuate itself be eliminate 
present structure of the Forest Service bureaucracy itself is outdated 
corrupt, self-sen-ing and ineflScient. A complete housecleaning 
reari anjrement is necessary. 
I further ask that any funding given the Forest Service, be so regii^ 
lated and restricted as to forbid them from using it except in a bat 
anced management program, Trith proper percentages gomg to etudt 
facet of forest management. It has been ably pointed out that i 
imbalance now exists, with heavy funding going to timber cuttir 
but not enough to forest regeneration, or wilderness, or recreatic 
and so on. 
However, inherent in this is the fact that the Forest Service has i 
been doing a balanced management job with the funds available to 
and while I believe that an increase in funding is necessary, I quickls 
qualify my support by stating that any funding—present or addil 
tional—must be properly used rather than as has been done. 2^ 
In short, the Forest Service has betrayed the American people, u 
chief and his cohorts have betrayed the land itself, which morally w 
even more reprehensible, and they must be held accountable for thra 
I ask this sutxjommittee to begin immediate proceedings to remowr 
the entire hierarchy of the Forest Service and to demand that tfal 
foresters in whom we place our public trust once again manage ot® 
public forest lands in a manner compatible with the integrity ofm 
people as well as the ecological integrity of the American land itself 
I further ask that subsequent Senate hearings be held in the majoi' 
cities throughout the country where Forest Service headquarters ar»j 
located so that the public can submit testimony as to the de^^lstatioo; 
visited upon the public lands throughout America. As you know, therv 
are many people who would like to testify and who have not been abW 
to participate in this particular hearing because of the tremendoui 
cost involved in coming to "Washington, D.C. ^ 
Please take these hearings to the American people rather than mafci 
ing the people come here to you. Our national forests are a disasta? 
area, and I ask you to give all concerned Americans an opportunity 
to tell of the magnitude and severity of this crisis in puolic land 
management. '• 
Senator METCALT. Tliank you very much. 
I do not know what the future of this hearing is going to be, excei^' 
that we are going to hear from administrative officials and mcmb^ 
of the ForeS Service here at some future time. However, if Miss 
Itlilner has her way, we will have a hearing in the Magruder area oa^ 
in ^Montana next year. '• 
Mr. BtuK. Let us try for next month if we can. Senator. 
Senator MZTCALF, At least we are going to try to get the subcom­
mittee out there. And maybe we can take a side trip and look at the 
clear-cutting. 
Mr. BURK. Senator, the main thing that I wanted to impress upori 
this committee, my personal opinion is, in looking upon, flying over 
and being on the boundary of many national forests in Montana, to 
me absolutely stunnin<r that the Bitterroot may be one of our better 
managed forests in Montana. 
Sen.ntor METCALF, Thank you vcrv much. 
Mr. Burk's prepared statement follows:) 
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SRATT.MEIRT OP DALE A. BCBK, STATE EDITOR AN"D EXVRAONMENTAL WRITEK FOB 
THE MISSOUMAN, MISSOULA, MONT. 
Mr name Is Dale A. Burk and I live in Missoula. Montana, the center df the 
f.McsK products industry in western Montana and indeed for the entire Xorrliern 
UrL-ioii of the United States Forest Service. I am here today as State Editor 
»ml Environmental Writer for The Missoiilian, the largest dally newspaper in 
\M'stiTn Montana. However, I also submit this testimony as an inlen-sted citi-
K ii. as vice president for conservation of the Outdoor Writers Association o£ 
Montana, a professional group; and on behalf of two members of the woods pmd-
iict industry in western Montana, my father Theodore R. Burk of Stryker, Mon-
t.Tiia. a loiiger and catskinner for forty-five years, and my brother, Arlie Theodore 
liurk. of Eureka, Montana, a timber faller for twelve years. I have discussed 
tliis testimony with both of them and am authorized to say that it represents 
tlicir tliinkiug as well as my own. 
Ki'fims of testimony could be provided on the ecological ills sufEcred li.v our 
fiin-xt lands, but I'm sure that many qualified individuals will apprise tlii.- Snl>-
i iiijimitree of the technical aspects of the crisis. I see my role as a writer and 
ni'wsi«per editor who has insisted that the issue be explored in full public view 
MS line of presenting an overview of the land crisis, and of bringing to this com­
mittee the sense of urgency one cannot help but feel when he walks in and views 
the devastation being visited upon our public forest lands. 
Since I'm from western Montana, I could easily beg off the national overview 
and limit my statements only to the situation in western Montana—but I won't 
IMK iiiise I can't. This is a problem of the whole, and it has reached such ningni-
because those guilty of mismanagement of our pnblic forests have, up to 
now, been able to isolate their misdeeds and literally sweep them under the nig. 
and keep them from public view. I have viewed from the air and on the ground 
ilip devastation of massive clearcutting practices in Montana. Wyoming. Idaho, 
W.isliington, Oregon and California. I can speak from personal investigation that 
tlic dilemma we face in Montana is not ours alone, but that of all Anicricau 
l«'ople, for these are public lands of which we speak—lnnd.« that l>eIone to al! 
Aiiicrioan people with all the variety and richness of values that they offer. 
It is appalling to report that what I have seen, for the most part has been 
flu- literal sacrifice of much of these public forest lands to one value—one single 
imn'ose, dominant, destructive use, if you will—that of wood fiber production 
nt the expense of other forest values such as recreation, water, wildlife, wilder-
ni'ss, and esthestlcs among others. Even more appalling is the knowledge that 
lliis indeed Is a national problem. We are faced here with the horrendous task 
of sohing a forest management debacle of national proportions, of staggering 
immensity and overwhelming frightfulness. Consider, if yon will, just for a 
nmment the situation that faces yon in regard to the management of our public 
l.nnds at this moment In America's history. From Maine to West Virginia and 
into Alabama, from Colorado northward into Montana and to the forests of tlie 
great Northwest, knowledgeable conservationists and foresters with fn-e souls 
are crying for qnality in the management of our public forest lands. Tliey have 
not been getting It, nor will they get it from a public agency whose foresters 
have become wood merchants and who have literally betrayed the trust given 
tliem by the public. 
We constantly hear professional foresters lament the lack of public trust in 
flioir profession and can only draw attention to the fact that It is they—tiirotijh 
nauseating if somewhat natural alliance with fellow wood merchants in tlie 
f'lrest products Industry—who have, everywhere In this country, pennitted their 
liriifps«ion to become a one-sided monster that manipulates the public lands only 
f'T the production of wood fil>er while the forest values are Ignored or, at least. 
Ii:iid lip service. I won't in this testimony, take issue with the silvlcuitural al)ility 
"f these wood merchants for others have, with more sllvlcultumi expertise than I 
'•<>nld summon np. shown the Forest Service's timber wood merchants to be wrong 
professionally as well as sociologically. However, I will take Issue with the 
direction tliat the Forest Service has taken our public lands, for I am deeply 
<•'noenied that they have taken them on n one-\vay trip to destniction and non-
ffi-overy. Onr forests are very ill today, and they are suffering from twin 
rnncen*—one In the Smokey Bear brown of the United States Forest Service and 
tlie other in the form of their dollar green allies In large corporations that view 
the public domain as their own raiding grounds for unlmited profit at the public 
expense. 
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In Montana, the Bltterroot National Forest has become a synonyni niA 
symbol of all that is wrong with our public forests—of management by 
Forest Service that relegates multiple use to the garbage can at the expenit^ 
forest values that are given little real consideration but should have precedtaS 
such at watershed, wildlife, recreation and esthetics. However, I have IB3 
lucn.r hours in the last three years investigating forest practices througboot^S 
western portion of the State of Montana, and I can say without fear of coatnflgt 
tiou that no forest—not the Flathead National Forest, the Lolo National 
the Beaverhead National Forest, the Gallatin National Forest, the Helena iS 
tlonal Forest, the Kootenai National Forest, the Custer National Forest, or 
Deer Lodge National Forest—could hold up under the scrutiny given the BitMt 
root. -
In short, the problem is not confined to the Bitterroot alone. The BlttwiMiV 
is the symbol, but It is only a symptom of a much greater ill. Everywher# fS$' 
look, massive clearcut scars dominate the forest landscape as foresters mi ilflU 
the public lands to what they call "getting the land back into production." P(^. 
dnction, of course, means wood fiber and as the Bolle Committee from the 01*: 
verslty of Montana's Forestry School so ably pointed out, this sort of pbilo 
cannot be justified either economically or ecologically. 
The Bolle Committee, In Its excellent report, labeled this sort of timber bat 
(my term) as "timber mining" (their term) and it Is an apt appellatioB. < 
the Bolle Committee report was released last November, many foresters to j 
Forest Service and private Industry have decried the term as "unfortunate^ f 
1 think just the opposite Is true. The timbered public lands are being mined, i 
they are being mined under Forest Service direction by rapacious corporaU 
whose interests are ultimately not In the public good, nor the forest good.'U^ 
the good of anything but the profit side of these same insatiable corponttlMiq 
I sincerely believe that the Forest Sen-Ice has literally turned the vast majorn^f 
of the public forest lands over to these private commercial interests as privM 
tree farm lands, lands In which the long-range public interest has been sold dowILl 
the river and sacrificed—extractlvely mined, if you will—to big money InteraH' 
rnther than to a .self-Riistaining system that would ensure a continuation of tS 
forest values, including timber production, in a manner that would ensure tM 
protection of the resource base while providing to all the public the valnea at 
timber, water, wildlife, wilderness, recreation and esthetica 
~ The economy of western Montana, and indeed other regions as well, cuuMt 
long endure the cut-cut-cnt and overcut philosophy now practiced by the Foreil 
Service. The timber harvest program in western Montana is based not on the iM 
of tlie forer^t. or the capability of the land to sustain a harvest, bnt rather OM 
the demand a voradous and largely ecologically Irresponsibly industry puts opo' 
that forest. And we cannot afford this form of cut that permits a contlBnu 
increase of the allowable cut to fit the size of the millhead rather than the aMUtf 
of the forest to sustain that harvest •' 
Along these lines, we need only look at the Forest Service's method of detefr 
mining the allowable cut to dramatize the one-sidedness with which the agetM^, 
approaches forest management In determining an allowable cut, timber is eoB^ 
sidered as the only jiosltlve value In a forest It is the only additive value, so tat 
as the Forest Service Is concerned. All other values are subtractlve. They font 
a reduction in the cut, when they're considered at all, and in many instances 
Indeed are not given adequate value and consideration when a district forester 
is charged with meeting a quota of timber production, again regardless of whethe*" 
or not the land Is capable of sustaining that allowable cut My point is that ether 
values of the forest, like water and wildlife and esthetics, etc., should and mti!* 
be figured into the equation as positive values. They must not be something which 
wood merchants in the Forest Service view as negative values that cost them 
tjmU>r production. Foresters, and indeed there are a few such creatures in tlw 
Forest Service, must return to the tradition of considering all forest values •• 
iwsitive and not assigning to a forest the one value of timber production alonft 
As it stands now, the charge that the Forest Service is primarily and singularly 
concerned with timber production Is true. The agency's system of setting tli« 
allowable cut is. in its very nature, proof that the agency values are negatlTB 
considerations that serve no other purpose than to subtract from the trees 
they can knock down. 
In western Montana, there are many people who fear that the present cuttin® 
program advocated by the Forest Service is leading the state to economic roln 
insofar as our forest products economy Is concerned. For the most part, this 
roicT of concern comes from the working man. I have never heard it from any 
of one of the large corporations that have literally taken over rhe 
»,«.ils products Industry and who now control that same industry with an iron 
h^iml. However, the concern is prevalent and one that the Senate must consider 
it (It tcrmines what direction and change it must visit upon the Forest Service 
If we :ire to truly achieve quality land management practices not only in western 
MiMiiana liut ou all pulilic lands. 
'I'lii- cliarge has been made that because the timber cut in western Montiina 
h j:ri ;ittT than the forest can provide and sustain In balance with sound ceolog-
U.il practices and other forest values, we are heading toward the duy soon 
wlii'ii there will 1 e nothing left to cut. I i>ersonally believe this day is <•<mine, 
:iii(l lliat it is much nearer than anyone realizes or cares to admit. The l orest 
Si ivii e blandly assured the imhlio that it was impossible that they were over-
(111 line tlie Bitterroot. But invesfication showed that they indeed were nver-
iDiiiiiK tlie Bitterroot. And the sr.nie situation exists on other national fovests 
111 iiiir state where the out has steadily Hnd blindly been raised upward and up-
wiinl. The simple truth Is that at this stage of the game we have nothing more 
iliiiii the same bland promises of a lumber-mad public agency, a public agency 
lit! rally filled with and led by woods merclmnts rather thau public-spirited 
fiiresters, that they are not overcuttlng the Flathead and the Lolo aiul the 
Kiiidcnai and Indeed all forest districts in Montana. 
It would be a stunning blow to western Montana to lose one or two generations 
of work in the woods products Industry, and that Is the crisis we face if we 
lu riuit this overcutting in the form of massive, meoh.nnized clearcuning to con-
tiimo. AVe cannot afford to sicrlflce the long-term, self-sustaining and regulated 
liinlier harvest and Its stable economy to the profit and loss ledgers of these large 
roriporations, for those who would suffer most would be the same working people 
who have suffered both jobs and security at the hands of this massive rutting 
l'rii;.'ram. The massive, mechanized form of timber harvest that destrovs our 
imlilic lands has largely come about In the last fifteen years, to the ultimate loss 
ii; " (miitless jobs and the sacrifli-e of sot-ial stability in the small comnumities 
<inr forest regions. Mechanized management of our pttblic lands has meant 
11.1' llu ral loss of thousands of jobs, and thus we witness both ecological di.saster 
I'i'i .iiise of the practices advocated by the woods merchants, and social di.<iaster as 
W e l l ,  
1 therefore ask this Senate Subcommittee to force the Forest Senice to lake 
n step backward into the future. We must eliminate from the forest lands the 
mildness of mechanized destruction and once again, where we harvest timber, 
ilii so with the care and consideration and love for the land that only concerned 
••itlzens can give the resources that must sustain their very lives. I ask the 
>*iMi:ite to order an end to the use of massive clearcutting equipment, to forge 
an end control of our public forest lands by huge and soul-less corporations, and 
bi restore to our public lands policies that will bring about a balanced manage-
'iient program that gives consideration and direction to all the forest values. I 
iisk you to return our public forests to the people and take them away from 
I lie greed of these large corporate leaders, who even now are demanding an 
"KTense in the cut on the very forests they have been guilty of overcutting, a 
I'lilastrnphe and an insult to sound land management now being seen upon even 
"'ir horribly treated Bitterroot National Forest in Montana. Gentlemen, I ask 
.v«>n to order the Forest Service to return our public forests to a small sawmill 
oiiomy and to forbid sales of such size and expense that only these same large 
•"'.'King corporations who bare literally destroyed a people's economy in the 
fi>rests can afford them. 
At the same time, I call for the Immediate removal of the present Chief of 
the Forest Service and his ranking staff members who have not only permitted 
'"It actually aided in this raid by large money interests upon the public forest. 
I also request that a complete restructuring of the Forest Service be ordered, 
tliat the very obvious duplication of staff and excessive overhead of personnel 
•>*' I'llminated, and that the bureaucratic waste of staff that exists simply to 
iXTjietnate Itself be eliminated. The present structure of the Forest Service 
bureaucracy Itself Is outdated, corrupt, self-serving and Inefficient. A complete 
'lonsecleauing and rearrangement is necessary. 
I ftirther ask tliat any funding given the Forest Service, be so regulated and 
••fstricted as to forbid them from using it except in a balanced management 
I'roKram, with proper iiercentages going to each facet of forest management, 
't has been ably pointed out that an imbalance now exists, with heavy funding 
goin? to timber ratting but not enougli tn forest regeneration, or 
or recreation, and so on. However, inherent in this is the fact that the Fo!S 
Service luis not been doing a l>alanced management job with the funds crilltMi 
to it, and while I believe that an increase in funding is necessary, I lulefclf 
<iiialif,v my supr'H't b.v stating that an.v funding—^present or additional— 
properly used rather than as has been done. ^ 
In short, the Forest Service has betrayed the American people Its Chief oi 
his cohorts have betrayed the land itself, which morally is even more rtim-
heusible, and they must be held accountable for that. I ask this sabcomiDltMi 
to begin immediate proceedings to remove the entire hierarchy of the 
Service and to demand that the foresters in whom we place oar public tnNt 
once again manage our public forest lands in a manner compatible iritb ttt 
integrity of a people as well as the ecological integrity of the American »»it< 
Itself. ~ « 
I further ask that subsequent Senate hearings be held in the major dtlM 
throughout the country where Forest Service headquarters are located to ttatt 
the public can submit testimony as to the devastation visited upon the poMll 
lands throughout America. As you know, there are many people who woald Uki 
to testify and who have not been able to participate in this particular heerlaf 
because of the tremendous cost involved in coming to Washington, D.C FliMI 
take these hearings to the American people rather than making the people COM 
here to you. Our national forests are a disaster area, and I ask you to (ireatt 
concerned Americans an opportunity to tell of the magnitude and severity ol 
crisis in public land management 
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Notes 
Un reference materials consulted for this thesis the terms "clearcut" and 
"multiple use" were found both in hyphenated form and without hyphens. 
Except where presented otherwise in quoted material. I have used the non-
hyphenated forms, and in the case of "clearcut' and "clearcutting," have 
combined the words into one compound word to reflect the passing of this 
term into common usage. 
2 In reference materials consulted for this thesis, there was no 
standardized spelling for Bitterroot,' whether cited as the name for the 
western Montana valley region, the national forest, or the controversy 
examined in the thesis. Present Missoulian style specifies use as one word, 
Bitterroot. Except in cases where quoted material included a different 
usage, I have followed this spelling. 
3 The dissidents were four Bitterroot Valley residents who mobilized to 
influence public consciousness of alleged Forest Service mismanagement in 
the BNF. Three were former regional Forest Service officials themselves. 
Hence Burk called them dissidents. They were: G. M. Brandborg, supervisor 
of the Bitterroot National Forest from 1935-1955; Champ W. Hannon, former 
timber officer in Darby; Charles MacDonald, district ranger in Stevensville, 
Montana, for 16 years, and; Jack Evans, a rancher from the Sleeping Child 
drainage, real estate agent and pilot who did numerous fly-overs for those 
investigating the group's claims. 
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